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Abstract
Epigenetic clocks are mathematical models that predict the biological age of an organism us-
ing DNA methylation data, and which have emerged in the last few years as the most accurate
biomarkers of the ageing process. However, little is known about the molecular mechanisms
that control the rate of such clocks. In this thesis I focus on the study of the epigenetic ageing
clock in humans. First, I review and benchmark statistical and computational tools required
for the analysis of DNA methylation data in the context of human ageing. Next, I validate the
performance of the Horvath epigenetic clock, the most widely used multi-tissue epigenetic
clock in humans, in a control blood dataset and test its behaviour in patients with a variety of
developmental disorders, which harbour mutations in proteins of the epigenetic machinery. I
demonstrate that loss-of-function mutations in the H3K36 methyltransferase NSD1, which
cause Sotos syndrome, substantially accelerate epigenetic ageing. Furthermore, I show that
the normal ageing process and Sotos syndrome share methylation changes and the genomic
context in which they happen. These results suggest that the H3K36 methylation machinery
is a key component of the epigenetic maintenance system in humans, which controls the
rate of epigenetic ageing, and this role seems to be conserved in model organisms. Finally, I
provide a technological strategy to make epigenetic clocks (or any DNA methylation-based
mathematical models) more cost-effective by exploiting the ability of restriction enzymes
to perform genomic enrichment. This thesis provides novel insights (statistical, biological,
technological) into the epigenetic ageing clock in humans, which will help to shed light on
the different processes that erode the human epigenetic landscape during ageing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
‘[...] there are as many theories of
ag[e]ing as there are biogerontologists.’
L. Hayflick [2007a]
1.1 The biology of ageing
1.1.1 A brief introduction to ageing theory
The ageing process is one of the most mysterious, complex and fascinating biological
problems that remains to be solved. Ageing and immortality have probably fascinated
mankind since we have a conception of time and death [Renfrew et al., 2016].
Biological ageing (a.k.a. the ageing process) can be broadly defined as the time-
dependent functional decline which increases vulnerability to death in most organisms
[Lopez-Otin et al., 2013]. The revolution taking place in genetics and molecular biology
during the 20th century gave rise to more than 300 theories that attempt to explain the
mechanisms behind biological ageing [Medvedev, 1990]. Any valid modern theory of ageing
would need to explain at least two things [Medvedev, 1990]:
• The molecular basis for the increase in mortality rate (a.k.a. death rate) over time
in the population of a given species. Mortality rate can be broadly defined as the
number of deaths in a population per unit of time, scaled by the size of the population.
More formally, by quantifying the deaths of individuals in a population over time (and
assuming that there are no increases in the population number due to reproduction,
migration, etc.), the survival fraction at a given time t, S(t), is [Witten, 1986]:
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S(t) =
N(t)
N0
(1.1)
where N(t) is the number of individuals alive at a given time t and N0 is the initial
number of individuals in the population. It can be demonstrated that the mortality rate,
λ (t), can be expressed as [Witten, 1986]:
λ (t) =− 1
S(t)
· dS(t)
dt
(1.2)
• The evolutionary variations in lifespan between different species [Jones et al.,
2013]; where lifespan is defined as the time passed between birth and death of an organ-
ism. For example, the maximum lifespan in the case of the roundworm (Caenorhabditis
elegans) is 0.16 years (58.4 days, in captivity); in the case of the fruit fly (Drosophila
melanogaster) is 0.3 years (109.5 days, in captivity); in the case of the house mouse
(Mus musculus) is 4 years (in captivity); in the case of humans (Homo sapiens) is 122.5
years and in the case of the bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) is 211 years (in the
wild) according to the database AnAge [De Magalhães and Costa, 2009]. Furthermore,
some species (such as certain turtles, certain species of rockfish or the bristlecone pine)
seem to have negligible senescence i.e. negligible changes in adult mortality rates over
extended periods of time at advanced adult ages [Finch, 2009].
Nowadays, there are at least two main paradigms, complementary to each other, that
try to conceptualise the problem and that are a topic of intense discussion among biogeron-
tologists:
• Ageing as a consequence of molecular infidelity. In this case, stochastic chemical
modifications of biomolecules, such as DNA or proteins, exceed the capacity of the
repair and turnover systems of the organism and accumulate over time, which increases
the entropy of the system. This leads to changes in molecular structure and, finally,
changes in function, which increase vulnerability to age-related diseases [Hayflick,
2007a,b]. From an evolutionary point of view, this fits into the disposable soma theory,
originally proposed by Thomas Kirkwood in 1977. This theory suggests that organisms
have evolved to optimise the amount of energy dedicated to repair errors in somatic
cells in order to maximise reproductive success (at the expense of indefinite survival)
[Kirkwood and Rose, 1991; Kirkwood, 1977].
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• Ageing as a consequence of hyperfunction. In this case, the primary cause of ageing
is an excessive activity of certain growth or development-related genes and pathways
in later life [Blagosklonny, 2006, 2010; de Magalhães, 2012; Gems, 2015]. In other
words, ageing originates from developmental programmes that have not been turned
off [Blagosklonny, 2006]. This idea is rooted in the concept of antagonistic pleiotropy,
an important pillar of the evolutionary theory of ageing originally proposed by George
C. Williams in 1957 [Williams, 1957]. It implies that certain genes have opposite
effects on fitness at different ages, which is a consequence of the decrease in selection
forces after reproductive age. A strong candidate is the TOR (target of rapamycin)
pathway (see section 1.1.2), which promotes development in early life but also the
advancement of several late-life pathologies [Blagosklonny, 2010].
It has become clear that no single molecular mechanism will be able to explain ageing
across all kingdoms of life. Different species have different life histories that are subjected to
evolutionary trade-offs (e.g. regarding reproduction strategies, developmental schedules, etc.)
and that can affect the rate of ageing [Jones et al., 2013; Ricklefs, 2010]. Nevertheless, it is
possible to integrate all the ideas presented so far into a theoretical framework that can help
to unify definitions across studies and set the foundations for mechanistic advancements on
the biology of ageing (Fig. 1.1, inspired by ideas from [Freund, 2019; Gems, 2015; Hayflick,
2007a; Peto and Doll, 1997; Stroustrup et al., 2016]). Under this theoretical framework:
• The ageing process is composed of different molecular mechanisms (subprocesses)
that operate at different stages of life and contribute, in variable proportions, to the
appearance of different age-related diseases i.e. the risk of developing an age-related
disease is the ‘integral of its ageing subprocesses operating over time’. Furthermore,
the development of different diseases affects the mortality rate and, thus, the probability
of dying. The different ageing processes can also be understood as the sources of
ageing-associated molecular damage [Lopez-Otin et al., 2013].
• If the ageing subprocesses can be altered through different genetic, lifestyle or pharma-
cological interventions, it is possible to reduce the likelihood of several age-related
diseases at the same time. This makes ageing research incredibly relevant to the
biomedical sciences, since it changes the current paradigm away from developing
interventions for a specific already-existing disease towards the prevention of several
diseases simultaneously.
• Differences in the average lifespan between different species should be explained by
different combinations of ageing subprocesses and their rates.
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A
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…
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Mortality Rate
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A
B
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c
Fig. 1.1 Theoretical framework to conceptualise the ageing process. a. The ageing process is composed
of different molecular mechanisms (subprocesses) that operate at different stages of life and contribute, in
variable proportions (specified by the weights), to the appearance of different age-related diseases. Furthermore,
the development of different diseases affects the mortality rate and, thus, the probability of dying. b. and c.
Examples of the life histories of two organisms. In these examples, two ageing mechanisms operate: A (which
changes its rate after reproductive age e.g. activated growth-related pathways) and B (with a constant rate over
time e.g. some type of (epi)mutational process). Differences in the mechanisms’ profiles lead to differences in
the age-related diseases that manifest over the lifespan of the organisms, even though the molecular mechanisms
are the same. This affects the mortality rate and, ultimately, the time-to-death. This figure is inspired by ideas
from [Freund, 2019; Gems, 2015; Hayflick, 2007a; Peto and Doll, 1997; Stroustrup et al., 2016].
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Consequently, systems biology approaches become fundamental to understand the ageing
process [Freund, 2019]. In the next sections, I will provide an overview of the ageing
mechanisms that may operate in different species, with a special focus on mammalian
species.
1.1.2 The genetic basis of ageing
Given the large variability in lifespan between species [Jones et al., 2013], it is nowadays
clear that the ageing process must have a genetic basis. However, for a long time, the ageing
process was thought to be a ‘haphazard process driven solely by entropy’ [Kenyon, 2005].
Furthermore, in 1935 Clive Maine McCay had shown that caloric restriction (a reduction
in calories intake without malnutrition) could extend mean and maximal lifespan in rats
[McCay et al., 1935; McDonald and Ramsey, 2010], which probably shifted the focus towards
environmental or external causes as the main driving forces of the ageing process. Since
then, dietary restriction (which includes different types of dietary interventions that reduce
food intake without malnutrition) has been established as the most successful non-genetic
intervention to slow down the ageing process across species [Fontana and Partridge, 2015].
The establishment of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans as a model organism in
the 70s triggered its adoption in the ageing field [Klass and Hirsh, 1976], since it allowed
well-controlled experiments in a much shorter period of time than rodents [Johnson, 2013].
This lead to the discovery of the first mutants that dramatically extended lifespan, which
mapped to genes in the insulin/IGF-1 signalling pathway [Kenyon et al., 1993; Morris et al.,
1996]. Since then, many genes have been found to significantly affect the lifespan of other
model organisms as well, such as in budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), in fruit flies
(Drosophila melanogaster) and in mice (Mus musculus) [Kenyon, 2005, 2010; Singh et al.,
2019].
Interestingly, the effects of many of these genetic mutations and their pathways are shared
by distantly-related species. This suggests that at least part of the molecular mechanisms that
drive the ageing process could be evolutionarily conserved. Major signalling pathways that
have been associated with ageing include the following (Fig. 1.2) [Greer and Brunet, 2008;
Kenyon, 2005, 2010; Singh et al., 2019]:
• Insulin/IGF-1 pathway. This underscores the central role of the endocrine system on
the biology of ageing. Mutations that lower the level of daf-2, encoding an insulin/IGF-
1 receptor, were originally found to double the lifespan of C. elegans [Guarente and
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Fig. 1.2 Main signalling pathways that affect the ageing process. These pathways sense nutrient and stress
inputs (such as a dietary restriction regime) to ultimate impact the rate of ageing. The grey lines represent
inhibition (negative regulation) while the yellow arrows represent activation (positive regulation). As such,
dietary restriction inhibits the insulin/IGF-1 pathway (in red), inhibits the TOR pathway (in green) and activates
AMPK signalling (in purple), ultimately extending lifespan. For simplification, I have only included the main
proteins that transduce the signal (e.g. there are more intermediate kinases in the insulin/IGF-1 pathway).
Protein names are provided for both the mammalian (top) and the C. elegans orthologs if available (bottom, in
parenthesis).
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Kenyon, 2000; Kenyon et al., 1993]. Activation of the insulin/IGF-1 pathway leads
to the phosphorylation of a transcription factor of the FOXO family, encoded by daf-
16 in C. elegans, which prevents it to reach the nucleus [Lin et al., 2001]. FOXO
transcription factors, of which there are several members in mammals, activate the
expression of longevity-promoting genes involved in processes such as autophagy
(which clears protein aggregates and damaged organelles in the cell) [Singh et al.,
2019], resistance to oxidative stress or stem cell maintenance [Martins et al., 2016].
This partially explains why the inhibition of the insulin/IGF-1 pathway can increase
organismal lifespan. However, other downstream targets that regulate gene expression
have also been identified, such as hsf-1 (a transcription factor that regulates heat-shock
response) [Hsu et al., 2003] or skn-1 (a transcription factor that coordinates a response
to oxidative stress) [Tullet et al., 2008] in C. elegans.
• TOR pathway. TOR (target of rapamycin) is a kinase that acts as a major amino-acid
and nutrient sensor by stimulating growth (including protein translation) and blocking
autophagy [Kenyon, 2010]. The effects of TOR are partly mediated by activating the
ribosomal subunit S6 kinase (which promotes protein translation) and by inhibiting
4EBP (a translation inhibitor) [Kenyon, 2010; Um et al., 2006]. Reductions in TOR
activity (via genetic or pharmacological mechanisms) increase lifespan across many
species [Kenyon, 2010]. Importantly, rapamycin, a drug that inhibits TOR, can increase
the mean lifespan of mice when fed late in life, which showed for the first time that
pharmacological interventions targeting mammalian ageing are possible [Harrison
et al., 2009]. Interestingly, the increase in lifespan differed in males (9%) and females
(13%) [Harrison et al., 2009], highlighting the sex-specific effects of some ageing
mechanisms.
• AMPK pathway. The AMP-activated kinase (AMPK) controls the balance between
catabolic and anabolic processes depending on the cellular levels of AMP/ATP (i.e.
when ATP levels decrease, AMPK is activated to promote catabolic pathways) [Kenyon,
2010; Mihaylova and Shaw, 2011]. Furthermore, AMPK activation promotes au-
tophagy, partially by inhibiting TOR [Mihaylova and Shaw, 2011]. The anti-diabetic
drug metformin, which activates AMPK among other targets, has been shown to extend
lifespan in mice [Anisimov et al., 2008; Martin-Montalvo et al., 2013] and has been
included as the first drug to target the human ageing process in a clinical trial [Barzilai
et al., 2016].
• Sirtuins. Sirtuins are a family of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+)-dependent
deacetylases i.e. they generally catalyse the removal of an acetyl group from lysine
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residues using NAD+ as a cofactor [Bonkowski and Sinclair, 2016]. Sirtuins have
been shown to play complex roles in the biology of ageing and age-related diseases, in
general by cross-talking with other nutrient-sensing pathways and promoting longevity
[Bonkowski and Sinclair, 2016; Kenyon, 2010]. Several authors have shown that
increasing NAD+ levels enhances the activity of sirtuins, which could constitute an
additional anti-ageing pharmacological avenue in mammals. Additionally, intensive re-
search is being carried out to identify other molecules that activate sirtuins [Bonkowski
and Sinclair, 2016].
• Other pathways. Mitochondrial respiration (and its production of reactive oxygen
species or ROS), genome surveillance pathways (such as those involved in DNA repair
or telomere maintenance), signals from the reproductive system or Wnt signalling have
also been implicated in different ways in the ageing process [Greer and Brunet, 2008;
Kenyon, 2010; Lezzerini and Budovskaya, 2014].
These pathways seem to have a dual role depending on the environmental context
that the organism is facing, behaving as nutrient and stress sensors. Under abundant
nutrient availability and low stress (oxidative, temperature), they tend to promote growth
and reproduction. While in contrast, under harsh conditions (such as those posed by dietary
restriction), they favour cell protection and maintenance [Kenyon, 2005, 2010]. It is worth
mentioning that the responses of the different pathways to dietary restriction deeply depend
on the characteristics of the diet and its timing [Kenyon, 2010]. This model also relates to the
disposable soma theory, where more resources are allocated either to reproduction or somatic
maintenance depending on the context [Kirkwood and Rose, 1991; Kirkwood, 1977]. This
is further mechanistically supported by experiments showing that decreased insulin/IGF-1
signalling (e.g. via daf-2 mutation) produces the acquisition of germline characteristics (e.g.
higher genomic stability) in C. elegans somatic cells [Curran et al., 2009]. Even though
this model is a clear oversimplification, it becomes useful when thinking about the way in
which the ageing process might have evolved and how the same biological pathways can be
repurposed to activate genetic programs with completely different goals.
There are many more complexities associated with these pathways that would require
an entire thesis on its own. For example, the insulin/IGF-1 signalling pathway can work
in a cell non-autonomous manner (i.e. the activity of the pathway in one tissue can affect
lifespan by influencing cells in a different tissue), which could help to coordinate ageing
rates in the organism, and the effects are many times tissue-specific [Kenyon, 2005, 2010].
Additionally, the pathways can have different effects depending on the life stage of the animal
(e.g. development, adulthood, etc.) [Dillin et al., 2002]. Furthermore, cross-talk between the
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pathways has previously been reported [Bonkowski and Sinclair, 2016; Greer et al., 2007].
Therefore, the inner workings of these signalling pathways is still an area of intense research.
The discovery of signalling pathways that can dramatically extend the lifespan of model
organisms has demonstrated that the ageing process has a genetic basis and it is possible
to alter its rate. More importantly, the appearance of age-related disease seems to be
delayed in many of these long-lived organisms [Arantes-Oliveira et al., 2003; Kenyon, 2010],
suggesting that these interventions indeed reduce the rate of some the operating ageing
mechanisms (Fig. 1.1).
1.1.3 Hallmarks of mammalian ageing
Most studies on the biology of mammalian ageing have been conducted in mice. Many
genetic mutations in conserved pathways (mainly nutrient-sensing pathways) have been
shown to significantly extend the lifespan of mice. Among them, those that affect growth
hormone signalling (which in mammals in turn controls the secretion of IGF-1 by the liver and
therefore the insulin/IGF-1 signalling pathway) produce the longest lifespan improvements
(in the order of 40-60%) [Singh et al., 2019]. Even though this is a remarkable result, it is
far off the lifespan extensions achieved with ‘simpler’ model organisms such as C. elegans
(where extensions of almost 1000% have been achieved with a mutation in a single gene of the
insulin/IGF-1 pathway; the equivalent of a human living up to ≈ 1200 years!) [Ayyadevara
et al., 2008]. This highlights a trend where translating lifespan interventions discovered in
worms and flies yields generally less spectacular results in mice and potentially in humans.
Evolution has been experimenting with lifespan extension for a long time. Consequently,
some species of mammals, such as the naked mole rat (Heterocephalus glaber) or some
species of bats (Chiroptera), are exceptionally long-lived for their body size. Recent reports
point towards the possibility that these species do not increase their mortality rate with age
(i.e. they may have negligible senescence) [Fleischer et al., 2017; Ruby et al., 2018a], which
makes them incredibly interesting systems to study the biology of ageing in mammals.
In 2013, López-Otín et al. reviewed the main common denominators of the ageing
process across organisms [Lopez-Otin et al., 2013]. They defined several hallmarks of
ageing, which can be understood as the measurable consequences of the ageing mechanisms
that I proposed in Fig 1.1. I will briefly discuss some of them, with a special focus on those
that directly affect the genome during mammalian ageing [Lopez-Otin et al., 2013; Singh
et al., 2019]:
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• Genomic instability. Somatic DNA mutations (single nucleotide variants, copy num-
ber changes, structural rearrangements, etc.) accumulate over time in mammalian
cells (both in the nuclear genome and the mitochondrial genome) [Larsson, 2010;
Martincorena et al., 2018]. Different mutational processes (good candidates for ageing
mechanisms) create specific patterns of mutations (a.k.a. mutational signatures) in the
genome, which have been widely studied in the context of human cancer [Alexandrov
and Stratton, 2014]. It is possible to assign specific endogenous (e.g. DNA replication
errors) and exogenous factors (e.g. smoke exposure) that contribute to the different
processes. In the context of ageing, deamination of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) in a
CpG context leads to C>T (cytosine to thymine) mutations, which accumulate in a
clock-like manner with a rate that correlates with the proliferative activity of the tissue
[Alexandrov et al., 2015]. Furthermore, nuclear architecture and the 3-dimensional
organisation of the genome both seem to change with age, which can distort nuclear
homeostasis. Interestingly, several human diseases that are considered to display
premature ageing, such as Werner syndrome or Hutchinson–Gilford progeria, have
mutations in proteins that lead to genomic instability [Oberdoerffer and Sinclair, 2007].
Finally, it is possible that an increase in the mobilisation of transposable elements with
age further contributes to destabilise the genome [Orr, 2016].
• Telomere attrition. The repetitive DNA sequences at the linear ends of mammalian
chromosomes are capped with the protein complex shelterin to form structures known
as telomeres. Due to the nature of the standard DNA replication machinery, the
chromosomal DNA ends of somatic cells are eroded after each cell division (net
loss of 100-200 bp of telomeric sequence per cell division). After a certain number
of doublings (and therefore telomeres shortening) cells stop diving and they induce
cellular senescence (see below) or cell death (apoptosis) [O’Sullivan and Karlseder,
2010]. For many years, this replicative limit, known as the Hayflick limit, was
understood as the manifestation of the ageing process at the cellular level [Hayflick,
1998; Hayflick and Moorhead, 1961]. Telomere shortening has indeed been shown
to occur with age in most human tissues [Blasco, 2007]. Importantly, stem cells and
germ cells express telomerase, an enzymatic complex that synthesises new telomeric
repeats, avoiding telomere shortening. This way organisms can regenerate their tissues
if needed, which makes it unlikely that telomere attrition is the only mechanism driving
ageing. In addition to telomere length shortening, other mechanisms may contribute to
replicative senescence in mammals [O’Sullivan and Karlseder, 2010]. Nevertheless,
telomere biology plays a critical role in many fundamental processes, such as DNA
repair and genomic stability, and non-telomeric functions for telomerase have also been
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suggested (such as global chromatin regulation and transcription of developmentally-
regulated genes) [O’Sullivan and Karlseder, 2010]. As such, telomeres have been
implicated in age-related diseases, such as cancer and cardiovascular disease [Blasco,
2007; O’Sullivan and Karlseder, 2010]. Interestingly, ectopic expression of the catalytic
subunit of telomerase (TERT) extends the lifespan of mice that are cancer-resistant
[Tomás-Loba et al., 2008].
• Cellular senescence. Cellular senescence is a cellular state characterised by a stable
cell cycle arrest. There are different types of senescence induced by different stress
stimuli, including telomere shortening (replicative senescence, previously mentioned),
sustained DNA damage (e.g. via irradiation) or derepression of the INK4/ARF locus
(which encodes three tumour suppressor genes)[Herranz and Gil, 2018; Lopez-Otin
et al., 2013]. Under normal circumstances, cellular senescence carries out physiological
functions such as preventing pre-malignant cells from dividing, participating in wound
healing and tissue remodelling. Furthermore, senescent cells also secrete a cocktail
of factors (termed the senescence-associated secretory phenotype, or SASP) with
pleiotropic effects (e.g. pro-inflammatory, matrix remodelling, inducing growth, etc.)
[Herranz and Gil, 2018]. Senescent cells accumulate in mammalian tissues during
ageing. If this happens in excess, the SASP can perturb the homeostasis of the tissue.
Consequently, the removal of senescent cells in mice increases lifespan and reduces the
appearance of age-related phenotypes [Baker et al., 2016, 2011; Xu et al., 2018]. Drugs
that selectively induce apoptosis in senescent cells (known as senolytics) [Kirkland
et al., 2017] are currently undergoing clinical trials in humans.
• Epigenetic alterations. This hallmark is reviewed in further detail in section 1.2.3,
since it is the main focus of this thesis.
• Other hallmarks of ageing. These include loss of proteostasis (appropriate quality
control of the proteome, which is mechanistically connected with autophagy pathways;
strongly implicated in neurodegenerative diseases); deregulated nutrient sensing (medi-
ated by the pathways discussed in section 1.1.2); mitochondrial dysfunction (including
a reduction in the efficacy of the respiratory chain with age); stem cell exhaustion
(which is thought to contribute to the decline of regenerative potential of the tissues
with ageing, such as in the case of the haematopoietic system) and altered intercellular
communication (including an increase in inflammation, known as inflammageing, or
alterations in the neuroendocrine system) [Lopez-Otin et al., 2013].
Importantly, complex interactions and interdependencies emerge between the different
hallmarks of ageing. For example, in senescent cells in the mouse, a type of transposable
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element (LINE-1) becomes derepressed and activates type-I interferon response, which in
turn causes inflammageing [De Cecco et al., 2019]. Furthermore, understanding the role of
the environment in modulating the ageing process and the different hallmarks in mammals is
becoming increasingly important.
Assuming that molecular damage is the main cause of biological ageing, the mechanisms
that lead to genomic instability, telomere attrition, epigenetic alterations and loss of proteosta-
sis are very likely the main drivers of the ageing process, with the rest of the hallmarks being
a consequence of them [Lopez-Otin et al., 2013]. Nevertheless, interventions targeting some
of the more ‘integrative hallmarks’ (such as removing senescent cells, optimising dietary
restriction or stem cell therapies) will probably arrive earlier in the clinic.
1.1.4 Studying the ageing process in humans
Average human lifespan has nearly doubled in most developed countries during the last 200
years. This has been the consequence of external factors, such as improvements in quality
of water, nutrition, hygiene, housing and lifestyle, immunisation against infectious disease,
antibiotics and medical care [Partridge et al., 2018]. One of the most debated questions in
the human ageing field is whether there is a limit to maximal human lifespan [Dong et al.,
2016]. Since Benjamin Gompertz’s pioneering work in 1825, it is known that the mortality
rate in humans increases exponentially with age [Gompertz, 1825]. However, a recent study
on Italian centenarians suggests that mortality rate, which increases exponentially up to
about age 80, decelerates thereafter and reaches or closely approaches a plateau after age
105 [Barbi et al., 2018]. This implies that human lifespan may continue to increase in the
next decades and that we have probably not reached our evolutionary lifespan limit as a
species yet [Barbi et al., 2018; Kontis et al., 2017].
Thus, in order to avoid a massive socioeconomic burden on our societies [Fine, 2014],
biomedical research should focus on extending human healthspan (i.e. the amount of time
that we live free of disease) and not only lifespan. This goal, known as the ‘compression of
morbidity’ [Partridge et al., 2018], is theoretically possible if we target the core mechanisms
that drive the ageing process (Fig 1.1); which is assumed to be the biggest contributor
to the development of most age-related diseases, such as cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular
disorders and neurodegenerative diseases [Lopez-Otin et al., 2013]. Indeed, genetic and
pharmacological interventions that increase lifespan in model organisms also seem to extend
healthspan [Newell Stamper et al., 2018] and the compression of morbidity is a characteristic
of human centenarians [Feldman et al., 2012].
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Most of our understanding of human ageing comes from studies carried out in population
cohorts. Furthermore, during the last years different datasets of high-throughput molecular
data (broadly know as ‘omics’) have been generated for many of these cohorts, including
genetic data, epigenetic data, metabolomic data, imaging data or even the microbiome. These
data (sometimes referred as ‘deep phenotypes’) complement the more traditional phenotypic
measurements and health records and allow, for the first time, characterising the human
ageing process with unprecedented resolution and scale. An example of such a cohort is the
UK Biobank, which has enrolled > 500,000 participants [Bahcall, 2018]. Importantly, there is
a trend in many of these cohorts to collect more longitudinal data (i.e. data over time for the
same individual), which will likely increase the power to discover causal ageing mechanisms
(as opposed to cross-sectional data, when data from different individuals at different ages is
used) [Rahmadi et al., 2017]. As Nobel laureate Sydney Brenner (known for establishing C.
elegans as a model organism) remarked 10 years ago: "We don’t have to search for a model
organism anymore. Because we are the model organisms" [FitzGerald et al., 2018] (as a
disclosure, I still believe we need model organisms to gain definitive mechanistic insights,
and probably so did the late Prof. Brenner).
The ageing process is an extremely polygenic trait, probably one of the most complex
phenotypes to be studied (as one would expect if it is composed of many different molecular
processes). Candidate gene studies (with biased hypotheses) and genome-wide association
studies (GWAS, unbiased) have found genetic variants that may affect the rate of ageing in
humans. Many of them are associated with the function of genes that are part of nutrient-
sensing pathways (such as FOXO3 or IGF1R), that increase the risk of Alzheimer’s (such
as APOE), that are involved in cellular senescence (such as CDKN2A) or that are related to
the immune system and inflammation (such as HLA-DQA1, HLA-DRB1 or IL6) [Partridge
et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2019]. Additionally, biological sex has a major impact on the ageing
process and the incidence of age-related diseases. In the case of humans, females consistently
live longer than males (females make around 90% of the supercentenarians i.e. individuals
that live 110 years or more). However, they also seem to suffer greater morbidity in later life,
which is known as the ‘mortality-morbidity paradox’ [Austad and Fischer, 2016].
It is clear that human longevity has a genetic component. However, the latest estimates
of heritability are quite low (ranging between 10-15%) [Kaplanis et al., 2018; Ruby et al.,
2018b]. Furthermore, GWAS have yielded relatively few genetic variants compared with
other complex phenotypes [Singh et al., 2019]. This could be due to the sample sizes re-
quired or methodological limitations (such as the way that the ageing phenotype is defined).
Nevertheless, it is more likely that the environment (and its interaction with the genetic
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background) accounts for most of the phenotypic variation in human ageing popula-
tions [Partridge et al., 2018; Singh et al., 2019]. As such, there is evidence that diet (not
only the content but also the timing) and exercise can act through nutrient-sensing pathways
to regulate human healthspan and potentially lifespan [Most et al., 2017; Partridge et al.,
2018; Redman et al., 2018; Richter and Ruderman, 2009; Singh et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2017].
Interestingly, social relationships are hypothesised to have a causal role in mortality rate,
with lower levels of social integration associated with higher levels of inflammation, blood
pressure or waist circumference across all human lifespan [Yang et al., 2016b]. A fascinating
example of the impact of environmental and lifestyle factors on human lifespan are the so
called ‘blue zones’. These are geographical areas (such as Ogliastra in Sardinia, Okinawa
in Japan, the Nicoya peninsula in Costa Rica and the island of Ikaria in Greece) that have
unusual proportions of long-lived individuals. However, the genetics of these populations are
similar to their neighbours and therefore differences in the rate of ageing must be attributed
to environmental and lifestyle factors [Partridge et al., 2018; Poulain et al., 2013]. As such,
targeted lifestyle interventions will likely complement pharmacological interventions (some
of them mentioned in section 1.1.2) in order to slow down the human ageing process. Finally,
epigenetic mechanisms constitute an interesting layer of biological information that could
mediate the interactions between genetics and environment to affect the ageing process and
it will be the topic of discussion in the next sections.
1.2 Epigenetics of ageing
1.2.1 A brief introduction to epigenetics
The coining of the term epigenetics is normally attributed to Conrad H. Waddington, when,
in 1942, he defined it as the studies that deal with the causal mechanisms behind embryonic
development (i.e. the processes by which the genotype of a single cell brings about the
phenotype of an organism) [Waddington, 1942]. This led to the unification of two apparently
distinct fields (genetics and embryology), today known as the field of developmental genetics
[Gilbert, 2011]. Furthermore, Waddington is also known for introducing the concept of
the epigenetic landscape, which depicted developmental trajectories and the theory behind
them in an incredibly compelling way [Waddington, 1957]. Later work by Nanney, Riggs,
Holliday and others evolved the definition of epigenetics towards the concept of cellular
memory, that was materialised at the molecular level through DNA methylation (since it
could affect transcription and be inherited after each cell division) [Lappalainen and Greally,
2017]. The next decades were characterised by the discovery of a great variety of ‘molecular
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routes’ to affect gene expression (such as chromatin modifications or non-coding RNAs),
which in humans culminated with consortia such as ENCODE [Consortium et al., 2012],
Roadmap Epigenomics [Consortium et al., 2015], BLUEPRINT or IHEC [Stunnenberg et al.,
2016] and created a broader concept of epigenetics [Greally, 2018; Lappalainen and Greally,
2017].
Nowadays there is a debate in the scientific community about the appropriate definition of
epigenetics [Bird, 2007; Greally, 2018]. For the purpose of this thesis I will define epigenetics
as the study of molecular variation that is beyond changes in the DNA sequence, that is
inherited after cell division and that regulates gene expression (in line with the definition
by Wu and Morris) [Wu and Morris, 2001]. However, it is important to mention that, in the
context of the epigenetic clock, we are still not sure whether these molecular changes have
direct functional consequences (e.g. by affecting RNA expression) and/or whether they help
to define a new metastable cellular state in the cells in which they occur (see section 1.3.3).
There are different types of molecular mechanisms that are normally considered ‘epige-
netic’. These include:
• DNA methylation. This will be discussed in detail in section 1.2.2.
• Histone modifications. The basic unit of chromatin is the nucleosome. It is composed
of ∼147 bp of DNA wrapped around an octamer of histones (generally two copies of
each one of the four core histones: H2A, H2B, H3 and H4; although histone variants
such as H3.3 or H2A.Z have also been characterised). In order to fit∼2 meters of DNA
into the nucleus of a human cell, chromatin needs to be further compacted with the
help of scaffold proteins (with the furthest level of compaction achieved in the mitotic
chromosome) [Ou et al., 2017]. Histones possess N-terminal regions (a.k.a histone
tails) that project towards the outside of the nucleosome and are positively charged.
By default, this helps to compact the chromatin by interacting with the negative
charges of the DNA. However, many different types of post-translational modifications
(acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitinylation, sumoylation, etc.) in
the residues of the histone tails have been identified across the eukaryotic tree of life
(although modifications have been also found in the globular domains) [Lawrence et al.,
2016]. These histone modifications can affect the chemical properties of chromatin,
its degree of compaction and ultimately contribute to the regulation of transcription
(e.g. through the recruitment of downstream effector proteins). The sequence and
combinations of these modifications that modulate chromatin activity was named the
histone code [Strahl and Allis, 2000] and its complexity is slowly being characterised
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thanks to technologies such as ChIP-seq [Consortium et al., 2015, 2012]. Finally, it is
worth mentioning the nomenclature that is used to refer to histone modifications. For
instance, for the histone modification ‘H3K36me3’, the information about the histone
(‘H3’), the residue where the modification happens (‘K36’ is lysine 36) and the type
and number of modification(s) (‘me3’ refers to three methyl groups) is provided.
• Other ‘epigenetic’ players. Non-coding RNAs (such as long non-coding RNAs,
PIWI-associated RNAs or short-interfering RNAs) have been shown to affect the epige-
netic landscape through different mechanisms. Additionally, many RNA modifications
(known as the epitranscriptome), are currently being elucidated. However, whether
they are considered truly ‘epigenetic’ is debatable [Mattick et al., 2009; Morris and
Mattick, 2014]. Furthermore, prions (misfolded proteins that accumulate in cells and
act as templates to further misfold more protein molecules) have been proposed as an
epigenetic mechanism that is not based on heritable changes in nucleic acid [Halfmann
and Lindquist, 2010].
The different epigenetic marks present complex patterns of correlation and cross-talk,
which are mechanistically linked to the way that its addition and removal is regulated. This
helps to define chromatin states (i.e. combination of different epigenetic marks) that affect
gene regulation in different ways. Historically, chromatin has been broadly classified in two
categories [Allis and Jenuwein, 2016; Reinberg and Vales, 2018; Trojer and Reinberg, 2007]:
• Euchromatin. It presents active gene activity and it is more accessible to the tran-
scription machinery. It is generally characterised by histone modifications such as
H4K16ac, H3K4me3 or H3K36me3.
• Heterochromatin. It is normally subdivided in constitutive (highly condensed and
transcriptionally repressed; mostly found in pericentromeric regions, telomeres and
other regions that contain repetitive elements; it is generally marked by H3K9me3 and
high levels of 5mC) and facultative (normally transcriptionally silent but it has the
potential to adopt open conformations depending on the temporal and spatial context;
it is generally marked by H3K27me3).
Consortia that have mapped many epigenetic marks (collectively known as the epigenome)
in humans [Consortium et al., 2015, 2012] and advances in chromatin segmentation algo-
rithms [Ernst and Kellis, 2010] have led to a more fine-grained definition of chromatin states.
This has helped to identify functional elements in the genome in a high-throughput way,
such as active transcription start sites (TSS, enriched in H3K4me3), enhancers (enriched
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in H3K4me1) or bivalent chromatin (enriched in H3K4me3 and H3K27me3) [Consortium
et al., 2015, 2012].
Epigenetic marks contribute to define (or in Waddingtonian terms, ‘canalise’) different
cell types and cellular states from the same genomic sequence. Cellular identity is normally
established by master regulators (initiators), generally transcription factors that activate the
expression of a genetic program (i.e. coordinated gene expression) [Reinberg and Vales,
2018]. However, in order for this cellular state to survive once the initiator is no longer
present, the patterns of epigenetic marks need to be inherited after cell division. This is clearly
the case for 5-methylcytosine (5mC, see section 1.2.2). In the case of histone modifications,
there is evidence for the propagation of some of the repressing histone modifications (such as
H3K9me3 and H3K27me3). This is possible because the machinery in charge of catalysing
the addition of these chemical modifications (i.e. the writers, SUV39H1 and Polycomb
Repressive Complex 2) also has the ability to recognise it (i.e. they are also readers),
therefore creating a positive feedback. However, it is not clear whether many other histone
modifications are copied after DNA replication in the newly synthesised DNA strand and
therefore whether they are truly epigenetic [Reinberg and Vales, 2018]. Additionally, it is
important to mention that enzymatic activities to reverse most (if not all) epigenetic marks
(i.e. erasers) have been identified [Allis and Jenuwein, 2016].
Besides regulating transcription and/or defining cellular states, epigenetic mechanisms
play a fundamental role in other important biological processes. These include ge-
nomic imprinting (monoallelic expression according to parental origin) [Peters, 2014], X-
chromosome inactivation (silencing of one of the two X chromosomes in female therian
mammals) [Wutz, 2011] or cast differentiation in eusocial insects (such as queen and worker
differentiation in honeybees, where there is a 10-fold difference in lifespan) [Patalano et al.,
2012; Remolina and Hughes, 2008].
One of the big questions in the field of epigenetics is to which extent epigenetic patterns
are genetically programmed and to which extent they change in response to environmen-
tal/stochastic influences. In the case of human populations, genetic variants that affect the
levels of DNA methylation (meQTLs) and histone modifications (hQTLs) at specific loci
have been identified [Taudt et al., 2016]. Interestingly, it is possible to predict different
epigenetic marks from the raw DNA sequence, mainly by identifying transcription factor
binding sites that guide different parts of the epigenetic machinery [Whitaker et al., 2014].
Furthermore, monozygotic twins allow to control for the genetic background and study the
epigenetic variation derived from environmental and stochastic factors, which is particularly
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interesting in the context of complex diseases [Castillo-Fernandez et al., 2014]. Nevertheless,
the debate is far from being finished.
1.2.2 Fundamentals of DNA methylation in mammals
Different types of DNA modifications have been described across the tree of life. DNA
methylation enzymes evolved in bacterial species to protect them from the infection of
bacteriophages, although roles in bacterial transcriptional regulation have also been described
[Sánchez-Romero et al., 2015]. In mammals, the most common DNA modification is the
addition of a methyl group in the carbon at the 5th position of cytosines (5mC), which
has been called the 5th base of DNA. The traditional functions assigned to 5mC include the
mediation of genomic imprinting and X-chromosome inactivation, repressing transposable
elements and regulating transcription [Wu and Zhang, 2017]. In the latter case, 5mC has
been commonly associated with the repression of transcription (e.g. by altering the ability of
transcription factors to bind or by attracting methyl-CpG binding domain proteins) [Li and
Zhang, 2014]. However, it is becoming clearer over time that the picture is more complex.
For example, gene bodies of highly expressed genes are methylated in order to avoid cryptic
transcription [Neri et al., 2017].
5mC generally occurs when the cytosine is followed by a guanine in the DNA strand
(commonly known as a CG dinucleotide or CpG site) [Li and Zhang, 2014; Smith and
Meissner, 2013]. In the human genome there are around 28 million CpG sites, of which
approximately 60-80% are normally methylated [Smith and Meissner, 2013]. The density
of CpG sites in the genome is variable. CpG islands (CGIs) are CpG-enriched genomic
regions (200-2000 bp long, ∼30,000 CGIs in the human genome which account for ∼10%
CpG sites) and are frequently associated with promoters (although ∼9,000 of them are found
inside gene bodies) [Jeziorska et al., 2017; Smith and Meissner, 2013; Zeng et al., 2014].
Promoter-associated CGIs are normally unmethylated across cell types, which contrasts with
the high methylation levels in the rest of the genome. The mechanism by which these CGIs
remain resistant to DNA methylation is starting to be elucidated. Recent reports suggest that
active transcription together with the binding of proteins that block methylation are required
for the resistance. Among these proteins (which bind non-methylated CpG sites in the CGI
via their zinc-finger CXXC domain) it is worth mentioning CFP1 (which recruits an H3K4
methyltransferase that increases H3K4me3 levels, which in turn inhibits de novo methylation)
and TET1 (see below) [Takahashi et al., 2017]. On the contrary, if a promoter-associated
CGI is methylated, this commonly leads to transcriptional repression of the correspondent
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gene; something that is observed in the promoters of certain tumour suppressor genes in
cancer [Flavahan et al., 2017].
Different enzymes contribute to the establishment, maintenance and removal of
DNA modifications in mammals. De novo methyltransferases DNMT3A and DNMT3B
are capable of catalysing the addition of 5mC in those CpG sites that originally lack the
modification in any of the two DNA strands. Maintenance methyltransferase DNMT1 is able
to add 5mC to hemimethylated DNA (i.e. when only one of the strands in the CpG site has
5mC) thanks to the symmetry of CpG sites (and its recruitment via UHRF1). This provides
a mechanism for the inheritance of DNA methylation patterns after cell division, therefore
making it a true epigenetic mark capable of generating cellular memory (Fig. 1.3) [Li and
Zhang, 2014; Smith and Meissner, 2013]; as originally hypothesised in 1975 by Holliday,
Pugh and Riggs [Holliday and Pugh, 1975; Riggs, 1975]. It is worth mentioning that 5mC
in a non-CpG context (i.e. in CHG or CHH, where H corresponds to adenine, thymine
or cytosine) has also been detected in human tissues [Schultz et al., 2015]. However, its
abundance is generally very low with the exception of embryonic stem cells (ESCs), induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) and some brain cells; probably due to the levels of DNMT3A
and/or DNMT3B in these cell types [He and Ecker, 2015; Ziller et al., 2011]. A third de
novo DNA methyltransferase that is catalytically inactive, DNMT3L, has also been identified
in mammals. DNMT3L is a DNMT3 variant that lacks the N-terminal part of the regulatory
domain and the C-terminal part of the catalytic domain [Lyko, 2017]. DNMT3L cooperates
mainly with DNMT3A to add 5mC in maternal genomic imprints during gametogenesis
[Bourc’his et al., 2001; Tomida et al., 2018]. Additionally, DNMT3C was recently discovered
as a de novo DNA methyltranferase in rodents, where it is responsible for methylating and
silencing young retrotransposons in the male germline, which is required for mouse fertility
[Barau et al., 2016].
It was a long-standing question whether the loss of 5mC (a.k.a demethylation) can only
occur by replication-coupled passive loss (i.e. preventing DNMT1 maintenance activity
and diluting 5mC content by cell division), due to methyltransferase errors or as a result
of DNA repair after DNA damage [Iurlaro et al., 2017]. In 2009, two groups conclusively
identified the presence of a different type of DNA modification in mouse and human DNA,
5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) [Kriaucionis and Heintz, 2009; Tahiliani et al., 2009]
(although, surprisingly, its presence in rat tissue had been detected almost 40 years before)
[Penn et al., 1972]. Furthermore, one of them demonstrated that the enzyme TET1 is
capable of oxidising 5mC to 5hmC [Tahiliani et al., 2009]. Since then, other enzymes from
the TET family (TET2, TET3) have also been shown to catalyse this reaction [Ito et al.,
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Fig. 1.3 Establishment and maintenance of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) in mammalian genomes. Unmethylated
cytosines in symmetric CpG sites are originally methylated de novo by DNA methyltransferases DNMT3A and
DNMT3B to form 5mC. After cell division, the newly synthesised DNA strands lack the methylation mark.
Maintenance DNA methyltransferase DNMT1 recognises this hemimethylated DNA and adds the missing
methyl groups, therefore ensuring the inheritance of DNA methylation patterns and cellular memory.
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2010]. Further products of oxidation, 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC),
can also be generated by TET enzymes, although their abundance is incredibly low in the
genome. Replication-dependent dilution of oxidised products or thymine DNA glycosylase
(TDG)-mediated excision of 5fC and 5caC coupled with BER have been shown to complete
the demethylation process (Fig. 1.4). Altogether, this shows that active enzymatic DNA
demethylation is a feature of mammalian epigenomes [Wu and Zhang, 2017]. Finally, it
is worth mentioning that another type of DNA modification, N6-methyladenine, has recently
been identified in both mouse and human cells, thus further expanding the DNA alphabet
[Wu et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2018].
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Fig. 1.4 Oxidation of 5-methylcytosine (5mC) and the cycle of demethylation. 5mC can be oxidised to different
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DNA methylation patterns change drastically during mammalian embryonic devel-
opment. After fertilisation, mouse and human zygotes undergo epigenetic reprogramming
in order to reset naive pluripotency. This is mainly characterised by a global loss of 5mC (i.e
DNA hypomethylation) with different demethylation processes affecting the paternal and
maternal genome. Nevertheless, some genomic regions, such as imprints, survive epigenetic
reprogramming. De novo DNA methylation occurs after implantation of the blastocyst, which
will restore DNA methylation levels for most somatic cells and eventually generate cell-type
specific DNA methylation patterns [Atlasi and Stunnenberg, 2017; Iurlaro et al., 2017; Tang
et al., 2016].
In the case of the cells that will give rise to the germline (primordial germ cells or
PGCs), further genome-wide DNA demethylation occurs, which makes PGCs the most
hypomethylated cells found during mammalian development thus far (global methylation
levels are ∼4%). This ensures imprint erasure and that parental epigenetic memories are
removed, therefore posing a barrier for transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. Nevertheless,
some regions that escape epigenetic reprogramming in mice and humans have been described
(mainly evolutionarily young and potentially hazardous retrotransposons). Methylation
patterns of the germline will then be re-established in a sex-specific manner [Tang et al.,
2016].
Over the years, many technologies have been developed to measure 5mC and its
oxidative products (see section 4.1 for an overview). Many assays rely on a chemical
procedure called bisulfite conversion [Frommer et al., 1992]. Genomic DNA is denatured and
incubated with sodium bisulfite. This leaves 5mC residues intact, but unmethylated cytosines
are deaminated and converted to uracil. Therefore, after PCR amplification, 5mCs are
substituted by cytosines while unmethylated cytosines become thymines. This information
can then be read at base-pair resolution through DNA sequencing or by hybridisation to a
methylation array (such as the Illumina Infinium BeadChips, which are the platform used to
generate the data analysed in this thesis) [Plongthongkum et al., 2014]. It is important to keep
in mind that 5hmC is confounded with the 5mC signal [Wu and Zhang, 2017]. Furthermore,
C>T mutations (a common mutation during ageing, see section 1.1.3) can be confounded
with hypomethylation events. Another caveat of bisulfite treatment is that it degrades DNA to
a great degree and generates sequencing libraries of low complexity, which leads to reduced
mapping rates and higher costs. A few months ago, Liu et al. published a bisulfite-free
protocol for 5mC sequencing at base-pair resolution, which could potentially solve some of
these issues and start a new generation of bisulfite-free methods [Liu et al., 2019].
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Exposure to certain environmental factors is associated with changes in the methy-
lome that can potentially modulate disease risk. In mice, in utero undernourishment leads
to weight and metabolic defects in the F1 offspring. Furthermore, this metabolic phenotype
is inherited in the F2 offspring through the paternal line. Interestingly, this could be caused
because genomic regions that become hypomethylated during paternal germline specification
survive epigenetic reprogramming in the F2 zygote and lead to further chromatin alterations
in adult tissues [Radford et al., 2014]. In a different example, smoking exposure in humans
changes DNA methylation patterns of blood [Roby et al., 2016] or buccal cells [Teschendorff
et al., 2015] in a consistent and reproducible manner. However, the mechanisms behind
these changes and whether they are functional or mere passenger epimutations remain ob-
scure. Moreover, many complex diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis or many cancer types,
are characterised by altered DNA methylation patterns (although these DNA methylation
changes are more robust and more abundant in most cancers when compared with rheumatoid
arthritis). This suggests that epigenetic mechanisms integrate genetic and environmental
aetiologies of disease [Liu et al., 2013; Widschwendter et al., 2018]. Nevertheless, it is
important to mention that many environmental factors have an impact in the biology of the
organism through non-epigenetic mechanisms. For example, exposure to certain environ-
mental factors, such as UV light or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), can lead
to specific DNA mutational signatures and increase the risk of developing certain types of
human cancer [Kucab et al., 2019]. Furthermore, many environmental adaptations, such as
those that regulate responses to temperature and light [Narasimamurthy and Virshup, 2017]
or nutrient availability (see section 1.1.2), rely on non-epigenetic molecular mechanisms.
1.2.3 Links between the epigenetic machinery and ageing
As previously mentioned in section 1.1.3, epigenetic alterations are one of the hallmarks
of mammalian ageing [Lopez-Otin et al., 2013]. Given the role of genetic pathways
and environmental factors in the regulation of organismal lifespan, the epigenetic layer of
biological information has attracted a lot of interest in the ageing field (to the point that some
authors have suggested that it is the hub that connects all the hallmarks of ageing) [Booth and
Brunet, 2016]. Indeed, many life-extending interventions (such as dietary restriction, exercise
or a robust circadian rhythm) modulate the epigenetic machinery and induce chromatin
changes [Benayoun et al., 2015]. Furthermore, since many epigenetic marks are stable over
time, they could behave as cellular memories that store past environmental exposures. Taking
into account the vast literature available on this topic, in this section I will try to extract the
pieces of information that are more relevant for this work.
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Several authors have reviewed the wide variety of chromatin changes that occur during
ageing in different organisms [Benayoun et al., 2015; Booth and Brunet, 2016; Pal and
Tyler, 2016; Sen et al., 2016]. These include changes in histone numbers, histone variants,
histone modifications, DNA modifications, non-coding RNAs or nucleosome positioning;
which eventually lead to transcriptional deregulation. Certain mutations in proteins of the
epigenetic machinery affect the lifespan of organisms from yeast to mouse, thus proving
a causal role for some of these changes in the ageing process. Furthermore, I highlight a few
interesting insights from these studies:
• Global heterochromatin loss and redistribution has been suggested as one of the mech-
anisms behind the ageing process [Tsurumi and Li, 2012; Villeponteau, 1997]. Indeed,
mutations in proteins that cause premature ageing in humans (such as nuclear lamins or
the WRN helicase) have a major impact in heterochromatin structure and the genomic
distribution of its characteristic repressive chromatin marks (such as H3K9me3 or
H3K27me3) [Zhang et al., 2015a]. Cellular senescence is also associated with the
remodelling of heterochromatin [Zhang et al., 2007]. Furthermore, heterochromatin
deregulation can lead to the activation and mobilisation of transposable elements during
mammalian ageing [De Cecco et al., 2013].
• Mutations that alter the levels of H3K27me3 and H3K4me3 can have contradictory
effects in the lifespan of model organisms, probably depending on the loci and cell
types that they affect. However, it appears that mutations that increase the levels of
H3K36me3 consistently increase lifespan (at least in yeast, worm and fly) [Benayoun
et al., 2015; Booth and Brunet, 2016; Pal and Tyler, 2016; Sen et al., 2016]. This will
be of interest for Chapter 3.
• Increased levels of SIRT6, an H3K9ac and H3K56ac histone deacetylase from the
sirtuin family, can extend lifespan of male mice [Kanfi et al., 2012]. On the contrary
SIRT6-deficient mice die at about 4 weeks, have a progeroid phenotype and have
increased genomic instability (due to problems in the base excision repair pathway)
[Mostoslavsky et al., 2006]. The role of SIRT6 in human ageing is still not clear.
• Histone chaperone ASF1, which promotes histone deposition and stability, is required
for normal replicative lifespan in yeast [Feser et al., 2010]. Intriguingly, the mouse
ortholog ASF1A is important to resolve bivalent chromatin upon differentiation of
embryonic stem cells [Gao et al., 2018] (see discussion regarding the importance of
bivalent domains during mammalian ageing in the ‘Hypermethylated regions during
ageing’ section below).
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• The naked mole rat, an incredibly long-lived rodent with very low cancer incidence,
presents a stable epigenome that is resistant to in vitro reprogramming. Furthermore,
higher levels of repressive chromatin marks (such as H3K27me3) are observed relative
to the mouse [Tan et al., 2017].
Importantly, the DNA methylation landscape also seems to be affected during ageing in
mammals. Certain CpG sites or genomic regions gain methylation with age (i.e. they become
hypermethylated) while others sites lose methylation (i.e. they become hypomethylated).
Furthermore, some of these age-associated methylation changes are shared across tissues,
while others are tissue-specific. Notably, even though they have a stochastic component,
the genomic context where these changes occur seems to be conserved in mice [Avrahami
et al., 2015; Cole et al., 2017b; Maegawa et al., 2010; Sziráki et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017]
and humans [Day et al., 2013; Dozmorov, 2015; Fernández et al., 2015; Heyn et al., 2012;
Horvath et al., 2012; Raddatz et al., 2013; Rakyan et al., 2010; Slieker et al., 2018, 2016;
Teschendorff et al., 2010; Weidner et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2018]:
• Hypermethylated regions during ageing. They are generally enriched for bivalent
chromatin, regions repressed by PRC2 (Polycomb Repressing Complex 2) and CpG
islands (CGIs, many of which overlap with bivalent promoters). Bivalent domains are
populated with numerous transcription factor binding sites and are marked simultane-
ously by histone marks H3K27me3 (established by EZH2, which is part of the PRC2
complex; associated with transcriptional repression) and H3K4me3 (established by
Trithorax-group proteins; associated with transcriptional activation). The two histone
marks seem to co-occur on the same loci of the same cell in a majority of the bivalent
domains (as opposed to an heterogeneous population of cells with different histone
marks), and sometimes even on the different histone copies of the same nucleosome
[Voigt et al., 2013]. This opposing duality is thought to silence developmental genes in
embryonic stem cells (and pluripotent stem cells in the embryo) while keeping them
poised for activation (by developmental and/or environmental cues) [Voigt et al., 2013].
Developmental genes (many of them lowly expressed transcription factors) are indeed
highly enriched in these regions and this seems to be a feature of most gene ontology
analysis performed in hypermethylated CpGs during ageing. Many of the bivalent
domains disappear after differentiation, leaving only one of the two marks [Bernstein
et al., 2006], but specific nonpluripotent bivalent domains can also be generated after
differentiation [Voigt et al., 2013]. Besides differentiation, the physiological ageing
process also seems to change the landscape of bivalent domains, as observed in aged
haematopoietic stem cells or HSCs (where around 335 bivalent domains disappear in
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old mouse HSCs, whereas 1,245 emerge) [Sun et al., 2014a]. This process is apparently
linked to the proliferative history of HSCs [Beerman et al., 2013] and could contribute
to the myeloid skewing observed during ageing [Beerman et al., 2013; Sun et al.,
2014a]. Interestingly, bivalent domain losses occur in cancer cells as well, which
seems to correlate with the hypermethylation of the regions [Bernhart et al., 2016]. It
is possible that the ageing- or cancer-related hypermethylation destroys the ability to
create a bivalent equilibrium in these regions. If this happens in the stem cells, it could
impair adequate differentiation and propagate the methylation change in the tissue.
Overall, this provides an interesting mechanistic link between embryonic development,
lineage-specific cellular identity and the ageing process that should be further explored.
• Hypomethylated regions during ageing. They are generally enriched for tissue-
specific enhancers (generally marked with H3K4me1) and depleted for CGIs (which
makes sense, given the low methylation levels of CGIs). For example, in wild-type
mouse liver, 8230 liver-specific enhancers are hypomethylated during ageing. On
the contrary, only 4702 of those enhancers suffer the same fate in Ames dwarf mice
(which have decreased insulin/IGF-1 signalling and a longer lifespan), which highlights
that the epigenome from Ames dwarf mice appears more stable [Cole et al., 2017b].
DNA methylation patterns in enhancers are likely regulated by the balance between de
novo DNA methyltranferases and TET enzymes. For example, in human epidermal
stem cells, DNMT3A and DNMT3B associate with the most active enhancers in a
H3K36me3-dependent way and, together with TET2, regulate enhancer DNA methyla-
tion levels and function [Rinaldi et al., 2016]. Furthermore, loss of DNMT3A drives
enhancer hypomethylation in both mouse and human leukaemia models [Yang et al.,
2016a]. Conversely, deletion of TET2 causes extensive loss of 5hmC at enhancers in
mouse ESCs, which is accompanied by enhancer hypermethylation [Hon et al., 2014].
Therefore, the enhancer-specific hypomethylation observed during ageing could be a
consequence of changes in the expression or activity levels of DNA methyltransferases
and TET enzymes with age, which have been reported both in mice and humans
[Armstrong et al., 2013; Ciccarone et al., 2016; Gontier et al., 2018; Truong et al.,
2015].
Importantly, some of these ageing-associated DNA methylation changes also seem to
happen in dogs and wolves [Thompson et al., 2017]. Furthermore, the rate of change of many
of these age-associated regions is negatively correlated with lifespan in six different mammals
[Lowe et al., 2018]. Altogether, this suggests that conserved epigenetic mechanisms may
operate during ageing to shape the mammalian methylome.
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Hence, it is clear that the epigenome is eroded over time. In humans, this inter-individual
divergence of DNA methylation patterns created upon ageing has been termed ‘epigenetic
drift’ [West et al., 2013]. Interestingly, this phenomenon is found even in monozygotic twins
[Fraga et al., 2005; Talens et al., 2012], again highlighting the role of environmental and
stochastic factors. This is also observed at the single cell level, where cells from old organisms
become more heterogenous at the epigenomic and transcriptomic level [Hernando-Herraez
et al., 2018; Martinez-Jimenez et al., 2017].
1.3 The epigenetic ageing clock
1.3.1 Measuring the ageing process
In order to study any phenomenon one needs to be able to measure it. Using survival curves
(a.k.a lifespan curves, i.e. plotting the survival fraction over time, see equation 1.1) we
have been able to quantify the ageing process at a population level (where the assumption
is that life extension in a significant proportion of the population is a surrogate marker of
slowed ageing) [Johnson, 2013]. The adoption of this methodology in model organisms
(that we can manipulate genetically and/or pharmacologically) triggered the discovery of
the first genes impacting upon the ageing process (i.e. the mutants showed ‘shifts’ of the
survival curve when compared with a control). Since then, this has been the main paradigm in
ageing research, with efforts being made to automate the process and increase its throughput
[Stroustrup et al., 2013].
Nevertheless, measuring the ageing process at the organismal level has proven more
difficult. Due to environmental and stochastic factors, there are significant differences in
the lifespan of even isogenic organisms. Therefore, there is a real need to develop accurate
biomarkers of ageing i.e. measurements of ‘age-related change(s) in body function(s) or
composition that can predict the future onset of age-related disease(s) and/or the residual
lifetime left (i.e. predict the rate of ageing) more accurately than chronological age’ [Bürkle
et al., 2015]. Furthermore, according to the American Federation of Aging Research, any
valid biomarker of ageing must also monitor a basic (sub)process underlying ageing, it must
be able to be tested repeatedly without harming the organism (i.e. it has the potential to
become a longitudinal biomarker) and be reproducible in both humans and laboratory animals
(such as mice) [Bürkle et al., 2015].
The derivation of a biomarker of ageing leads to the definition of two types of age:
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• Chronological age. It is the time elapsed since the birth of an individual.
• Biological age. It is the result derived from a specific biomarker. Each biomarker
is trained using a set of biological parameters (independent variables) to predict a
dependent variable (e.g. chronological age) that captures the probability of dying at a
given time. The training takes place using several individuals, ideally from multiple
populations. Afterwards, given a new individual and the biological parameters, the
biological age can be predicted (and it should capture the risk of death more accurately
than chronological age). Younger biological ages should be linked to high fitness and
health whereas older biological ages should correlate with age-related disease onset
and morbidity [Benayoun et al., 2015]. For example, if chronological age is used as
the dependent variable (which is the case for most biomarkers), the biological age of
an individual represents the chronological age of the average population that is most
similar to the individual (according to the set of biological parameters). In this case, if
the biological age of an individual is smaller than his chronological age, this could be
interpreted as his probability of death being smaller than the probability of death for
the average population (i.e. potentially the rate of ageing of the individual is slower
than the average).
In the case of humans, the initial ageing biomarkers included traditional biological
parameters such as body mass index, waist and hip circumference, blood pressure or heart
rate. Over the years, biomarkers that use molecular parameters have also been developed;
these include clinical chemistry parameters (such as cholesterol, immunoglobulins or fasting
glucose), telomere length or ‘omics’-based measurements [Bürkle et al., 2015; Jylhävä et al.,
2017]. In the latter category, almost every layer of biological information can be used to
derive a biomarker, including epigenomics (see next section), transcriptomics [Peters et al.,
2015], proteomics [Tanaka et al., 2018], metabolomics [Hertel et al., 2016], microbiome
[Galkin et al., 2018] or even brain neuroimaging data [Cole et al., 2017a]. Furthermore,
composite biomarkers (that combine the biological parameters from molecular layers with
measurements of physiological function) [Khan et al., 2017] and algorithmic innovations
(such as deep neural networks) [Putin et al., 2016] will likely improve the predictions. The
biomarkers of the human ageing process will serve as personalised risk indicators and
will allow monitoring the response to interventions, therefore creating endpoints in clinical
trials that target the ageing process.
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1.3.2 The landscape of epigenetic clocks
Epigenetic clocks are mathematical models that predict the biological age of an organism
using DNA methylation data. These models exploit the fact that DNA methylation patterns
change robustly with age in different tissues and species, as summarised in section 1.2.3.
Epigenetic clocks have emerged in the last few years as the most accurate molecular biomark-
ers of the ageing process in humans, which they can track across the entire lifespan. As a
quick comparison, telomere length (one of the other popular ageing biomarkers) achieves
a Pearson’s correlation coefficient with chronological age of ∼ -0.5 in blood leukocytes in
the best case scenarios (with many studies reporting much lower values and contradictory
results) [Newman and Sanders, 2013]. On the other hand, the coefficients for Hannum’s
or Horvath’s epigenetic clocks (discussed later) are generally above ∼ 0.8 (in virtually all
studies assessed) [Chen et al., 2016a].
The idea that DNA methylation patterns behave in a clock-like manner during cellular
ageing was already proposed in 1975 [Holliday and Pugh, 1975]. With the advent of
high-throughput DNA methylation technologies, some authors started to test the ability of
DNA methylation patterns to predict chronological age in humans. In 2010, Bork et al.
showed that DNA methylation values change at specific CpG sites upon long-term culture
and between young and old individuals in mesenchymal stromal cells [Bork et al., 2010].
Later that same year, studies by Teschendorff et al. [2010], Rakyan et al. [2010], Grönniger
et al. [2010] and others identified sets of CpG sites (signatures) that consistently altered their
methylation states with age in different tissues and cell types (and interestingly some of them
seemed to occur in the same genomic context). In 2011, Bocklandt et al. demonstrated that it
was possible to predict chronological age in saliva with an average error of 5.2 years using the
DNA methylation values of only two CpG sites [Bocklandt et al., 2011]. Shortly afterwards,
Koch et al. built what was probably the first multi-tissue predictor of chronological age in
humans (which worked using the same 5 CpG sites across different cell types) [Koch and
Wagner, 2011].
The potential role of epigenetic clocks as biomarkers of human ageing was probably
realised after the publications, in 2013, of the models by Hannum et al. [2013] and Horvath
[2013a] (Table 1.1). Since then, these epigenetic clocks have being validated in a large
number of independent cohorts and have become, de facto, the default human epigenetic
clocks for blood and multi-tissue predictions respectively. Importantly, this inspired other
groups to build epigenetic clocks in the mouse [Meer et al., 2018; Petkovich et al., 2017;
Stubbs et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017], dogs and wolves [Thompson
et al., 2017] or even humpback whales [Polanowski et al., 2014]; which will be instrumental
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to broaden our understanding of the biology of ageing in mammals [Stubbs et al., 2017]. A
comparison of some of these epigenetic clocks can be found in Table 1.1. The accuracy that
they can achieve with a relatively small number of CpG sites as covariates is remarkable.
The predictions from epigenetic clocks are normally referred as epigenetic age (which is
equivalent to the concept of biological age previously explained). Interestingly, deviations
of epigenetic age from chronological age (a.k.a epigenetic age acceleration or EAA) have
been associated with many conditions in humans, including time-to-death [Chen et al.,
2016a; Marioni et al., 2015], HIV infection [Horvath and Levine, 2015], Down syndrome
[Horvath et al., 2015a], obesity [Horvath et al., 2014], menopause [Levine et al., 2016] and
breast-cancer risk in women [Kresovich et al., 2019], Werner syndrome [Maierhofer et al.,
2017] or Huntington’s disease [Horvath et al., 2016b], among others (reviewed in Horvath
and Raj [2018]). Interestingly, females and people of Hispanic ethnicity have lower EAA
(after correcting for blood cell composition effects) when compared with males and those of
Caucasian origin respectively, highlighting a role for biological sex and genetic background
in the rate of the epigenetic ageing clock [Horvath et al., 2016a]. In mice, the epigenetic
clock is slowed down by dwarfism and calorie restriction [Cole et al., 2017b; Meer et al.,
2018; Petkovich et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017] and is accelerated by
ovariectomy and high fat diet [Petkovich et al., 2017; Stubbs et al., 2017; Thompson et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2017].
Recently, other epigenetic clocks have been created for slightly different purposes. For
example, Yang and colleagues developed an epigenetic clock that can track the rate of
(stem) cell divisions in normal and cancerous tissue (see section 2.3.2) [Yang et al., 2016c].
Furthermore, an epigenetic clock that performs well in skin cells (such as fibroblasts, buccal
cells and endothelial cells; known as the skin-blood clock) was developed in order to improve
ex vivo studies or forensic applications [Horvath et al., 2018]. Moreover, this epigenetic
clock enables the detection of EAA in Hutchinson-Gilford progeria, which is not possible
with Horvath’s clock [Horvath et al., 2018]. Additionally, other epigenetic clocks have been
trained to predict more complex dependent variables than chronological age. Levine et
al. built a model that predicts a combination of chronological age with clinically-relevant
variables (such as erythrocytes distribution width or serum glucose), known as PhenoAge
[Levine et al., 2018]; while Lu et al. built a model that predicts a composite variable mixing
information from smoking pack-years and plasma proteins (adrenomedullin, C-reactive
protein, plasminogen activation inhibitor 1 and growth differentiation factor 15), known as
GrimAge [Lu et al., 2019]. These models perform better than previous epigenetic clocks in
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Species Human Human Mouse Dog and wolf
Main reference Hannum et al.
[2013]
Horvath
[2013a]
Thompson
et al. [2018]
Thompson
et al. [2017]
DNA methylation
technology
Illumina
methylation
array (450K)
Illumina
methylation
array (27K and
450K)
RRBS RRBS
N samples (in train-
ing set)
N = 482 N = 3931 N = 893 N = 108
Tissues (in training
set)
Blood Multi-tissue
(18)
Multi-tissue
(10)
Blood
Age range (in train-
ing set)
19-101 years 0-100 years 0.2-32.2
months
0.5-8 years
Number of CpGs in
the final model
71 353 529 115
Median absolute er-
ror (MAE)
4.9 years 3.6 years 2.5 months 0.8 years
MAE
max. age in model ·100 4.85% 3.6% 7.76% 10.0%
Table 1.1 Comparison of some of the epigenetic clocks available for different species. RRBS: reduced
representation bisulfite sequencing (see Chapter 4).
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predicting the onset of several age-related diseases and therefore they will likely be useful in
a clinical context.
From an statistical point of view, most of the epigenetic clocks have been built using linear
regression (see section 2.4). A model needs to be trained to predict the dependent variable
(normally chronological age) using the methylation values of different cytosines (generally
in CpG context) as covariates. Given that the number of covariates is normally several orders
of magnitude bigger than the number of samples available for training, regularisation (i.e.
‘shrinking’ of the linear regression coefficients, many of which become zero) needs to be
performed. More specifically, elastic net (a combination of lasso and ridge regularisation)
has been successfully applied [Friedman et al., 2010]. Many epigenetic clocks with sim-
ilar performance can be built from different sets of CpG sites (i.e. the construction of
epigenetic clocks is highly statistically degenerate) [Thompson et al., 2018]. Therefore,
it is important to understand that the CpG sites that constitute an epigenetic clock are not
necessarily the most important biologically, but rather they are probably a lower-dimensional
representation of the main processes that shape the epigenome with age.
1.3.3 Molecular mechanisms of the epigenetic ageing clock
At this point it is probably useful to clarify a few concepts that I will refer to throughout
this work. I define the epigenetic ageing clock as the biological mechanisms that give rise
to the genome-wide epigenetic changes that occur during ageing (in a given species); a
definition in line with the one reported in [Horvath and Raj, 2018]. These changes have been
widely studied in the context of DNA methylation and can be utilised to train predictors of
chronological age (or other more complex variables). These predictors constitute different
types of epigenetic clocks, and I will try to refer to them by the specific model being
mentioned (e.g. Horvath’s epigenetic clock, Hannum’s epigenetic clock, etc.). As such,
specific epigenetic clocks capture the changes associated with the underlying epigenetic
ageing clock.
The molecular mechanisms that control the rate of the epigenetic ageing clock are still
mysterious [Field et al., 2018; Horvath and Raj, 2018]. Steve Horvath proposed that his
multi-tissue epigenetic clock captures the workings of an epigenetic maintenance system,
although the molecular nature of this hypothetical system is unknown to this date [Horvath,
2013a]. Furthermore, we still do not know whether these changes are functional at all or
whether they are just downstream consequences of other molecular processes that drive
ageing.
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As mentioned in section 1.2.3, many studies have characterised changes in DNA methyla-
tion patterns during mammalian ageing, some of which seemed to be evolutionarily conserved
[Horvath, 2013a; Lowe et al., 2018]. Interestingly, changes that involve a gain in methy-
lation during ageing seem to be more conserved across tissues, whilst changes involving
hypomethylation are generally more tissue-specific [Horvath, 2013a; Yang et al., 2016c].
Furthermore, many of these changes occur in regions normally occupied by Polycomb
Repressing Complex 2, which are marked by the repressive histone mark H3K27me3.
Therefore, it is likely that disruptions of H3K27me3 domains (which are generally inherited
after cell division) play a role in epigenetic ageing. A specific instance would be bivalent
promoters (which are marked by both H3K27me3 and H3K4me3); these tend to gain methy-
lation with age (see section 1.2.3). These signals are captured by most epigenetic clocks
trained to predict chronological age [Horvath and Raj, 2018].
The mere existence of multi-tissue epigenetic clocks supports the idea that some of the
mechanisms behind the epigenetic ageing clock are shared across tissues. Furthermore,
Hannum’s epigenetic clock (trained exclusively in blood) explains 72% of variation in
chronological age across other tissues (such as breast, kidney, lung and skin), although there
is generally a tissue-specific offset [Hannum et al., 2013]. Interestingly, Horvath’s epigenetic
clock (which is multi-tissue) presents positive epigenetic age acceleration in breast tissue
[Sehl et al., 2017], whilst the cerebellum looks younger than expected [Horvath et al., 2015b]
and some tissues are poorly calibrated (uterine endometrium, dermal fibroblasts, skeletal
muscle and heart) [Horvath, 2013a]. Moreover, Horvath’s epigenetic clock dramatically
underestimates epigenetic age in sperm [Horvath, 2013a], which highlights differences
between somatic cells and the germline. Altogether, this raises the possibility that some
of the mechanisms behind the epigenetic ageing clock may be shared across tissues but
that they may operate at different rates (e.g. because of different exposure to hormones,
differences in proliferation rate, etc.).
Horvath’s epigenetic clock works in primary tissues and cell types, and also in vitro
(both in cell culture and organoids) [Horvath, 2013a; Hoshino et al., 2019]. Furthermore,
recipients of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantations show an epigenetic age in
their blood that corresponds to the age of the donor, even 17 years after the transplantation
took place [Søraas et al., 2019]. This suggests that the epigenetic ageing clock is a stable
cell-intrinsic property, as opposed to the idea that it is highly influenced by the systemic
environment (such as the effects observed in heterochronic parabiotic experiments) [Conboy
et al., 2005]. The stability is further demonstrated by experiments showing that human
fibroblasts that have been reprogrammed into neurons maintain their original epigenetic
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age [Huh et al., 2016]. Moreover, aneuploid mice carrying a complete copy of human
chromosome 21 accumulate DNA methylation changes during ageing far more rapidly than
seen in human tissues, which suggests that the epigenetic ageing clock is a molecular readout
of the ageing cellular milieu [Lowe et al., 2018].
Epigenetic age acceleration (EAA) has been proposed as a way to capture the ageing
phenotype in GWAS analysis. Genetic variants associated with EAA have been found in
TERT, the catalytic subunit of telomerase [Lu et al., 2018]. Epigenetic age increases in vitro
with cell passage, but it requires the expression of TERT to keep linearly increasing after
a certain number of passages [Lu et al., 2018]. This suggests that bypassing replicative
senescence is required for the epigenetic ageing clock to keep ticking, at least in vitro.
Interestingly, inducing senescence in TERT-immortalised cells via an oncogene makes the
cells age faster in culture, but induction of senescence via DNA damage does not increase
epigenetic age [Lowe et al., 2016]. Overall, this could imply that the epigenome of senescent
cells does not contribute substantially to the changes captured by the epigenetic ageing
clock. Furthermore, it has been proposed that epigenetic ageing could serve a complementary
role to that of senescence, by suppressing potential cancer development (e.g. by protecting
against dedifferentiation signals) [Horvath and Raj, 2018]. The molecular connections
between cell division, alternative non-telomeric functions of TERT and the epigenetic ageing
clock need to be further studied. Moreover, these experiments do not discard an indirect
effect of senescent cells on the epigenetic ageing clock (i.e. via the SASP by inducing
changes in the epigenomes of other cells in the tissue) that could occur in vivo.
The rate of the epigenetic ageing clock is substantially faster during post-natal organismal
growth (something that Horvath’s model accounts for) [Horvath, 2013a], which could be
related to the high levels of TERT expression during this period [Lu et al., 2018]. Interest-
ingly, epigenetic ageing according to Horvath’s epigenetic clock (but not according to other
epigenetic clocks, such as Hannum’s clock, the skin-blood clock, PhenoAge or GrimAge)
seems to start a few weeks post-conception in fetal tissues [Hoshino et al., 2019]. This
could imply that the molecular processes responsible for mammalian epigenetic ageing are
operative even during pre-natal development, potentially with different consequences.
This molecular continuum between development and ageing is further reinforced by
the fact that embryonic stem cells have an epigenetic age around zero [Horvath, 2013a].
Notably, in vitro reprogramming of somatic cells into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)
also reduces epigenetic age to values close to zero (or even negative) both in humans [Horvath,
2013a] and mice [Meer et al., 2018; Petkovich et al., 2017]. Moreover, the induction of in
vivo partial reprogramming (short and cyclic exposure to reprogramming factors) in progeric
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mice ameliorates several ageing phenotypes and extends lifespan [Ocampo et al., 2016].
We are currently testing whether a similar protocol applied to physiologically aged mice
can reduce epigenetic age. This is of extreme importance since it shows that the epigenetic
changes associated with the epigenetic ageing clock are reversible, which opens the door to
further mechanistic studies and to the development of rejuvenation therapies [Mahmoudi
et al., 2019; Olova et al., 2019; Rando and Chang, 2012; Sarkar et al., 2019].
The goal of this thesis is to improve our understanding of the epigenetic ageing clock in
humans. For this purpose, I will first review statistical methods to quantify epigenetic ageing
in human blood (Chapter 2). Then, I will study how different proteins of the epigenetic
machinery affect the rate of the epigenetic ageing clock (Chapter 3). Next, I will discuss a
technological improvement with the potential to make future epigenetic clocks more cost-
effective (Chapter 4). Finally, I will provide interesting future avenues that should be explored
in order to unravel the molecular mechanisms of the epigenetic ageing clock (Chapter 5).

Chapter 2
Statistical aspects
‘I often say that when you can measure
what you are speaking about, and
express it in numbers, you know
something about it; but when you cannot
measure it, when you cannot express it
in numbers, your knowledge is of a
meagre and unsatisfactory kind; it may
be the beginning of knowledge, but you
have scarcely, in your thoughts,
advanced to the stage of science,
whatever the matter may be.’
W. Thomson [1889]
2.1 Analysing the blood methylome to study human ageing
2.1.1 Building a DNA methylation dataset from public data
During the last years large amounts of DNA methylation data have been generated to study
complex diseases and ageing [Flanagan, 2015; Rakyan et al., 2011]. Many of these datasets
can be obtained from public repositories, such as the NCBI-hosted Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) [Edgar et al., 2002]. Given its clinical accessibility and ease of collection, blood is
one of the most commonly profiled tissues in human DNA methylation studies [Flanagan,
2015], including published studies on developmental disorders [Aref-Eshghi et al., 2018b]
(see Chapter 3). Therefore, I decided to use blood as my surrogate tissue to broaden our
understanding of the human epigenetic ageing clock.
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Furthermore, most of these human datasets have been generated using different versions
of the Illumina Infinium array technology, with the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450
array (450K) being the most frequently used platform [Flanagan, 2015]. Additionally, given
that the different array versions have different chemistries, biases and number of probes
[Bibikova et al., 2011, 2009; Pidsley et al., 2016], I decided to focus on 450K data for my
analyses. Using the GEOquery R package [Davis and Meltzer, 2007], I programmatically
downloaded from GEO all the DNA methylation data from human blood that I could find,
including samples from both whole blood and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC).
Furthermore, the data also had to satisfy the following criteria:
• Raw DNA methylation data was available (i.e. IDAT files). This was required so
the pre-processing pipeline and the batch effect correction (which requires access to
control probes intensities, see section 2.2.3) could be consistently applied across all
the samples in the study.
• Metadata for the samples was available, with the chronological age as a minimum
requirement.
• In order to study physiological ageing, the blood samples were collected from individ-
uals without prior disease diagnoses. However, it is important to mention that I could
never be completely certain of this, since there could be a lack of diagnosis and/or lack
of reporting of the disease in the metadata.
This allowed me to assemble a human blood DNA methylation dataset for healthy
individuals (after QC, total N = 2218) with the characteristics shown in Table 2.1, which
spans the entire human lifespan (0.5 to 101 years). Fig. 2.1 shows that the chronological age
distribution is bimodal, with peaks around 10.69 and 58.81 years respectively. This reflects a
sampling bias in human population studies, with more data being generated for the periods of
postnatal development and during the appearance of age-related disease. However, in order
to understand the development of complex diseases as a consequence of the ageing process,
efforts should be made to also sample people in their middle ages, before the diseases are
normally diagnosed.
2.1.2 Main DNA methylation data pre-processing pipeline
The analysis of DNA methylation data generated in Illumina arrays has been a topic of huge
discussion and statistical innovation in the epigenetic community. There are plenty of reviews
in the literature that discuss the different steps that should be involved in the pre-processing
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Batch name N♀ N♂ N Median age
(years)
Other comments
Europe 0 121 121 10.96 -
Feb_2016 0 1 1 0.50 -
GSE104812 19 29 48 9.00 -
GSE111629 111 124 235 71.00 -
GSE40279 336 314 650 65.00 -
GSE41273 0 51 51 10.25 -
GSE42861 239 96 335 55.00 -
GSE51032 253 78 331 54.57 Only people that remained cancer-free
in the follow-up after sample collection
were included
GSE55491 1 5 6 29.50 -
GSE59065 49 46 95 34.00 -
GSE61496 72 78 150 57.00 Only one member of each twins pair
was included
GSE74432 29 22 51 12.00 -
GSE81961 25 0 25 30.05 -
GSE97362 39 80 119 13.00 -
Total 1173 1045 2218 55.00 -
Table 2.1 Overview of the blood DNA methylation dataset from healthy individuals (control). All the batches
were downloaded from GEO [Edgar et al., 2002], with the exception of ‘Europe’ and ‘Feb_2016’, which were
generated in-house by my collaborators in Canada (see Chapter 3). N♀: number of samples from females. N♂:
number of samples from males. N: total number of samples. These numbers correspond to the samples left
after applying quality control (QC, see section 2.1.2).
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Fig. 2.1 Histogram showing the chronological age distribution for all the healthy individuals included in
the DNA methylation dataset. The blue line represents the 1D kernel density estimate, as calculated by the
stat_density function in R with default parameters.
of this data type [Liu and Siegmund, 2016; Morris and Beck, 2015; Wilhelm-Benartzi et al.,
2013]. More specifically, a recent study by Je Liu and Kimberly D. Siegmund systematically
benchmarked the pre-processing methods available for the 450K array in order to reduce
variation among technical replicates and improve the detection of biological differences [Liu
and Siegmund, 2016]. Inspired by their results, I implemented a pre-processing pipeline for
the 450K data using the minfi R package [Aryee et al., 2014] embedded in the following
steps (Fig. 2.2):
1. Background correction. I used the noob method [Triche Jr et al., 2013], as imple-
mented in the preprocessNoob function from the minfi R package [Aryee et al., 2014].
noob allows accounting for technical variation in the background (i.e. non-specific)
fluorescence signal, which can lead to a reduced dynamic range for the methylation
values (β -values) obtained (Fig. 2.2b, Fig. S1.1) [Triche Jr et al., 2013]. Briefly,
when measuring fluorescence intensities in the Illumina array platforms, the observed
intensity (also known as foreground, X f ) is composed of:
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X f = Xs+Xb (2.1)
where Xs is the true signal and Xb is the background signal. Making use of a normal-
exponential convolution (which assumes Xs ∼ Exp(γ) and Xb ∼ N(µ,σ2)) and the
‘out-of-band’ (OOB) intensities (fluorescence signals in the opposite colour channel in
Infinium I probes) to model Xb , noob is capable of estimating Xs given X f . Furthermore,
I also applied the default dye-bias correction strategy, which controls for the different
average intensities in the two colour channels [Triche Jr et al., 2013].
2. Quality control (QC). Following guidelines from the minfi R package [Aryee et al.,
2014], I kept only those samples that satisfied the following criteria:
(a) The sex predicted from the DNA methylation data (Sexp) was the same as the re-
ported sex in the metadata. The sex was predicted using the getSex function from
the minfi R package [Aryee et al., 2014], which employs intensity information
from the sex chromosomes, such that:
Sexp =
female, if: (median
{
log2(My+Uy)
}−median{log2(Mx+Ux)})< c
male, if: (median
{
log2(My+Uy)
}−median{log2(Mx+Ux)})≥ c
(2.2)
where My and Uy represent the methylated and unmethylated intensity mea-
surements for the array probes in the Y chromosome, Mx and Ux represent the
methylated and unmethylated intensity measurements for the array probes in the
X chromosome and c is a predefined cutoff (default in minfi: c =−2). A total of
13 samples (0.56%) did not satisfy this criterion.
(b) They were not outliers according to their global intensity values after background
correction, such that:
median{log2(Mi)}+median{log2(Ui)}
2
≥ 10.5 (2.3)
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where Mi and Ui represent the background-corrected methylated and unmethy-
lated intensity measurements for all the 450K array probes (Fig. S1.2). A total of
95 samples (4.09%) did not satisfy this criterion.
3. Probe filtering. I filtered out the following types of probes:
• Probes that contain SNPs at the single base extension site (position 0) or at the
proximal CpG on the probe (positions 1-2), using the dropLociWithSnps function
in the minfi package [Aryee et al., 2014].
• Cross-reactive probes, as defined by Chen et al. [2013]. These are probes that
can co-hybridise to alternative genomic sequences that are highly homologous to
the target sequences [Chen et al., 2013].
• Probes that map to the sex chromosomes (X and Y).
It is important to mention that other authors have also filtered out probes with high
detection p-value or low bead counts across samples [Morris and Beck, 2015; Wilhelm-
Benartzi et al., 2013]. However, I did not include these filters since it was not pointed
out in the minfi guidelines [Aryee et al., 2014; Fortin and Hansen, 2015] and it could
complicate further downstream analyses (e.g. different sets of probes missing across
different batches).
4. β -value calculation. The methylation status of a given cytosine (normally found in
a CpG site) in one of the array probes can be quantified using the β -value statistic,
which is calculated as [Du et al., 2010; Wilhelm-Benartzi et al., 2013]:
βi =
max(Mi,0)
max(Mi,0)+max(Ui,0)+α
(2.4)
where Mi and Ui represent the methylated and unmethylated intensity measurements
for the ith-probe and α is a constant offset (in this work α = 100, as recommended by
Illumina) [Du et al., 2010].
In a DNA molecule of a single cell, a specific cytosine is either unmethylated or
methylated (categorical / binary variable). However, given that a bulk DNA sample
from a tissue is composed of thousands of cells (which can include different cell types
with different methylation patterns), β -values result in a continuous variable between
0 and 1. A value of 0 means that all the measured DNA molecules are unmethylated
(0%) and a value of 1 means that all the measured DNA molecules are methylated
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Fig. 2.2 Main DNA methylation data pre-processing pipeline. a. Flowchart showing the main steps implemented
to pre-process the DNA methylation data from the 450K methylation arrays. The number of samples (Nsamples)
and the number of array probes (Nprobes) left after each step are also specified for the samples from the healthy
individuals. b. β -value distributions, calculated using the raw fluorescence intensities (i.e. before any pre-
processing), for the samples in the GSE41273 batch. Each curve represents a different sample. In grey: 51
samples that passed quality control (QC). In red: 2 samples that failed QC. c. As in b., but calculating the
β -values after background correction. d. As in b., but calculating the β -values after background correction,
QC, probe filtering and BMIQ normalisation (i.e. the final β -values that I used for downstream analyses). Note
that the samples that failed QC have been removed.
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(100%) in that cytosine, which is roughly equivalent to say that 100% of the cells
are either unmethylated or methylated respectively in that cytosine for the sampled
tissue. The β -values for a given sample (i.e. considering all the cytosines measured)
usually follow a bimodal distribution, where the two peaks are centred around 0 and 1
(Fig. 2.2d).
Other authors have used M-values to quantify methylation levels in arrays (Fig. S1.3),
which can be calculated as:
M-valuei = log2
(
max(Mi,0)+α
max(Ui,0)+α
)
(2.5)
with a default offset value of α = 1. Du et al. reported that β -values suffer from
severe heteroscedasticity (i.e. differences in the variance) for highly methylated or
unmethylated CpG sites and therefore the M-values have more desirable statistical
properties [Du et al., 2010]. However, Zhuang et al. later showed that this only
becomes a problem in studies with small sample sizes [Zhuang et al., 2012] (which is
not the case for my analyses). Furthermore, β -values are easier to interpret biologically
and can be readily used in the context of BMIQ normalisation (see below). For these
reasons, I choose β -values as the main methylation variable for this work.
5. Beta-mixture quantile normalisation (BMIQ). In the case of the 450K arrays two
types of probes / chemistry coexist in the same platform. Infinium I probes and Infinium
II probes have different β -values distributions (a.k.a. Infinium II probe bias). BMIQ is
an intra-array normalisation strategy that allows to correct for this bias and has been
shown to outperform other methods used in this context [Dedeurwaerder et al., 2011;
Maksimovic et al., 2012; Teschendorff et al., 2012; Touleimat and Tost, 2012]. BMIQ
fits a three-state beta-mixture model to Infinium I and Infinium II probes separately
and then maps the Infinium II probes distribution into the Infinium I probe distribution
(Fig. 2.3). In the case of unmethylated (β -values close to 0) and methylated (β -values
close to 1) probes, this is done by transforming probabilities into quantiles. In the
case of ‘hemimethylated’ probes (intermediate β -values), a dilation transformation is
applied to preserve the monotonicity and continuity of the data [Teschendorff et al.,
2012]. I applied BMIQ to my samples and discarded those that failed the normalisation
step.
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Fig. 2.3 Effect of BMIQ normalisation on the β -value distribution of different subsets of array probes with
different chemistries (Infinium I, Infinium II). These results correspond to a DNA methylation sample from the
GSE41273 batch. It can be appreciated how BMIQ transforms the distribution of the Infinium II probes into a
distribution more similar to the Infinium I probes.
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2.1.3 Accounting for blood cell composition changes during ageing
Whole blood is composed of several cell types that contain a nucleus, including neutrophils,
eosinophils, basophils, CD14+ monocytes, CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, CD19+ B cells and
CD56+ natural killer (NK) cells [Teschendorff and Zheng, 2017a]. These cell types have
different epigenetic profiles and, as a consequence, changes in their proportions (i.e. changes
in blood cell composition) can affect bulk DNA methylation measurements [Reinius et al.,
2012].
Accounting for this cellular heterogeneity is really important in epigenome-wide asso-
ciation studies (EWAS) [Jaffe and Irizarry, 2014; Liu et al., 2013; McGregor et al., 2016].
Furthermore, previous research has highlighted changes in blood cell composition with
age, which could be one of the causes behind immunosenescence [Chen et al., 2016b;
Czesnikiewicz-Guzik et al., 2008; Kuranda et al., 2011; Manser and Uhrberg, 2016; Seidler
et al., 2010]. Therefore, considering blood cell composition in the context of ageing-related
studies and the epigenetic clock is fundamental in order to make sure that the observed
age-related changes in the methylome are not a direct consequence of the changes in blood
cell composition during ageing [Chen et al., 2016a; Horvath et al., 2016a; Jaffe and Irizarry,
2014].
Several methods have been developed to estimate the cell composition of a blood sample
given a bulk DNA methylation measurement (a.k.a. cell-type deconvolution) [Teschendorff
et al., 2017; Teschendorff and Relton, 2018; Teschendorff and Zheng, 2017a; Titus et al.,
2017]. These methods can be broadly split in two categories:
• Reference-based approaches. They use a pre-defined set of DNA methylation ref-
erence profiles for the cell types that are supposed to be present in the tissue. In the
case of methylation arrays, these reference profiles can be constituted by the β -values
for a subset of array probes that are highly discriminative of the underlying cell types.
Assuming that the blood sample is a weighted linear sum of the C reference profiles,
the objective of the method is to find these weights (wc), which should be equivalent to
the actual cell type proportions (given the assumption ∑Cc=1 wc ≤ 1) [Teschendorff and
Zheng, 2017a]. In mathematical terms:
y =
C
∑
c=1
wcbc+ ε (2.6)
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where y is the DNA methylation profile of the sample being considered, C is the
number of underlying cell types, bc is the DNA methylation profile for the cth cell type
and ε is the error [Teschendorff et al., 2017]. Different algorithms have been applied
to estimate the values of wc, with the approach by Houseman et al. [2012] (which uses
a linear constrained projection) being the most widely used.
• Reference-free approaches. Instead of making use of reference profiles for the
cell types of interest, these methods generally calculate latent variables that capture
variation driven by cell type composition, although the strategy and assumptions to
derive these latent variables from the DNA methylation data is highly method-specific
[Teschendorff and Zheng, 2017a]. These methods become particularly useful when no
references are available for the cell types that constitute the tissue [Teschendorff and
Zheng, 2017a].
However, reference-free approaches rarely provide estimates for the specific cell types in
a given sample [Teschendorff and Zheng, 2017a] (which are needed in the current modelling
framework of the epigenetic clock) and they often rely on the assumption that the top compo-
nents of variation correlate with cell composition [Teschendorff et al., 2017], something that
is not always true (especially in the case of developmental disorders, see Chapter 3), Thus, I
decided to benchmark different reference-based cell-type deconvolution strategies in blood.
In this context I tested (Fig. S1.4):
• Different blood references. As pointed out before, the quality of the reference,
containing the DNA methylation profiles of the cell types to be inferred, is crucial
[Koestler et al., 2016; Teschendorff et al., 2017]. The reference must be composed of
those CpG sites (in this case, array probes) that are able to better discriminate between
the different cell types. In my case I considered six major blood ‘cell types’ for the
inference: granulocytes (‘Gran’), CD4+ T cells (‘CD4T’), CD8+ T cells (‘CD8T’),
CD19+ B cells (‘B’), CD14+ monocytes (‘Mono’) and CD56+ natural killer cells
(‘NK’). It is important to point out that granulocytes are not themselves a ‘biological
cell type’ (since they are composed of neutrophils, eosinophils and basophils), but
will be considered as a single ‘computational cell type’ as previously done [Chen
et al., 2016a; Horvath et al., 2016a]. I tested three different blood references whose
constitutive probes were selected using different strategies:
1. The reference implemented in the estimateCellCounts function from the minfi R
package [Aryee et al., 2014], which is widely used in the epigenetic literature.
The reference probes were selected using t-statistics, by finding those probes that
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were differentially methylated in each cell type when compared with the rest of
the cell types. Among those probes that showed differences at p-value < 10−8,
the 100 most differentially methylated probes by effect size (50 hypermethylated
and 50 hypomethylated) were chosen for each cell type (making a total of 600
probes for the reference) [Jaffe and Irizarry, 2014].
2. The reference implemented in the EpiDISH R package (centDHSbloodDMC.m)
[Teschendorff and Zheng, 2017b]. The reference probes (DHS-DMCs, 333
in total) were selected by leveraging information of both differentially methy-
lated cytosines (DMCs, using moderated t-statistics) and chromatin accessibility
(DNase Hypersensitive Sites or DHS) for each cell type [Teschendorff et al.,
2017].
3. The reference implemented as part of the IDOL strategy (IDentifying Optimal
DNA methylation Libraries) [Koestler et al., 2016]. In this case, the reference
probes (300 in total) were originally selected based on differential methylation
criteria and are updated in an iterative manner, with the probability of being
selected based on their contribution to prediction accuracy [Koestler et al., 2016].
The three references were built using the dataset from Reinius et al. [2012] (GSE35069),
which I obtained directly from the FlowSorted.Blood.450k R package [Jaffe, 2018].
This dataset contains DNA methylation data generated in the 450K array for the six cell
types considered, all of which were isolated using flow cytometry [Reinius et al., 2012].
The β -values for the selected probes were averaged across the biological replicates for
each cell type.
• Different DNA methylation pre-processing pipelines. I tested different configura-
tions for the pre-processing of both the gold-standard (see below) and the reference
data. For example, I tested whether probe filtering according to the criteria outlined in
the previous section (section 2.1.2) is desirable, since this leads to the removal of some
of the probes originally selected for the reference in the original publications [Koestler
et al., 2016; Teschendorff et al., 2017] (Fig. S1.4). Furthermore, I also tested whether
the prediction benefits from a similar pre-processing of both the gold-standard (or the
dataset where the prediction will be made) and the reference.
• Different deconvolution algorithms. I tested the performance of the following algo-
rithms: CP/QP (constrained projection/quadratic programming, originally implemented
by Houseman et al. [2012]), RPC (robust partial correlations) [Teschendorff et al.,
2017] and CIBERSORT (which was originally developed for cell-type deconvolution
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using RNA expression data) [Newman et al., 2015; Teschendorff et al., 2017]. One
of the key differences between the algorithms is how the normalisation constrain
(∑Cc=1 wc ≤ 1) is implemented [Teschendorff et al., 2017]. All the algorithms were
run using the implementations in the epidish function from the EpiDISH R package
[Teschendorff and Zheng, 2017b], with the exception of the run in the minfi reference,
for which I used the estimateCellCounts function with default parameters for the 450K
array [Aryee et al., 2014].
In order to compare the results from the predictions against real cell composition values, I
used a gold-standard dataset (GSE77797) containing 12 samples where known proportions
of DNA isolated from the different blood cell types were mixed [Koestler et al., 2016]. I
assessed the accuracy of the predictions using three different metrics:
• Root mean squared error (RMSE), which is calculated as (for a given cell type c):
RMSEc =
√
∑Nn=1(yˆcn− ycn)2
N
(2.7)
where yˆcn is the predicted proportion of the cth cell type in the nth sample, ycn is the
real proportion of the cth cell type in the nth sample and N is the total number of
samples in the gold-standard dataset (N = 12). A perfect prediction for a cell type
would minimise the value of RMSEc (i.e. RMSEc = 0).
• Mean absolute error (MAE), which is calculated as (for a given cell type c):
MAEc =
∑Nn=1 |yˆcn− ycn|
N
(2.8)
A perfect prediction for a cell type would minimise the value of MAEc (i.e. MAEc = 0).
• Coefficient of determination (R2), which is calculated as (for a given cell type c):
R2c =
∑Nn=1(yˆcn− y¯c)2
∑Ni=1(ycn− y¯c)2
(2.9)
where y¯c =
∑Nn=1 ycn
N . A perfect prediction would maximise the value of R
2
c (i.e. R
2
c = 1).
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The most accurate strategy, according to the RMSE (mean across cell types: 1.9270) and
MAE (mean across cell types: 1.5498), is ‘idol_NFB_houseman’ (Fig. 2.4, Fig. S1.5) i.e.
the strategy that uses the IDOL reference, with all the pre-processing steps from my main
pipeline for both reference and gold-standard (noob background correction, probe filtering
and BMIQ normalisation) and employs Houseman’s CP/CQ algorithm (Fig. S1.4). This
strategy performed well in all the cell types (Fig. 2.5) and I selected it for my cell-type
deconvolution analyses.
It is important to mention that the gold-standard dataset was generated as part of the
same study where the IDOL reference was also derived [Koestler et al., 2016]. However, the
gold-standard samples were used as an independent validation of the IDOL reference and
should not influence the conclusions of the benchmarking that I performed. In the future, it
will be interesting to validate these conclusions using new gold-standard datasets generated
from whole blood.
Next, I ran the optimal blood cell-type deconvolution strategy in the DNA methylation
dataset that I built from healthy individuals (Table 2.1). The main goal of this analysis
was to provide blood cell type proportions that can be used as covariates as part of the
epigenetic clock modelling (see section 2.2.2). However, this also allowed me to broadly
quantify the changes in blood composition that occur during human ageing (Fig. 2.6).
The mammalian immune system undergoes dramatic changes during ageing. These changes
are normally referred as immunosenescence and can be broadly defined as a decline in
immune system functionality and its ability to fight infections, which results in an increase
in morbidity and mortality with age [Nikolich-Žugich, 2018]. Furthermore, human ageing
is also characterised by an increase in chronic, low-grade inflammation referred as inflam-
mageing, which is thought to contribute to the development of age-related diseases (such as
atherosclerosis, type 2 diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease and osteoporosis) [Franceschi, 2007].
In my dataset, I observe the following (Fig. 2.6):
• A relative decrease in cell types from the adaptive immune system (CD4+ T cells,
CD8+ T cells and CD19+ B cells). Interestingly, the decline in CD8+ T cells was
more pronounced (i.e. higher absolute value of the slope) than in the case of CD4+ T
cells, which has been previously reported [Czesnikiewicz-Guzik et al., 2008].
• A relative increase in cell types from the innate immune system (granulocytes, CD14+
monocytes and CD56+ natural killer cells).
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Fig. 2.4 Benchmarking of the cell-type deconvolution strategies in blood. The x-axis shows the different
strategies that were tested (for a detailed description see Fig. S1.4). The y-axis shows the results for a. the root
mean squared error (RMSE) and b. the mean absolute error (MAE) when comparing the predictions with the
real proportions of cells in a gold-standard dataset (GSE77797) [Koestler et al., 2016]. The grey horizontal solid
lines represent the mean for the RMSE or the MAE across cell types and the grey dashed line the minimum of
these values.
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Fig. 2.5 Comparison of the predictions for the different cell types using the optimal deconvolution strategy
(‘idol_NFB_houseman’) with the real cell type fractions in the gold-standard dataset (GSE77797) [Koestler
et al., 2016]. Each point corresponds to a different sample in the gold-standard. The black dashed line represents
the diagonal to aid visual interpretation.
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These results are highly consistent with the literature [Chen et al., 2016b; Czesnikiewicz-
Guzik et al., 2008; Jaffe and Irizarry, 2014; Kuranda et al., 2011; Manser and Uhrberg, 2016;
Seidler et al., 2010], which validates the methodology for cell-type deconvolution that I have
used. These variations in blood cell composition may be caused by the age-related changes
that happen in the two primary lymphoid organs: the bone marrow (whose hematopoietic stem
cells exhibit reduced self-renewal potential and increased skewing towards myelopoiesis)
and the thymus (which undergoes tissue involution) [Chinn et al., 2012].
This analysis provides a preliminary overview of the blood cell composition landscape
during human ageing. However, only relative changes in blood composition were quantified
and the analysis is limited by the ‘cell types’ that I have deconvoluted (e.g. granulocytes
include different cell types, different subsets of monocytes exist, etc.), which means that
these conclusions must be taken with care [Nikolich-Žugich, 2018]. Furthermore, the sex of
the individual can influence the proportions of blood leukocytes [Chen et al., 2016b] and it
should be taken into account in future analyses.
2.1.4 Identifying differentially methylated positions during ageing
Differential methylation analysis is one of the most common types of downstream analyses
in the context of DNA methylation data [Morris and Beck, 2015; Teschendorff and Relton,
2018; Wilhelm-Benartzi et al., 2013]. It involves finding associations between the DNA
methylation levels at specific CpG sites in the genome (a.k.a. differentially methylation
positions or DMPs) and a given phenotypic variable of interest (e.g. a specific disease,
when compared with a healthy sample). It is worth mentioning that DMPs are also called
differentially methylated cytosines (DMCs) in the literature [Teschendorff and Relton, 2018].
In order to study the changes that the methylome undergoes during physiological ageing, it
is useful to identify differentially methylated positions during ageing (aDMPs) i.e. individual
cytosines (normally found in a CpG context) that change their methylation status as a
function of chronological age. Linear models, widely used in the context of differential
RNA expression analysis [Ritchie et al., 2015], can also been adapted to find aDMPs
[Teschendorff and Relton, 2018; Zhuang et al., 2012]. In the case of a continuous variable
(such as chronological age) the association is performed using a linear regression modelling
framework [Zhuang et al., 2012] (see section 2.4 for a short description of linear regression
and the nomenclature used throughout this thesis). Briefly, for each probe in the methylation
array, I fitted the following linear regression models to the data from the healthy individuals:
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Fig. 2.6 Changes in blood cell composition during human ageing. Scatterplots showing the changes in the
proportions of the six cell types considered (inferred using the cell-type deconvolution strategy) as a function
of chronological age. Each point represents a different DNA methylation human sample from Table 2.1. The
black line displays the linear model %cell_type ∼ Age (see section 2.4 for more details on linear modelling),
with the slope and intercept shown in the titles. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient (SCC) and the p-value
associated with it are also displayed.
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• A model with cell composition correction (CCC). As I have shown previously, the
different blood cell types change their abundance with age. Therefore, in order to
maximise the chances of finding aDMPs that are conserved across different cell types,
it is important to include the estimated cell proportions as covariates in the model:
Beta∼ Age+Sex+Gran+CD4T +CD8T +B+Mono+NK+PC1+ ...+PC17
(2.10)
where Beta is the β -value for the array probe being evaluated; Age is the chronological
age (in years) of the samples; Sex encodes for the sex of the samples (0/1); Gran,
CD4T , CD8T , B, Mono and NK are the cell type proportions from the samples as
calculated with my cell-type deconvolution strategy and PCN is the Nth principal
component that captures technical variance and accounts for potential batch effects
(see section 2.2.3 for more details).
• A model without CCC, which can be expressed as:
Beta∼ Age+Sex+PC1+ ...+PC17 (2.11)
This leads to the identification of aDMPs which will be more confounded with the
proportions of the different cell types (i.e. the change in β -value with age could be
entirely driven by a change in a specific cell type that is differentially methylated at
that particular probe).
Furthermore, for each probe, I calculated a p-value, based on t-statistics [Teschendorff
and Relton, 2018], to assess whether the putative linear association between the methylation
status and chronological age was significant or not (at a significance level of α = 0.01 after
applying Bonferroni correction to account for multiple testing, see section 2.4 for more
details). I used a customised version of the dmpFinder function in the minfi R package
[Aryee et al., 2014] to identify the aDMPs, which internally uses the limma framework
[Ritchie et al., 2015]. Given the big sample size (N = 2218≫ 10), I did not use variance
shrinkage (i.e. empirical Bayes moderated t-statistics) as part of the statistic calculations
[Ritchie et al., 2015].
An overview of the different aDMPs (with and without CCC) identified in the healthy
individuals can be found in Figure 2.7. Around 30% of the blood methylome (at least
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according to the 450K array) is affected by the ageing process during human lifespan.
However, it is worth mentioning that Bonferroni correction provides a very conservative
picture of the methylomic changes (when compared with other methods to control for type-I
error, like FDR) and it is likely that an even greater proportion of the methylome is indeed
altered with age [Zhu et al., 2018]. CpG sites can become both hypomethylated (i.e. lose
methylation with age) or hypermethylated (i.e. gain methylation with age). Importantly,
the effect sizes of the age coefficient (i.e. the observed changes in the β -values per year)
are generally small. More specifically, in the model with CCC, the median age coefficient
for the hypomethylated aDMPs is -0.000426 (equivalent to a -4.26% methylation change
over 100 years of human life) and for hypermethylated aDMPs is 0.000437 (equivalent to
a +4.37% methylation change over 100 years of human life). This is consistent with the
progressive functional decline observed during ageing [Lopez-Otin et al., 2013]. It is worth
mentioning that around 50% of the CpG sites that constitute the Horvath epigenetic clock
are blood aDMPs according to my analysis (Fig. 2.7c,d). Overall, these results are consistent
with previous studies [Slieker et al., 2018, 2016; van Dongen et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2018].
Next, I looked at the top 100 aDMPs that were identified (according to their p-value
and t-statistic, Fig. S1.6 and Fig. 2.8). The first aDMP in the list was cg16867657, a probe
that consistently gains methylation with age (Fig. 2.8a) and has been previously identified
as the strongest aDMP across tissues and human populations in several studies [Bacalini
et al., 2017; Garagnani et al., 2012; Gopalan et al., 2017; Hannum et al., 2013; Slieker et al.,
2018; Zbiec´-Piekarska et al., 2015]. cg16867657 is associated with the CpG island in the
promoter of the ELOVL2 gene, which encodes an enzyme that catalises one of the reactions
in the elongation of polyunsaturated fatty acids [Gopalan et al., 2017]. Furthermore, other
aDMPs that were located among my top hits have previously been reported as well (such as
cg06639320 in the FHL2 gene, which is the second aDMP, Fig. 2.8b) [Garagnani et al., 2012].
These results validate the statistical methods used so far to process the DNA methylation
data and to identify aDMPs.
It is important to mention that not all the CpG sites change their DNA methylation levels
with age in a perfectly linear manner. For instance, the two top hypomethylated aDMPs
(Fig. 2.8c,d) modify their rate at ages 20-25 years. This was already recognised by Horvath
[Horvath, 2013a] and that is why he transformed the age into a logarithmic scale before the
age of 20 years in order to improve the model fit (see section 2.2.1). Furthermore, genetic
background can have a significant effect on the DNA methylation patterns and interact with
the ageing process to shape the epigenome [Hannum et al., 2013; van Dongen et al., 2016].
Unfortunately, I did not have genetic data for the healthy individuals but this could help
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Fig. 2.7 The blood methylome changes during physiological human ageing. a. Barplot showing the total
number of differentially methylated positions during ageing (aDMPs) that were identified (in grey: probes
that did not reach statistical significance). In this case, the model with cell composition correction (CCC) was
applied. b. As in a., but using the model without CCC. c. Volcano plot showing the relationship between the
p-value (y-axis) and the effect size (x-axis) of the age coefficient for each one of the array probes (each point
represents a probe). Those probes above the dashed green line (α = 0.01 after Bonferroni correction) are the
identified aDMPs. Above the volcano plot, a density plot captures the distributions of the age coefficient for
the hypermethylated aDMPs (in red) and the hypomethylated aDMPs (in blue). In this case, the model with
CCC was applied. The black points are the 353 CpG probes that constitute the Horvath epigenetic clock model
[Horvath, 2013a]. d. As in c., but using the model without CCC.
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Fig. 2.8 Changes in the β -values of four differentially methylated positions during ageing (aDMPs) in the blood
of the healthy individuals. cg16867657 and cg06639320 are the top aDMPs that gain methylation with age
(i.e. become hypermethylated) according to the model that accounts for cell composition correction (CCC).
cg19283806 and cg10501210 are the top aDMPs that lose methylation with age (i.e. become hypomethylated)
according to the model that accounts for CCC. In order to aid visualisation, the black line displays the linear
model β -value ∼ Age.
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to refine the identification of aDMPs in the future. Additionally, it would be interesting to
apply methods to control for bias and inflation in the test statistic, by estimating the empirical
null distribution of the observed set of test statistics [van Iterson et al., 2017]. Finally,
other types of epigenetic features can be derived to understand the effects of ageing in the
epigenome, such as variably methylated positions during ageing (aVMPs) [Slieker et al.,
2016], differentially methylated regions (DMRs, which consider several correlated CpGs
at the same time) [Teschendorff and Relton, 2018] or differentially methylated cytosines in
individual cell types (DMCTs, which consider interactions between the phenotypic variable
and the proportions of cell types) [Zheng et al., 2018].
2.1.5 Shannon methylation entropy
Shannon entropy (H) can be used in the context of DNA methylation analysis to estimate the
information content stored in a given set of CpG sites [Hannum et al., 2013; Jenkinson
et al., 2017; Slieker et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2011]. I calculated it using the
same approach as in Hannum et al. [2013]:
H =− 1
N
·
N
∑
i=1
[βi · log2(βi)+(1−βi) · log2(1−βi)] (2.12)
where βi represents the methylation β -value for the ith array probe (or CpG site) and
N = 428266 if all the array probes that passed the pre-processing pipeline are considered (i.e.
genome-wide, ot at least array-wide). Shannon entropy is minimised when the methylation
levels of all the CpGs are either 0% or 100%, and maximised when all of them are 50%
(Fig. 2.9).
Next, I calculated the genome-wide Shannon entropy for the blood samples in the healthy
individuals. Consistent with previous reports [Hannum et al., 2013; Jenkinson et al., 2017;
Slieker et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017], the genome-wide Shannon entropy associated
with the methylome increases during ageing (Fig. 2.10a; Spearman correlation coefficient
= 0.1985; p-value = 3.8281 ·10−21), which implies that the epigenome loses information
content. Finally, it is worth mentioning that I observed a remarkable batch effect on the
Shannon entropy calculations, which can generate high entropy variability for a given
age (Fig. 2.10b). However, after removing potential outlier batches (such as GSE41273,
GSE59065 or GSE97362) the increase of Shannon methylation entropy during ageing was
still consistent. Thus, accounting for technical variation (see section 2.2.3) becomes crucial
when assessing this type of data, even after careful pre-processing.
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Fig. 2.9 Plot showing the relationship between the β -value and the methylation Shannon entropy at a given
CpG site (in my case, at a given array probe).
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Fig. 2.10 a. Scatterplot showing the changes in genome-wide methylation Shannon entropy during ageing in
the healthy individuals. Each sample is represented by one point. The black line displays the linear model
Entropy ∼ Age. b. Same as in a., but colouring the samples according to the batch where they came from.
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2.2 Behaviour of Horvath’s epigenetic clock during ageing
2.2.1 Calculating epigenetic age using Horvath’s epigenetic clock
Steve Horvath’s model, originally published in 2013 [Horvath, 2013a], is without any doubt
the most widely used epigenetic clock in the literature. Given that it works across tissues
with high accuracy and that it has been validated in many human cohorts, I have used it as
the main tool to quantify epigenetic ageing in this work.
Horvath’s model measures epigenetic age (a.k.a. DNAmAge) by making use of the DNA
methylation levels at 353 CpG sites, as quantified with the Illumina methylation arrays
(27K or 450K). Previous studies have generally employed a ready-to-use online calculator
for DNAmAge provided by Steve Horvath [Horvath, 2013b]. This has clearly simplified
the computational process and helped a lot of research groups to test the behaviour of the
epigenetic clock in their system of interest. However, this has also led to the treatment of the
epigenetic clock as a ‘black-box’, without critical assessment of the statistical methodology
behind it. Therefore, I decided to replicate the original code and to make it available
in a GitHub repository for the scientific community to be used [Martin-Herranz, 2019].
Furthermore, I tested the impact of different steps involved in the estimation of epigenetic
age acceleration (EAA), including the presence/absence of background correction, removal
of technical variation from batch effects and the importance of the age distribution when
fitting the control models, which I discuss in the following sections.
The main pipeline to calculate the epigenetic age (DNAmAge) from a sample has the
following steps (some of them are shared with the previously described pipeline for DNA
methylation pre-processing in section 2.1.2):
1. Background correction. I implemented a pipeline that starts with the raw DNA
methylation data (IDAT files) for a sample. First, I tested the effect of applying noob
background correction, before calculating the β -values, on the median absolute error
(MAE) of the predictions (see section 2.2.2). Background correction did not have
a major impact in the final predictions as long as I also corrected for batch effects
(Fig. S1.7, Fig. 2.13c, see section 2.2.3). Therefore, I decided to keep the noob
background correction for consistency with the other pre-processing pipeline.
2. Quality control. I applied the same criteria as previously described in section 2.1.2.
3. Probe filtering. Horvath’s model was originally trained starting with 21368 array
probes that had the following characteristics [Horvath, 2013a]:
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• They were shared between the 27K and 450K methylation arrays.
• They had ≤ 10 missing values across all the training data.
Therefore, these were the probes selected for downstream analysis.
4. β -value calculation. β -values were calculated as previously described in section 2.1.2.
It is worth mentioning that Horvath’s original code includes two alternatives for the
imputation of missing β -values:
• Slow imputation (applied when the number of missing β -values is < 3000). In this
case, k-nearest neighbours (KNN) is used. KNN imputation borrows information
from the DNA methylation profiles of the most similar probes (the neighbours)
according to a metric (normally the Euclidean distance). The impute.knn function
from the impute R package can be used for these purposes [Troyanskaya et al.,
2001].
• Fast imputation (applied when the number of missing β -values is ≥ 3000). In
this case, the values from the blood gold-standard (see below) can be used as the
imputed values.
In the case of my dataset, no missing values were present for the 21368 probes so there
was no need to perform imputation.
5. Gold-standard normalisation. A modified version of BMIQ normalisation is used
[Teschendorff et al., 2012]. In this case, instead of mapping the distribution of the
Infinium II probes to the distribution of Infinium I probes, the mapping is done from
the distribution of the 21368 probes in the sample to the distribution of a previously
derived gold-standard for the same set of probes. This gold-standard was created by
taking the average β -values for the 21368 probes across all the whole blood samples
from [Horvath et al., 2012].
6. Calculating epigenetic age (DNAmAge). As previously observed for some of the
aDMPs, the rate of β -value change can be different before and after adult age (Fig. 2.8).
For this reason, Horvath performed a transformation of the chronological age before
training the model:
f (c) = ct =
ln
( c+1
a+1
)
if: c≤ a( c−a
a+1
)
if: c > a
(2.13)
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where ct is the transformed chronological age that was used as the dependent variable
during training, c is the chronological age (in years) and a is the adult age (for
humans, 20 years). This transformation allows accounting for a relationship between
chronological age and methylation changes that is logarithmic until adult age and linear
afterwards (Fig. 2.11).
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Fig. 2.11 Plot showing the relationship between the chronological age in years (c) and the transformed
chronological age (ct ) in Horvath’s model. This transformation allows accounting for different rates of β -value
change before and after adult age (20 years in humans, as pointed out by the dashed black line).
Given a sample to predict, the epigenetic age can then be calculated as:
DNAmAge = g(cˆt) = g(βˆ0+
353
∑
i=1
βˆi · xi) (2.14)
where cˆt is the predicted transformed age according to Horvath’s model, βˆ0 is the
intercept in the Horvath’s model, βˆi is the coefficient (weight) for the ith probe (only
353 probes are finally used), xi is the β -value for the ith probe after gold-standard
normalisation and g(·) is the inverse of f (·), such that:
g(cˆt) = f−1(cˆt) = cˆ =
ecˆt · (a+1)−1 if: cˆt ≤ 0cˆt · (a+1)+a if: cˆt > 0 (2.15)
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where cˆ is the predicted age according to Horvath’s model (i.e. DNAmAge).
2.2.2 Horvath’s epigenetic clock measures physiological ageing
Using the methodology from the previous section, I calculated the epigenetic age (DNAmAge)
in the blood of the healthy individuals. Given that these individuals are supposed to be
disease-free, Horvath’s epigenetic clock should predict epigenetic ages that are similar to
the chronological age of the samples, and this was indeed the case (Fig. 2.12a, Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (PCC)= 0.9671, p-value≈ 0). This validates that Horvath’s epigenetic
clock does indeed measure the ageing process (at least in a cross-sectional population) and
sets a foundation for the rest of the analyses presented in this thesis.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the difference between epigenetic age and chronological age
is known as epigenetic age acceleration (EAA), with a positive EAA (i.e. DNAmAge>Age)
associated with several age-related health problems. In order to calculate the EAA for the
healthy individuals, I fitted the following linear regression models (hereinafter referred as the
control models):
• With cell composition correction (CCC):
DNAmAge∼ Age+Sex+Gran+CD4T +CD8T +B+Mono+NK+PC1+ ...+PC17
(2.16)
where DNAmAge is the epigenetic age calculated with Horvath’s epigenetic clock;
Age is the chronological age (in years) of the samples; Sex encodes for the sex of the
samples (0/1); Gran, CD4T , CD8T , B, Mono and NK are the cell type proportions
from the samples as calculated with my cell-type deconvolution strategy and PCN is
the Nth principal component that captures technical variance and accounts for potential
batch effects (see section 2.2.3 for more details).
Horvath’s epigenetic clock was trained using multiple tissues and its predictions should
be robust to changes in blood cell composition. However, previous studies have
highlighted that adding this correction can improve the ability to detect ‘pure’ ageing
effects [Chen et al., 2016a; Horvath et al., 2016a] (i.e. epigenetic age acceleration
mainly caused by DNA methylation changes that happen in the nucleus of all cell
types). For a given sample, the EAAwith CCC is the residual from the model i.e. the
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difference between the actual DNAmAge and the prediction from the control model
(which is conceptually similar to the difference between DNAmAge and chronological
age, but accounting for the rest of covariates as well). The EAAwith CCC that I have
defined is very similar to the previously reported measure of ‘intrinsic EAA’ (IEAA)
[Chen et al., 2016a; Horvath et al., 2016a].
• Without CCC:
DNAmAge∼ Age+Sex+PC1+ ...+PC17 (2.17)
In this case the residuals of the model are referred as the EAAwithout CCC for the
different samples.
It is possible to calculate the overall accuracy of the predictions using the median absolute
error (MAE), that is calculated as:
MAE = median{|EAAi|} (2.18)
where EAAi is the epigenetic age acceleration for the ith sample calculated with one
of the models (with CCC or without CCC). The MAE for all the healthy individuals (full
lifespan) in the control models should approach zero, and this was indeed what I observed
(MAEwith CCC = 2.7117 years, MAEwithout CCC = 2.8211 years). These results are below the
original MAE reported by Horvath in his test set (3.6 years) [Horvath, 2013a]. However, it is
worth mentioning that some of the samples from my healthy individuals (such as samples
from batches GSE40279 and GSE42861) could have been used by Horvath as part of his
training set [Horvath, 2013a], and therefore these results must be interpreted carefully.
Even though Horvath’s model seems to predict epigenetic age accurately, it is also clear
that some samples deviate substantially from the expected prediction. This is specially
obvious for the older samples (> 55 years), that have a systematically younger epigenetic age
than expected (see deviations from the diagonal in Fig. 2.12a). If a control model is fit to the
full lifespan dataset (which contains around 50% samples which are > 55 years), this leads to
a model with a smaller than expected age coefficient (slope), which introduces a bias when
estimating epigenetic age acceleration for different age groups (Fig. 2.12b). Although many
studies do not take this problem into account, this phenomenon has been previously reported
in the context of humans [El Khoury et al., 2018; Marioni et al., 2018] and mice [Stubbs
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Fig. 2.12 Horvath’s epigenetic clock measures physiological ageing. a. Scatterplot showing the relationship
between epigenetic age (DNAmAge) according to Horvath’s model [Horvath, 2013a] and chronological age
of the samples for the healthy individuals. Each sample is represented by one point. The black dashed line
represents the diagonal to aid visualisation. The solid brown line represents the linear model DNAmAge∼ Age,
which deviates from the diagonal if the full lifespan samples are used. b. Boxplots displaying the epigenetic age
acceleration (EAA) distributions for different age ranges (young age: ≤ 20 years; middle age: 20 < Age≤ 55
years; old age: > 55 years) after fitting the control models to the full lifespan samples. The dashed black line
represents EAA = 0, where the distributions should be centred around. This is not the case for the samples in
the young age and middle age groups. In red: EAA model with cell composition correction (CCC). In blue:
EAA model without CCC. c. As in a., but removing the samples in the old age group (> 55 years). The solid
green line represents the linear model DNAmAge ∼ Age, which is much more similar to the diagonal if only
young and middle age samples are considered. d. As in b., but fitting the control models to the samples in the
young and middle age groups (0-55 years). The bias in the EAA is corrected in this case (the distributions are
centred around zero for the different age groups).
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et al., 2017]. However, to this date, it is unclear whether it represents a technical artefact
or has a biological explanation (e.g. survivor bias of the older individuals, the molecular
processes that drive ageing slow down with age, etc.).
This highlights the importance of having a properly age-matched control when per-
forming analyses with the Horvath’s epigenetic clock. As expected, removing the older
samples (> 55 years) from the control models corrected for this bias (Fig. 2.12c,d) and
reduced the MAE (MAEwith CCC = 2.2742 years, MAEwithout CCC = 2.3237 years). This is
the strategy that I used when screening for epigenetic age acceleration in the context of
developmental disorders (see Chapter 3).
2.2.3 Correcting for batch effects in the context of the epigenetic clock
As mentioned in the previous section, it is expected that, after fitting the control models, the
EAA distributions of the samples from the healthy individuals should be centred around zero.
However, when the principal components (PCs) that capture technical variation were not
included in the control models (see equations 2.16 and 2.17), this was not the case for several
batches (Fig. 2.13a, Fig. S1.8a). Therefore, I hypothesised that technical variation can affect
the predictions from Horvath’s epigenetic clock and that batch effects need to be explicitly
accounted for in this context, even after applying the internal normalisation step against the
blood gold-standard [Horvath, 2013a]. This section explains how I implemented this batch
effect correction (i.e. how I derived the principal components that capture technical variance
across batches).
A batch effect is a systematic technical source of variation that is unrelated to the
biological or scientific variables in a study [Leek et al., 2010]. They affect low- and high-
throughput measurements and can be caused by a wide variety of situations: different
technicians performing the experiments, different laboratories generating the data, different
lots of reagents or arrays used, etc. [Leek et al., 2010]. Correcting for batch effects is
crucial, especially when integrating data from different studies and sources [Maksimovic
et al., 2015], as it is the case in the analyses presented in this thesis. Data generated by DNA
methylation arrays is also affected by batch effects and several methods have been described
in the literature to correct for them, normally at the level of probe intensities [Fortin et al.,
2014] or M-values [Maksimovic et al., 2015; Price and Robinson, 2018]. In the context
of the epigenetic clock, previous attempts to account for technical variation have used the
first five PCs estimated directly from the DNA methylation data (presumably the β -values)
[Horvath et al., 2016b]. However, this approach potentially removes meaningful biological
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variation, especially in studies with global changes in DNA methylation, such as cancer
[Fortin et al., 2014] or developmental disorders (see Chapter 3). Furthermore, given that
Horvath’s epigenetic clock was trained with data pre-processed using different strategies, it is
unclear how applying an additional batch effect correction step to the intensities or β -values
would impact the predictions [Horvath, 2013c].
Thus, I decided to correct for the potential batch effects when fitting the control models
(see equations 2.16 and 2.17). I make use of the control probes present on the 450K array,
which have been shown to carry information about unwanted variation from a technical source
(i.e. technical variance) [Fortin et al., 2014; Gagnon-Bartsch and Speed, 2012; Maksimovic
et al., 2015]. These probes are designed to capture technical variance in negative controls,
measure between-array differences and quantify the performance of different steps of the
array protocol, such as bisulfite conversion, staining or hybridisation [Fortin et al., 2014;
Illumina, 2010]. I performed principal component analysis (PCA, with centering but not
scaling using the prcomp function in R) on the raw intensities of the control probes (847
probes · 2 channels = 1694 intensity values) for all the healthy individuals (N = 2218) and
the samples with developmental disorders (cases, N = 666, see Chapter 3). This showed
that the first two PCs capture the batch structure in both healthy individuals (Fig. 2.13b)
and cases (Fig. S1.9). Including the first 17 PCs as part of the epigenetic age acceleration
(EAA) modelling (see equations 2.16 and 2.17), which together accounted for 98.06% of the
technical variance in all the samples (Fig. S1.10), significantly reduced the median absolute
error (MAE) of the predictions in the healthy individuals (MAEwith CCC = 2.7117 years,
MAEwithout CCC = 2.8211 years, mean MAE = 2.7664, Fig. 2.13c). Notably, the reduction in
the MAE provided by the batch effect correction was higher than the improvement provided
by cell composition correction, a common practice in the epigenetic clock field [Chen et al.,
2016a; Horvath et al., 2016a]. The optimal number of PCs was found by making use of the
findElbow function from [Akalin, 2014].
Finally, deviations from a median EAA close to zero in some of the batches after batch
effect correction (Fig. 2.13d, Fig. S1.8b) could be explained by other variables, such as a small
batch size or an overrepresentation of young samples (Fig. 2.14). The latter is a consequence
of the fact that Horvath’s model underestimates the epigenetic ages of older samples, which I
have discussed in the previous section. Thus, I have shown that correcting for batch effects
in the context of the epigenetic clock is important, especially when combining datasets from
different sources for meta-analysis purposes. Batch effect correction is essential to remove
technical variance that could affect the epigenetic age of the samples and confound
biological interpretation. Furthermore, given the flexibility of this modelling approach, I have
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Fig. 2.13 Correcting for batch effects in the context of the epigenetic clock. a. Distribution of the epigenetic age
acceleration (EAA) for the different batches of healthy individual samples, using the control model with cell
composition correction (CCC) and before applying batch effect correction. The dashed black line represents
EAA = 0, where the distributions should be centred around. b. Scatterplot showing the values of the first two
principal components (PCs) for the healthy individual samples after performing PCA on the control probes of
the 450K arrays. Each point corresponds to a different sample and the colours represent the different batches.
The different batches cluster together in the PCA space, showing that the control probes indeed capture technical
variation. Please note that all the PCA calculations were done using samples from both healthy individuals (full
lifespan, N = 2218) and cases from developmental disorders (N = 666, see Chapter 3). c. Plot showing how
the median absolute error (MAE) of the prediction in the healthy individual samples, that should tend to zero,
is reduced when the PCs capturing the technical variation are included as part of the modelling strategy (see
equations 2.16 and 2.17). The dashed line represents the optimal number of PCs (17) that was finally used. The
optimal mean MAE is calculated as the average MAE between the green and purple lines. d. As in a., but after
applying batch effect correction (i.e. equivalent to equation 2.16).
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applied batch effect correction across other types of analyses in the thesis, such as DMPs
identification (see equation 2.10).
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Fig. 2.14 After applying batch effect correction in the samples from the healthy individuals, deviations from a
median epigenetic age acceleration (EAA) of zero (dotted black line) in some of the batches can be explained
by other causes. The grey line separates in the lower left corner those weird batches (Feb_2016, GSE104812,
GSE41273, GSE55491), which have a small sample size and/or a low median age.
2.3 Behaviour of other epigenetic clocks during ageing
2.3.1 Hannum’s epigenetic clock
Besides Horvath’s epigenetic clock, other models have been proposed in the literature to
measure the ageing process using DNA methylation. Among them, Hannum’s epigenetic
clock has also been shown to accurately predict epigenetic age in several cohorts [Chen
et al., 2016a; Horvath et al., 2016a; Irvin et al., 2018; Marioni et al., 2018, 2015; Perna et al.,
2016]. Hannum’s model was originally trained in whole blood and it makes use of a linear
combination of β -values from 71 probes in the 450K array.
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I calculated the epigenetic ages according to Hannum’s model (HannumAge), although I
only used 68 out of the 71 probes (the other 3 were filtered out during my pre-processing).
Hannum’s epigenetic clock performed quite accurately in the dataset of healthy individ-
uals, although with a slight overestimation of the epigenetic ages (Fig 2.15a), which has
also been previously observed [Marioni et al., 2015]. Furthermore, it is possible to observe
the non-linear behaviour of Hannum’s clock for young ages (≤ 20 years), for which the
authors did not correct in their original publication [Hannum et al., 2013]. Horvath’s and
Hannum’s epigenetic clocks are correlated (Fig. 2.15b). The magnitude of this correlation
(HannumAge vs DNAmAge: PCC = 0.9778) was slightly stronger than the correlation be-
tween HannumAge and chronological age (PCC = 0.9756), which could highlight the fact
that both models indeed measure epigenetic age.
Next, I estimated the epigenetic age acceleration (EAA) according to Hannum’s epige-
netic clock, using similar models to the ones previously described (although in this case the
dependent variable was HannumAge, see equations 2.16 and 2.17). The median absolute
errors for Hannum’s model (MAEwith CCC = 2.8422 years, MAEwithout CCC = 2.9484 years)
were slightly higher than the ones obtained for Horvath’s clock (MAEwith CCC = 2.7117 years,
MAEwithout CCC = 2.8211 years), which could also be influenced by the fact that three of the
model probes were not available. The EAAs estimated by Hannum’s and Horvath’s clocks
showed a moderate correlation (Fig. 2.15c,d), consistent with previous estimates [Irvin et al.,
2018]. Including cell composition correction improved the correlation between the EAAs
from both clocks, highlighting the fact that Hannum’s clock seems to be confounded with
the changes in blood cell composition with age [Irvin et al., 2018; Marioni et al., 2015].
Overall, Hannum’s epigenetic clock performed well in my dataset. However, given that
it produces slightly worse predictions than Horvath’s and could be partially tracking blood
immunosenescence instead of multi-tissue ageing effects, I used the latter as my main proxy
to measure the ageing process in this thesis. Finally, it is also worth mentioning that the data
that was used to train Hannum’s model (GSE40279) is also part of the dataset of healthy
individuals that I assembled and, therefore, this analysis does not constitute a completely
independent assessment of the behaviour of Hannum’s epigenetic clock.
2.3.2 Epigenetic mitotic clock: epiTOC
In 2016, Yang and colleagues conceived a novel type of epigenetic clock called epiTOC
(epigenetic Timer Of Cancer), which measures the rate of (stem) cell division in both normal
and cancerous tissues and is associated with cancer risk [Yang et al., 2016c]. This epigenetic
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Fig. 2.15 Behaviour of Hannum’s epigenetic clock in the healthy individuals. a. Scatterplot showing the
relationship between the epigenetic age predicted with Hannum’s model (HannumAge) [Hannum et al., 2013]
and chronological age of the samples for the healthy individuals. Each sample is represented by one point. The
black dashed line represents the diagonal to aid visualisation. The solid brown line represents the linear model
HannumAge ∼ Age. b. Relationship between the Hannum and Horvath epigenetic ages estimated for the same
sample. The solid brown line represents the linear model HannumAge ∼ DNAmAge. c. Relationship between
the epigenetic age acceleration (EAA) calculated with the Hannum and the Horvath’s epigenetic clocks. In this
case the models include cell composition correction (CCC). The solid brown line represents the linear model
Hannum_EAAwith CCC ∼ Horvath_EAAwith CCC. d. As in c., but in this case the models do not include CCC.
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mitotic clock tracks the gain in methylation levels that happens in 385 CpG sites, which
localise in the promoter of genes that are targeted by Polycomb Repressing Complex 2
(PRC2). Importantly, these CpG sites are unmethylated across fetal tissues and therefore this
provides a ground state to measure these changes during human lifespan.
I calculated the mitotic age (pcgtAge) of the healthy individuals in my dataset, although I
only used 378 out of the 385 probes (the other 7 were filtered out during my pre-processing).
The mitotic age of the individuals correlated with both chronological age (PCC = 0.5131,
Fig. 2.16a) and DNAmAge (PCC = 0.5602, Fig. 2.16b), which is expected given the cumula-
tive number of divisions of the hematopoietic stem cells [Beerman et al., 2013]. Furthermore,
I estimated the epigenetic age acceleration (EAA) according to the epigenetic mitotic clock,
using similar models to the ones previously described (although in this case the dependent
variable was pcgtAge, see equations 2.16 and 2.17). Interestingly, the EAAs for pcgtAge
and DNAmAge showed a small but highly statistically significant correlation (Fig. 2.16c,d).
Moreover, I also did some preliminary work where I calculated the DNAmAge of different
healthy tissues (that came from cancer patients). I observed that tissues with a high turnover
(such as breast) [Horvath, 2013a; Sehl et al., 2017] had a higher DNAmAge when compared
with tissues with a low turnover (data not shown). This was quite surprising given that
Horvath’s epigenetic clock predicts across tissues with different turnover rates [Yang et al.,
2016c]. Additionally, it has been recently demonstrated that DNAmAge increases linearly
with cell passage in vitro if TERT (the catalytic subunit of telomerase) is expressed (although
whether this also applies in vivo is unknown) [Lu et al., 2018].
All of this, together with the fact that DNAmAge has a stronger correlation with pcgtAge
than chronological age (at least in this blood dataset), could suggest that Horvath’s epi-
genetic clock might track cell division to a certain extent (although it is also clear that
Horvath’s clock is mostly not a mitotic clock). Furthermore, it is important to point out
that the observed effect sizes are small, that some of these results could be confounded by
variables that are difficult to account for (e.g. higher DNAmAge in breast tissue could be due
to hormonal factors) and that DNAmAge is not universally accelerated in cancer [Horvath,
2015]. Therefore, further testing of these ideas is required by future studies, which hopefully
will improve our understanding of the contribution of cell division to Horvath’s epigenetic
clock and its relation to the hypermethylation in PRC2-bound regions as measured by the
epigenetic mitotic clock.
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Fig. 2.16 Behaviour of the epigenetic mitotic clock (epiTOC) in the healthy individuals. a. Scatterplot
showing the relationship between mitotic age (pcgtAge) [Yang et al., 2016c] and chronological age of the
samples for the healthy individuals. Each sample is represented by one point. The solid brown line represents
the linear model pcgtAge ∼ Age. b. Relationship between pcgtAge and DNAmAge estimated for the same
sample. The solid brown line represents the linear model pcgtAge ∼ DNAmAge. c. Relationship between
the epigenetic age acceleration (EAA) calculated with the mitotic and the Horvath’s epigenetic clocks. In this
case the models include cell composition correction (CCC). The solid brown line represents the linear model
pcgtAge_EAAwith CCC ∼ Horvath_EAAwith CCC. d. As in c., but in this case the models do not include CCC.
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2.4 Additional methods
A short introduction to the linear regression framework
Linear models are a broad class of statistical analyses that are at the core of many bioin-
formatic methods, including differential RNA expression analyses [Ritchie et al., 2015]
or genome-wide association studies (GWAS) [Visscher et al., 2017]. An instance of such
models is linear regression [Eaton, 2007], a statistical approach that allows modelling of the
relationship between:
• A dependent variable Y, with observations yi ∈ R and i ∈ {1, ...,n}, where n is the total
number of observations (i.e. samples).
• One or more independent variables X j, with observations xi j ∈ R and j ∈ {1, ...,k},
where k is the total number of independent variables (a.k.a covariates). These variables
can indicate, for example, whether a specific condition or phenotype is present in a
given sample, quantify the effects of a continuous variable (such as chronological age)
or adjust for the effects of batch effects; which gives this statistical framework a great
analytical flexibility [Ritchie et al., 2015].
We can describe the dependent variable Y as a function of the independent variables X j:
yi =
k
∑
j=1
xi jβ j + εi (2.19)
where β j are unknown parameters that need to be estimated from the data and εi is the
random error. In matrix form:
y = Xβ + ε (2.20)
where y ∈ Rn is the vector {y1, ...,yn}, X ∈ Rn×k is the n×k matrix of xi j’s, β ∈ Rk is the
vector {β1, ...,βk} and ε ∈ Rn is the vector {ε1, ...,εn}.
Assuming that E(ε) = 0, Var(ε) = σ2 > 0 and Cov(ε) = σ2In (where In is the n×n iden-
tity matrix) and applying the Gauss-Markov theorem [Eaton, 2007], it can be demonstrated
that:
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βˆ = (X′X)−1X′y (2.21)
where X′ is the transpose of X and βˆ is the least-squares estimator of β , since it minimises:
n
∑
i=1
(yi−
k
∑
j=1
xi jβˆ j)2 (2.22)
It is possible to test whether there is a statistically-significant linear association between
the dependent variable (Y) and one of the independent variables (X j) i.e. to test:
H0 : β j = 0 against HA : β j ̸= 0 (2.23)
where H0 is the null hypothesis and HA is the alternative hypothesis. A t-statistic (T ) can
be derived after performing the fitting of the linear regression model [Sheather, 2009]:
T =
βˆ j
se(βˆ j)
(2.24)
where se(βˆ j) is the standard error of βˆ j. When H0 is true, then the statistic T follows a
Student’s t distribution with n− k degrees of freedom i.e. T ∼ tn−k. This allows to estimate
the p-value for the linear association of Y with a given X j.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the nomenclature that I used for the linear regression
models along this thesis. For example, the following model fits a linear association between
the dependent variable (e.g. β -value at a specific CpG probe in the array) with intercept and
3 covariates (e.g. age, sex and disease status):

y1
y2
...
yn
=

1 x11 x12 x13
1 x21 x22 x23
... ... ... ...
1 xn1 xn2 xn3


β0
β1
β2
β3
+

ε1
ε2
...
εn
 (2.25)
where yi is the β -value at a certain CpG probe for the ith sample, xi1 is the age for the
ith sample, xi2 is the sex (e.g. 0 for male and 1 for female) for the ith sample, xi3 is the
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disease status (e.g. 0 for a healthy individual and 1 for an individual with a disease) for the
ith sample, β0 is the intercept coefficient, β j are the covariate coefficients ( j = 1 for age,
j = 2 for sex, j = 3 for disease status) and εi is the error for the ith sample.
Throughout this thesis, I use the following nomenclature to describe the model above
(‘R-style’ nomenclature):
Beta∼ Age+Sex+Disease_status (2.26)

Chapter 3
Biological aspects
‘At a fundamental level evolutionary
survival is the preservation of a dynamic
balance between information, or order,
and entropy, or disorder.’
T. B. L. Kirkwood [1977]
Declaration
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3.1 Background
Epigenetic clocks can be understood as a proxy to quantify the changes of the epigenome
with age. However, little is known about the molecular mechanisms that determine the rate of
the underlying epigenetic ageing clock (see section 1.3.3). Steve Horvath proposed that the
multi-tissue epigenetic clock captures the workings of an epigenetic maintenance system
[Horvath, 2013a]. Recent GWAS studies have found several genetic variants associated
with epigenetic age acceleration in genes such as TERT (the catalytic subunit of telomerase)
[Lu et al., 2018], DHX57 (an ATP-dependent RNA helicase) [Lu et al., 2016] or MLST8 (a
subunit of both mTORC1 and mTORC2 complexes) [Lu et al., 2016]. Nevertheless, to my
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knowledge no genetic variants in epigenetic modifiers have been found and the molecular
nature of this hypothetical system is unknown to this date.
I decided to take a reverse genetics approach and look at the behaviour of the epigenetic
clock in patients with developmental disorders, many of which harbour mutations in pro-
teins of the epigenetic machinery [Aref-Eshghi et al., 2018b; Bjornsson, 2015]. I performed
an unbiased screen for epigenetic age acceleration and found that Sotos syndrome accelerates
epigenetic ageing, potentially revealing a role of H3K36 methylation maintenance in the
regulation of the rate of the epigenetic clock.
3.2 Screening for genes that accelerate the epigenetic age-
ing clock
The main goal of this analysis is to identify genes, mainly components of the epigenetic ma-
chinery, that can affect the rate of epigenetic ageing in humans (as measured by Horvath’s
epigenetic clock) [Horvath, 2013a]. For this purpose, I assembled a dataset with all the DNA
methylation data from patients with different developmental disorders that I could find, in
order to perform an unbiased screen. This dataset combines samples publicly available in
GEO [Edgar et al., 2002] with in-house data generated by my collaborators at the London
Health Sciences Centre, Canada (Table S2.1, Fig. S2.1). All these data were generated from
blood using the Illumina 450K methylation array, as in the case of the healthy individuals
described in Chapter 2.
Many of these developmental syndromes have overlapping clinical features [Aref-Eshghi
et al., 2018b; Bjornsson, 2015]. Furthermore, in some cases with a clinical diagnosis, the
genetic cause remains unknown, probably due to locus heterogeneity or difficulty to assess
the clinical significance of some genetic variants [Aref-Eshghi et al., 2017]. Therefore,
several studies have explored the ability of DNA methylation signatures to aid differential
diagnoses of these syndromes [Aldinger et al., 2013; Alisch et al., 2013; Aref-Eshghi et al.,
2018a,b, 2017; Butcher et al., 2017; Choufani et al., 2015; Grafodatskaya et al., 2013; Hood
et al., 2016; Kernohan et al., 2016; Schenkel et al., 2017, 2016]. Given that most of the
diagnoses for developmental disorders are carried out early in life, this dataset has a bias
towards younger ages (Fig. 3.1). In order to maximise the ability to detect ageing-associated
effects, I kept only those developmental disorders with at least 5 samples, of which at least 2
had a chronological age ≥ 20 years (which, according to Horvath’s model, is the adult age
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for humans) [Horvath, 2013a]. This filtering resulted in a dataset for the main screen with
N = 367 samples from cases, which had ages between 0 and 55 years (Fig. 3.2, Table 3.1).
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Fig. 3.1 Histogram showing the chronological age distribution for all the individuals with developmental
disorders (cases) included in the final dataset (i.e. after QC and filtering). The blue line represents the 1D kernel
density estimate, as calculated by the stat_density function in R with default parameters.
The purpose of the screen is to test whether the epigenetic ages of the samples from a
given developmental disorder (cases) deviate from their chronological age i.e. identify
those developmental disorders that present epigenetic age acceleration (EAA). For a given
sample, a positive EAA indicates that the epigenetic (biological) age of the sample is higher
than the one expected for someone with that chronological age. In other words, it means
that the epigenome of that person resembles the epigenome of an older individual. The
opposite is true when a negative EAA is found (i.e. the epigenome looks younger than
expected). I calculated the epigenetic ages (DNAmAge) of all the samples according to
Horvath’s epigenetic clock (see section 2.2.1) and I fitted the control models to the samples
from the healthy individuals, including models with and without blood cell composition
correction (CCC) and always accounting for potential batch effects (see equations 2.16 and
2.17). As previously discussed (see section 2.2.2), due to the fact that Horvath’s model
underestimates the epigenetic age of old samples, the age distribution of the control samples
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Developmental disorder Gene(s)
involved
Gene(s)
function
Molecular
cause
N Age range
(years)
Angelman UBE3A Ubiquitin
protein
ligase E3A
Imprinting,
mutation
14 1 to 55
Autism spectrum disorder
(ASD)
- - - 119 1.83 to 35.16
Alpha thalassemia/mental
retardation X-linked syn-
drome (ATR-X)
ATRX Chromatin
remodelling
Mutation 15 0.7 to 27
Claes-Jensen KDM5C H3K4
demethylase
Mutation 10 2 to 42
Coffin-Lowry RPS6KA3 Serine / thre-
onine kinase
Mutation 10 1.3 to 22.8
Floating-Harbour SRCAP Chromatin
remodelling
Mutation 17 4 to 42
Fragile X syndrome (FXS) FMR1 Translational
control
Mutation
(CGG
expansion)
32 0.08 to 48
Kabuki KMT2D H3K4
methyltrans-
ferase
Mutation 46 0 to 24.1
Noonan PTPN11,
RAF1, SOS1
RAS/ MAPK
signalling
Mutation 15, 11,
14
0.2 to 49
Rett MECP2 Transcriptional
repression
Mutation 15 1 to 34
Saethre-Chotzen TWIST1 Transcription
factor
Mutation 22 0 to 38
Sotos NSD1 H3K36
methyltrans-
ferase
Mutation 20 1.6 to 41
Weaver EZH2 H3K27
methyltrans-
ferase
Mutation 7 2.58 to 43
Total - - - 367 0 to 55
Table 3.1 Overview of the developmental disorders that were included in the screening after quality control and
filtering (total N = 367).
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Fig. 3.2 Flow diagram that portrays an overview of the different analyses that are carried out in the raw DNA
methylation data (IDAT files) from human blood for cases (developmental disorders samples) and controls
(healthy samples). The control samples are filtered to match the age range of the cases (0-55 years). The cases
are filtered based on the number of ‘adult’ samples available (for each disorder, at least 5 samples, with 2 of
them with an age ≥ 20 years). QC: quality control. DMPs: differentially methylated positions.
can have an impact on the results of the screen. Therefore, I filtered the ages of the healthy
individual samples to make them match the age range of the developmental disorders (0-55
years, N = 1128, see Fig. 3.2).
The EAA for the control samples corresponds to the residuals from the control models
(see section 2.2.2). On the other hand, the EAA for a case sample is calculated by taking
the difference between the epigenetic age (DNAmAge) and the predicted value from the
corresponding control model (with or without cell composition). Finally, I compared the dis-
tributions of the EAA for the different developmental disorders against the EAA distributions
for the healthy controls using the non-parametric two-sided Wilcoxon’s test. P-values were
adjusted for multiple testing using Bonferroni correction and a significance level of α = 0.01
was applied. It is worth mentioning that some of the developmental disorders included in
the screen (such as autism spectrum disorder or Coffin-Lowry syndrome) are not necessarily
caused by alterations in the epigenetic machinery, but were still included to maintain the
unbiased nature of the screen.
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3.3 Sotos syndrome accelerates epigenetic ageing
The results from the screen are portrayed in Fig. 3.3. Most syndromes do not show evidence of
accelerated epigenetic ageing, but Sotos syndrome presents a clear positive EAA (median
EAAwith CCC = + 7.64 years, median EAAwithout CCC = + 7.16 years), with p-values consider-
ably below the significance level of 0.01 after Bonferroni correction (p-valuecorrected, with CCC
= 3.40 · 10−9, p-valuecorrected, without CCC = 2.61 · 10−7). Additionally, Rett syndrome (median
EAAwith CCC = + 2.68 years, median EAAwithout CCC = + 2.46 years, p-valuecorrected, with CCC
= 0.0069, p-valuecorrected, without CCC = 0.0251) and Kabuki syndrome (median EAAwith CCC
= - 1.78 years, median EAAwithout CCC = - 2.25 years, p-valuecorrected, with CCC = 0.0011,
p-valuecorrected, without CCC = 0.0035) reach significance, with a positive and negative EAA
respectively. Finally, fragile X syndrome (FXS) shows a positive EAA trend (median
EAAwith CCC = + 2.44 years, median EAAwithout CCC = + 2.88 years) that does not reach
significance in the screen (p-valuecorrected, with CCC = 0.0680, p-valuecorrected, without CCC =
0.0693).
Next, I tested the effect of changing the median age used to build the healthy control
model (i.e. the median age of the controls) on the screening results (Fig. S2.2). Sotos
syndrome is robust to these changes, whilst Rett, Kabuki and FXS are much more sensitive to
the control model used. This again highlights the importance of choosing an appropriate age-
matched control when testing for epigenetic age acceleration, given that Horvath’s epigenetic
clock underestimates epigenetic age for advanced chronological ages [El Khoury et al., 2018;
Marioni et al., 2018].
Moreover, all but one of the Sotos syndrome patients (19/20 = 95%) show a consistent
deviation in EAA (with CCC) in the same direction (Fig. 3.4a,b), which is not the case for the
rest of the disorders, with the exception of Rett syndrome (Fig. S2.3). Even though these data
suggest that there are already some methylomic changes at birth, the EAA seems to increase
with age in the case of Sotos patients (Fig. 3.4b; p-values for the slope coefficient of the
EAA∼Age linear regression: p-valuewith CCC = 0.00569, p-valuewithout CCC = 0.00514).This
could imply that at least some of the changes that normally affect the epigenome with age
are happening at a faster rate in Sotos syndrome patients during their lifespan (as opposed to
the idea that the Sotos epigenetic changes are only acquired during prenatal development and
remain constant afterwards).
Finally, I investigated whether Sotos syndrome leads to a higher rate of (stem) cell division
in blood when compared with the healthy population. I employed the epigenetic mitotic
clock, that makes use of the fact that some CpGs in promoters that are bound by Polycomb
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Fig. 3.4 Sotos syndrome accelerates epigenetic ageing. a. Scatterplot showing the relationship between
epigenetic age (DNAmAge) according to Horvath’s model [Horvath, 2013a] and chronological age of the
samples for Sotos (orange) and control (grey). Each sample is represented by one point. The black dashed line
represents the diagonal to aid visualisation. b. Scatterplot showing the relationship between the epigenetic age
acceleration (EAA) and chronological age of the samples for Sotos (orange) and control (grey). Each sample is
represented by one point. The yellow line represents the linear model EAA ∼ Age, with the standard error
shown in the light yellow shade. c. Scatterplot showing the relationship between the score for the epigenetic
mitotic clock (pcgtAge) [Yang et al., 2016c] and chronological age of the samples for Sotos (orange) and control
(grey). Each sample is represented by one point. A higher value of pcgtAge is associated with a higher number
of cell divisions in the tissue. d. Scatterplot showing the relationship between the epigenetic mitotic clock
(pcgtAge) acceleration (with CCC) and chronological age of the samples for Sotos (orange) and control (grey).
Each sample is represented by one point. The yellow line represents the linear model pcgtAge_EAAwith CCC ∼
Age, with the standard error shown in the light yellow shade.
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group proteins become hypermethylated with age (captured by a metric called pcgtAge; see
section 2.3.2). This hypermethylation correlates with the number of cell divisions in the
tissue and is also associated with an increase in cancer risk [Yang et al., 2016c]. I calculated
pcgtAge for the Sotos samples and compared them against the healthy controls (using a model
similar to the one in equation 2.16, although in this case the dependent variable was pcgtAge;
see section 2.3.2). I found a trend suggesting that the epigenetic mitotic clock might be
accelerated in Sotos patients (p-value = 0.0112, Fig. 3.4c,d), which could explain the higher
cancer predisposition (e.g. to acute leukemia, sacrococcygeal teratoma, neuroblastoma, ...)
reported in these patients and might relate to their overgrowth [Leventopoulos et al., 2009].
Consequently, I report that individuals with Sotos syndrome present an accelerated
epigenetic age, which makes their epigenome look, on average, more than 7 years older
than expected. These changes seem to be the consequence of a higher ticking rate of the
epigenetic ageing clock (or at least part of its machinery), with epigenetic age acceleration
increasing during lifespan: the youngest Sotos patient (1.6 years) has an EAAwith CCC =
5.43 years and the oldest (41 years) has an EAAwith CCC = 24.53 years. Additionally, Rett
syndrome, Kabuki syndrome and fragile X syndrome could also have their epigenetic ages
affected, but more evidence is required to be certain about this conclusion.
3.4 Comparing Sotos syndrome and physiological ageing
Sotos syndrome is caused by loss-of-function heterozygous mutations in the NSD1 gene,
a histone H3K36 methyltransferase [Choufani et al., 2015; Kurotaki et al., 2002]. These
mutations lead to a specific DNA methylation signature in Sotos patients, potentially due to
the crosstalk between the histone and DNA methylation machinery [Choufani et al., 2015]. In
order to gain a more detailed picture of the reported epigenetic age acceleration, I decided to
compare the genome-wide (or at least array-wide) changes observed in the methylome during
ageing with those observed in Sotos syndrome. For this purpose, I identified differentially
methylated positions (DMPs) for both conditions, using the models that account for cell
composition correction (see equations 2.10 and 3.1). Ageing DMPs (aDMPs) were calculated
in this case using the healthy samples in the age range 0-55 years. aDMPs were composed
almost equally of CpG sites that gain methylation with age (i.e. become hypermethylated,
51.69%) and CpG sites that lose methylation with age (i.e. become hypomethylated, 48.31%,
barplot in Fig. 3.5a), a picture that resembles previous studies [Zhu et al., 2018]. It is worth
mentioning that in this case fewer aDMPs were identified when compared with the full
lifespan analysis presented in section 2.1.4, where the hypomethylated aDMPs were also
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slightly more frequent when compared with the hypermethylated ones. This highlights
the importance of the age range and/or the sample size when calculating aDMPs. On the
contrary, DMPs in Sotos were clearly dominated by CpGs that have lower methylation levels
in individuals with the syndrome (i.e. hypomethylated, 99.27%, barplot in Fig. 3.5a). This is
highly consistent with the results from a previous report, where 99.3% of the Sotos DMPs
identified (in this case applying a filter of >20% difference in average DNA methylation
levels) were hypomethylated in Sotos patients [Choufani et al., 2015]. It is important to
point out that Sotos syndrome patients and healthy control samples were matched for age
and sex in both differential analyses. Furthermore, in my analysis I included age and sex as
covariates in the linear model (see equation 3.1), which minimises the chances that Sotos
DMPs could also constitute ageing DMPs.
Then, I compared the intersections between the hypermethylated and hypomethylated
DMPs in ageing and Sotos. Most of the DMPs were specific for ageing or Sotos (i.e. they did
not overlap), but a subset of them were shared (table in Fig. 3.5a). Interestingly, there were
1728 DMPs that became hypomethylated both during ageing and in Sotos (‘Hypo-Hypo
DMPs’). This subset of DMPs is of special interest because it could be used to understand in
more depth some of the mechanisms that drive hypomethylation during physiological ageing.
Thus, I tested whether the different subsets of DMPs are found in specific genomic contexts
(Fig. S2.4, Fig. S2.5). DMPs that are hypomethylated during ageing and in Sotos were
both enriched (odds ratio >1) in enhancer categories (such as ‘active enhancer 1’ or ‘weak
enhancer 1’, see the chromatin state model used, from the K562 cell line, in section 3.7)
and depleted (odds ratio <1) for active transcription categories (such as ‘active TSS’ or
‘strong transcription’), which was also observed in the ‘Hypo-Hypo DMPs’ subset (Fig. 3.5b).
Interestingly, age-related hypomethylation in enhancers seems to be a characteristic of both
humans [Slieker et al., 2018, 2016] and mice [Cole et al., 2017b]. Furthermore, both de
novo DNA methyltransferases (DNMT3A and DNMT3B) have been shown to bind in an
H3K36me3-dependent manner to active enhancers [Rinaldi et al., 2016], consistent with
these results.
When looking at the levels of total RNA expression (depleted for rRNA) in blood, I
confirmed a significant reduction in the RNA levels around these hypomethylated DMPs
when compared with the controls sets (Fig. 3.5c, see section 3.7 for more details on how
the control sets were defined). Interestingly, hypomethylated DMPs in both ageing and
Sotos were depleted from gene bodies (Fig. 3.5b) and were located in areas with lower
levels of H3K36me3 when compared with the control sets (Fig. 3.5d, Fig. S2.5). Moreover,
hypomethylated aDMPs and hypomethylated Sotos DMPs where both generally enriched or
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Fig. 3.5 Comparison between the DNA methylation changes during physiological ageing and in Sotos. a.
On the left: barplot showing the total number of differentially methylated positions (DMPs) found during
physiological ageing and in Sotos syndrome. CpG sites that increase their methylation levels with age in the
healthy population or those that are elevated in Sotos patients (when compared with a control) are displayed
in red. Conversely, those CpG sites that decrease their methylation levels are displayed in blue. On the right:
table that represents the intersection between the ageing (aDMPs) and the Sotos DMPs. The subset resulting
from the intersection between the hypomethylated DMPs in ageing and Sotos is called the ‘Hypo-Hypo DMPs’
subset (N=1728). b. Enrichment for the categorical (epi)genomic features considered when comparing the
different genome-wide subsets of differentially methylated positions (DMPs) in ageing and Sotos against a
control (see section 3.7). The y-axis represents the odds ratio (OR), the error bars show the 95% confidence
interval for the OR estimate and the colour of the points codes for − log10(p-value) obtained after testing for
enrichment using Fisher’s exact test. An OR > 1 shows that the given feature is enriched in the subset of
DMPs considered, whilst an OR < 1 shows that it is found less than expected. In grey: features that did not
reach significance using a significance level of α = 0.01 after Bonferroni correction. c. Boxplots showing the
distributions of the ‘normalised RNA expression’ (NRE) when comparing the different genome-wide subsets
of differentially methylated positions (DMPs) in ageing and Sotos against a control (see section 3.7). NRE
represents normalised mean transcript abundance in a window of± 200 bp from the CpG site coordinate (DMP)
being considered. The p-values (two-sided Wilcoxon’s test, before multiple testing correction) are shown above
the boxplots. The number of DMPs belonging to each subset (in green) and the median value of the feature
score (in dark red) are shown below the boxplots. d. As in c., but showing the ‘normalised fold change’ (NFC)
for the H3K36me3 histone modification (representing normalised mean ChIP-seq fold change for H3K36me3
in a window of ± 200 bp from the DMP being considered).
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depleted for the same histone marks in blood (Fig. S2.5), which adds weight to the hypothesis
that they share the same genomic context and could become hypomethylated through similar
molecular mechanisms.
Intriguingly, I also identified a subset of DMPs (2550) that were hypermethylated during
ageing and hypomethylated in Sotos (Fig. 3.5a). These ‘Hyper-Hypo DMPs’ seem to be
enriched for categories such as ‘bivalent promoter’ and ‘repressed polycomb’ (Fig. S2.4),
which are normally associated with developmental genes [Bernhart et al., 2016; Bernstein
et al., 2006]. These categories are also a defining characteristic of the hypermethylated
aDMPs, highlighting that even though the direction of the DNA methylation changes is
different in some ageing and Sotos DMPs, the genomic context in which they happen is
shared.
Finally, I looked at the DNA methylation patterns in the 353 Horvath’s epigenetic clock
CpG sites for the Sotos samples. For each clock CpG site, I modelled the changes of DNA
methylation with age in the healthy control individuals (0-55 years) and then calculated
the deviations from these patterns for the Sotos samples (Fig. 3.6, see equation 3.3). As
expected, the landscape of clock CpG sites is dominated by hypomethylation in the Sotos
samples, although only a small fraction of the clock CpG sites seems to be significantly
affected (Fig. 3.6c). Overall, I confirmed the trends reported for the genome-wide analysis
(Fig. S2.6, Fig. S2.7, Fig. S2.8). However, given the much smaller number of CpG sites to
consider in this analysis, very few comparisons reached significance.
I have demonstrated that the ageing process and Sotos syndrome share a subset of hy-
pomethylated CpG sites that is characterised by an enrichment in enhancer features and a
depletion of active transcription activity. This highlights the usefulness of developmental
disorders as a model to study the mechanisms that may drive the changes in the methy-
lome with age, since they permit stratification of the ageing DMPs into different functional
categories that are associated with alterations in the function of specific genes and hence
specific molecular components of the epigenetic ageing clock.
3.5 Methylation Shannon entropy and the epigenetic clock
In section 2.1.5 I have discussed how Shannon entropy can be applied in the context of
DNA methylation data in order to measure the genome-wide epigenetic information loss that
happens during ageing. It is possible to apply a methodology similar to the one described in
section 2.2.2 to compare the methylation Shannon entropy in healthy controls (0-55 years)
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Fig. 3.6 The landscape of Horvath’s epigenetic clock CpG sites in Sotos syndrome. a. and b. DNA methylation
(β -value) profiles for two of the clock CpG sites (cg02071305 and cg18328933). A linear model (displayed in
dark grey, see equation 3.3) can be fixed to each CpG site to model the changes in β -value with chronological age
in the controls (grey). Afterwards, the difference of the Sotos samples β -values (orange) with the controls can be
estimated. c. Heatmap displaying the differential methylation patterns for Sotos samples (rows) when compared
with controls in each one of the 353 epigenetic clock CpGs (columns). Hierarchical clustering was performed
in both rows and columns. RNA refers to the ‘normalised RNA expression’ (NRE). H3K36me3 refers to the
H3K36me3 histone modification ‘normalised fold change’ (NFC). aDMPs: differentially methylated positions
during ageing. EAA: epigenetic age acceleration. CCC: cell composition correction. PBMC: peripheral blood
mononuclear cells.
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and Sotos patients (i.e. using a linear model similar to equation 2.16, although in this case
the dependent variable is the entropy value). This allows testing whether Sotos syndrome
patients present genome-wide Shannon entropy acceleration i.e. deviations from the expected
genome-wide Shannon entropy for their age. Despite detailed analysis, I did not find evidence
that this was the case when looking genome-wide (p-value = 0.71, Fig. 3.7a,b, Fig. S2.9a).
When I considered only the 353 Horvath’s epigenetic clock CpG sites for the entropy
calculations, the picture was different. Shannon entropy for the 353 clock sites slightly
decreased with age in the controls when I included all the batches, showing the opposite
direction when compared with the genome-wide entropy (SCC =−0.1223, p-value = 3.8166
·10−5, Fig. 3.7c). However, when I removed the ‘Europe’ batch (which was an outlier even
after pre-processing, Fig. S2.10), this trend was reversed and I observed a weak increase of
clock Shannon entropy with age (SCC = 0.1048, p-value = 8.6245 ·10−5). This shows that
Shannon entropy calculations are very sensitive to batch effects, especially when considering
a small number of CpG sites, and the results must be interpreted carefully, as already
discussed in section 2.1.5.
Interestingly, the mean Shannon entropy across all the control samples was higher in the
epigenetic clock sites (mean = 0.4726, Fig. 3.7c) with respect to the genome-wide entropy
(mean = 0.3913, Fig. 3.7a). Sotos syndrome patients displayed a lower clock Shannon entropy
when compared with the control (p-value = 5.0449 ·10−12, Fig. 3.7d, Fig. S2.9b), which is
probably driven by the hypomethylation of the clock CpG sites. Furthermore, this highlights
that the Horvath’s epigenetic clock sites could have slightly different characteristics in
terms of the methylation entropy associated with them when compared with the genome
as a whole, something that to my knowledge has not been reported before.
3.6 Discussion
The epigenetic ageing clock has emerged as the most accurate biomarker of the ageing process
and it seems to be a conserved property in mammalian genomes [Field et al., 2018; Horvath
and Raj, 2018]. However, it is still unknown whether the age-related DNA methylation
changes measured are functional at all or whether they are related to some fundamental
process of the biology of ageing. Developmental disorders in humans represent an interesting
framework to look at the biological effects of mutations in genes that are fundamental
for the integrity of the epigenetic landscape and other core processes, such as growth or
neurodevelopment [Aref-Eshghi et al., 2018b; Bjornsson, 2015]. Therefore, using a reverse
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b d
Fig. 3.7 Analysis of methylation Shannon entropy during physiological ageing and in Sotos syndrome. a.
Scatterplot showing the relation between genome-wide Shannon entropy (i.e. calculated using the methylation
levels of all the CpG sites in the array) and chronological age of the samples for Sotos (orange) and healthy
controls (grey). Each sample is represented by one point. b. Boxplots showing the distributions of genome-wide
Shannon entropy acceleration (i.e. deviations from the expected genome-wide Shannon entropy for their age)
for the control and Sotos samples. The p-value displayed on top of the boxplots was derived from a two-sided
Wilcoxon’s test. c. As in a., but using the Shannon entropy calculated only for the 353 CpG sites in the
Horvath’s epigenetic clock. d. As in b., but using the Shannon entropy calculated only for the 353 CpG sites in
the Horvath’s epigenetic clock.
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genetics approach, I aimed to identify genes that disrupt aspects of the behaviour of the
epigenetic ageing clock in humans.
Most of the studies have looked at the epigenetic ageing clock using Horvath’s epigenetic
clock [Horvath, 2013a], and I decided to employ it as a tool to measure the epigenetic age of
my samples. The results from the screen strongly suggest that Sotos syndrome accelerates
epigenetic ageing. Sotos syndrome is caused by loss-of-function mutations in the NSD1
gene [Choufani et al., 2015; Kurotaki et al., 2002], which encodes a histone H3 lysine 36
(H3K36) methyltransferase. This leads to a phenotype which can include pre-natal and
post-natal overgrowth, facial gestalt, advanced bone age, developmental delay, higher cancer
predisposition and, in some cases, heart defects [Leventopoulos et al., 2009]. Remarkably,
many of these characteristics could be interpreted as ageing-like, identifying Sotos syndrome
as a potential human model of accelerated physiological ageing.
NSD1 catalyses the addition of either monomethyl (H3K36me) or dimethyl groups
(H3K36me2) and indirectly regulates the levels of trimethylation (H3K36me3) by altering
the availability of the monomethyl and dimethyl substrates for the trimethylation enzymes
(SETD2 in humans, whose mutations cause a ‘Sotos-like’ overgrowth syndrome ) [Luscan
et al., 2014; Wagner and Carpenter, 2012]. H3K36 methylation has a complex role in the
regulation of transcription [Wagner and Carpenter, 2012] and has been shown to regulate
nutrient stress response in yeast [McDaniel et al., 2017]. Moreover, experiments in model or-
ganisms (yeast and worm) have demonstrated that mutations in H3K36 methyltranferases
decrease lifespan and, remarkably, mutations in H3K36 demethylases increase it [Ni
et al., 2012; Pu et al., 2015; Sen et al., 2015].
In humans, DNA methylation patterns are established and maintained by three conserved
enzymes: the maintenance DNA methyltransferase DNMT1 and the de novo DNA methyl-
transferases DNMT3A and DNMT3B [Schübeler, 2015]. Both DNMT3A and DNMT3B
contain PWWP domains that can read the H3K36me3 histone mark [Baubec et al., 2015;
Dhayalan et al., 2010]. Therefore, the H3K36 methylation landscape can influence DNA
methylation levels in specific genomic regions through the recruitment of the de novo DNA
methyltransferases. Mutations in the PWWP domain of DNMT3A impair its binding to
H3K36me2 and H3K36me3 and cause an undergrowth disorder in humans (microcephalic
dwarfism) [Heyn et al., 2019]. This redirects DNMT3A, which is normally targeted to
H3K36me2 and H3K36me3 throughout the genome, to DNA methylation valleys (DMVs,
a.k.a DNA methylation canyons), which become hypermethylated [Heyn et al., 2019]; a
phenomenon that also seems to happen during physiological ageing in humans [Rakyan
et al., 2010; Slieker et al., 2016; Teschendorff et al., 2010] and mice [Cole et al., 2017b].
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DMVs are hypomethylated domains conserved across cell types and species, often asso-
ciated with Polycomb-regulated developmental genes and marked by bivalent chromatin
(with H3K27me3 and H3K4me3) [Jeong et al., 2013; Li et al., 2018; Long et al., 2013;
Xie et al., 2013]. Therefore, I suggest a model (Fig. 3.8) where the reduction in the levels
of H3K36me2 and/or H3K36me3, caused by a proposed decrease in H3K36 methyla-
tion maintenance during ageing or NSD1 function in Sotos syndrome, could lead to hy-
pomethylation in many genomic regions (because DNMT3A is recruited less efficiently)
and hypermethylation in DMVs (because of the higher availability of DNMT3A). In-
deed, I observe enrichment for categories such as ‘bivalent promoter’ or ‘repressed polycomb’
in the hypermethylated DMPs in Sotos and ageing (Fig. S2.4), which is also supported
by higher levels of Polycomb Repressing Complex 2 (PRC2, represented by EZH2) and
H3K27me3, the mark deposited by PRC2 (Fig. S2.5).This is also consistent with the results
obtained for the epigenetic mitotic clock [Yang et al., 2016c], where I observe a trend towards
increased hypermethylation of Polycomb-bound regions in Sotos patients. Furthermore, it is
worth mentioning that a mechanistic link between PRC2 recruitment and H3K36me3 has
also been unravelled via the Tudor domains of some polycomb-like proteins [Cai et al., 2013;
Li et al., 2017].
A recent preprint has shown that loss-of-function mutations in DNMT3A, which cause
Tatton-Brown-Rahman overgrowth syndrome, also lead to a higher ticking rate of the epige-
netic ageing clock [Jeffries et al., 2018]. They also report positive epigenetic age acceleration
in Sotos syndrome and negative acceleration in Kabuki syndrome, consistent with my re-
sults. Furthermore, they observe a DNA methylation signature in the DNMT3A mutants
characterised by widespread hypomethylation, with a modest enrichment of DMPs in re-
gions upstream of the transcription start site, shores and enhancers [Jeffries et al., 2018],
which I also detect in the ‘Hypo-Hypo DMPs’ (those that become hypomethylated both
during physiological ageing and in Sotos). Therefore, the hypomethylation observed in
the ‘Hypo-Hypo DMPs’ is consistent with a reduced methylation activity of DNMT3A,
which in my analysis could be a consequence of the decreased recruitment of DNMT3A to
genomic regions that have lost H3K36 methylation (Fig. 3.8).
Interestingly, H3K36me3 is required for the selective binding of the de novo DNA
methyltransferase DNMT3B to the bodies of highly transcribed genes [Baubec et al., 2015].
Furthermore, DNMT3B loss reduces gene-body methylation, which leads to intragenic
spurious transcription (a.k.a cryptic transcription) [Neri et al., 2017]. An increase in this
so-called cryptic transcription seems to be a conserved feature of the ageing process [Sen
et al., 2015]. Therefore, the changes observed in the ‘Hypo-Hypo DMPs’ could theoretically
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Fig. 3.8 Proposed model that highlights the role of H3K36 methylation maintenance on epigenetic ageing. The
H3K36me2/3 mark allows recruiting de novo DNA methyltransferases DNMT3A (in green) and DNMT3B (not
shown) through their PWWP domain (in blue) to different genomic regions (such as gene bodies or pericentric
heterochromatin) [Baubec et al., 2015; Chantalat et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2004], which leads to the methylation
of the cytosines in the DNA of these regions (5mC, black lollipops). On the contrary, DNA methylation
valleys (DMVs) are conserved genomic regions that are normally found hypomethylated and associated with
Polycomb-regulated developmental genes [Jeong et al., 2013; Li et al., 2018; Long et al., 2013; Xie et al., 2013].
During ageing, the H3K36 methylation machinery could become less efficient at maintaining the H3K36me2/3
landscape. This would lead to a relocation of de novo DNA methyltransferases from their original genomic
reservoirs (which would become hypomethylated) to other non-specific regions such as DMVs (which would
become hypermethylated and potentially lose their normal boundaries), with functional consequences for the
tissues. This is also partially observed in patients with Sotos syndrome, where mutations in NSD1 potentially
affect H3K36me2/3 patterns and accelerate the epigenetic ageing clock as measured with the Horvath’s model
[Horvath, 2013a]. Given that DNMT3B is enriched in the gene bodies of highly transcribed genes [Baubec
et al., 2015] and that I found these regions depleted in the differential methylation analysis, I hypothesise that
the hypermethylation of DMVs could be mainly driven by DNMT3A instead. However, it is important to
mention that my analysis does not discard a role of DNMT3B during epigenetic ageing.
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be a consequence of the loss of H3K36me3 and the concomitant inability of DNMT3B to be
recruited to gene bodies. However, the ‘Hypo-Hypo DMPs’ were depleted for H3K36me3,
active transcription and gene bodies when compared with the rest of the probes in the array
(Fig. 3.5b-d), prompting me to suggest that the DNA methylation changes observed are
likely mediated by DNMT3A instead (Fig. 3.8). Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that
the different biological replicates for the blood H3K36me3 ChIP-seq datasets were quite
heterogeneous and that the absolute difference in the case of the hypomethylated Sotos DMPs,
although significant due to the big sample sizes, is quite small. Thus, I cannot exclude the
existence of this mechanism during human ageing and an exhaustive study on the prevalence
of cryptic transcription in humans and its relation to the ageing methylome should be carried
out.
H3K36me3 has also been shown to guide deposition of the N6-methyladenosine mRNA
modification (m6A), an important post-transcriptional mechanism of gene regulation [Huang
et al., 2019]. Interestingly, a decrease in overall m6A during human ageing has been
previously reported in PBMCs [Min et al., 2018], suggesting another biological route through
which an alteration of the H3K36 methylation landscape could have functional consequences
for the organism.
Because of the way that the Horvath epigenetic clock was trained [Horvath, 2013a], it
is likely that its constituent 353 CpG sites are a low-dimensional representation of the
different genome-wide processes that are eroding the epigenome with age. My analysis
has shown that these 353 CpG sites are characterised by a higher Shannon entropy when
compared with the rest of the genome, which is dramatically decreased in the case of Sotos
patients. This could be related to the fact that Horvath’s clock CpGs are enriched in regions
of bivalent chromatin (marked by H3K27me3 and H3K4me3), conferring a more dynamic or
plastic regulatory state with levels of DNA methylation deviated from the collapsed states
of 0 or 1. Interestingly, EZH2 (part of Polycomb Repressing Complex 2, responsible for
H3K27 methylation) is an interacting partner of DNMT3A and NSD1, with mutations in
NSD1 affecting the genome-wide levels of H3K27me3 [Streubel et al., 2018]. Furthermore,
Kabuki syndrome was weakly identified in my screen as having an epigenome younger than
expected, which could be related to the fact that they show post-natal dwarfism [Aref-Eshghi
et al., 2017; Butcher et al., 2017]. Kabuki syndrome is caused by loss-of-function mutations
in KMT2D [Aref-Eshghi et al., 2017; Butcher et al., 2017], a major mammalian H3K4
mono-methyltransferase [Froimchuk et al., 2017]. Additionally, H3K27me3 and H3K4me3
levels can affect lifespan in model organisms [Sen et al., 2016]. It will be interesting to test
whether bivalent chromatin is a general feature of multi-tissue epigenetic ageing clocks.
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Thus, DNMT3A, NSD1 and the machinery in control of bivalent chromatin (such
as EZH2 and KMT2D) contribute to an emerging picture on how the mammalian
epigenome is regulated during ageing, which could open new avenues for anti-ageing
drug development. Mutations in these proteins lead to different developmental disorders
with impaired growth defects [Bjornsson, 2015], with DNMT3A, NSD1 and potentially
KMT2D also affecting epigenetic ageing. Interestingly, EZH2 mutations (which cause
Weaver syndrome, Table 3.1) do not seem to affect the epigenetic clock in my screen.
However, this syndrome has the smallest number of samples (N = 7) and this could limit the
power to detect any changes.
My screen has also revealed that Rett syndrome and fragile X syndrome (FXS) could
potentially have an accelerated epigenetic age. It is worth noting that FXS is caused by
an expansion of the CGG trinucleotide repeat located in the 5’ UTR of the FMR1 gene
[Schenkel et al., 2016]. Interestingly, Huntington’s disease, caused by a trinucleotide repeat
expansion of CAG, has also been shown to accelerate epigenetic ageing of human brain
[Horvath et al., 2016b], pointing towards trinucleotide repeat instability as an interesting
molecular mechanism to look at from an ageing perspective. It is important to notice that the
conclusions for Rett syndrome, FXS and Kabuki syndrome were very dependent on the age
range used in the healthy control (Fig. S2.2) and these results must therefore be treated with
caution.
This study has several limitations that I tried to address in the best possible way.
First of all, given that DNA methylation data for patients with developmental disorders is
relatively rare, some of the sample sizes were quite small. It is thus possible that some of the
other developmental disorders assessed are epigenetically accelerated but I lack the power to
detect this. Furthermore, people with the disorders tend to get sampled when they are young
i.e. before reproductive age. Horvath’s clock adjusts for the different rates of change in the
DNA methylation levels of the clock CpGs before and after adult/reproductive age (20 years
in humans) [Horvath, 2013a], but this could still have an effect on the predictions, especially
if the control is not properly age-matched. My solution was to discard those developmental
disorders with less than 5 samples and I required them to have at least 2 samples with an age
≥ 20 years, which reduced the list of final disorders included to the ones listed in Table 3.1.
Future studies should increase the sample size and follow the patients during their entire
lifespan in order to confirm these findings. Furthermore, it would be interesting to identify
mutations that affect, besides the mean, the variance of epigenetic age acceleration, since
changes in methylation variability at single CpG sites with age have been associated with
fundamental ageing mechanisms [Slieker et al., 2016]. Finally, testing the influence of H3K36
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methylation on the epigenetic clock and lifespan in mice will provide deeper mechanistic
insights.
3.7 Additional methods
Sample generation and annotation
I collected DNA methylation data generated with the Illumina Infinium HumanMethyla-
tion450 BeadChip (450K array) from human blood. In the case of the developmental disorder
samples, I combined public data with data generated in-house by my collaborators in Canada
(Table S2.1, Fig. S2.1). The wet-lab protocols used in the public datasets can be found in
their respective GEO repositories. DNA methylation data from my Canadian collaborators
was generated according to the manufacturer’s protocol [Illumina, 2015; Research, 2019].
Basic metadata (including the chronological age) was also stored. All the mutations in
the developmental disorder samples were manually curated using Variant Effect Predictor
[McLaren et al., 2016] in the GRCh37 (hg19) human genome assembly. Those samples with
a variant of unknown significance that had the characteristic DNA methylation signature
of the disease were also included (they are labelled as ‘YES_predicted’ in Fig. S2.1). In
the case of fragile X syndrome (FXS), only male samples with full mutation (>200 repeats)
[Schenkel et al., 2016] were included in the final screen. As a consequence, only samples
with a clear molecular and clinical diagnosis were kept for the final screen.
Identifying differentially methylated positions in Sotos syndrome
Following a strategy similar to the one outlined in section 2.1.4, I identified those array
probes that were differentially methylated in patients with Sotos syndrome. I compared the
Sotos samples (N=20) against the internal control samples (N=51) from the same dataset
(GSE74432) [Choufani et al., 2015], fitting the following linear model to each one of the
array probes:
Beta∼ Disease_status+Age+Sex+Gran+CD4T +CD8T +B+Mono+NK+PC1+ ...+PC17
(3.1)
where Beta is the β -value for the array probe being evaluated; Disease_status indicates
whether a sample comes from a healthy individual (0) or a Sotos syndrome patient (1); Age is
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the chronological age (in years) of the samples; Sex encodes for the sex of the samples (0/1);
Gran, CD4T , CD8T , B, Mono and NK are the cell type proportions from the samples as
calculated with my cell-type deconvolution strategy and PCN is the Nth principal component
that captures technical variance and accounts for potential batch effects (see section 2.2.3 for
more details).
P-values and regression coefficients were extracted for the Disease_status covariate. I
selected as my final Sotos DMPs those CpG probes that survived the analysis after Bonferroni
multiple testing correction with a significance level of α = 0.01.
(Epi)genomic annotation of the CpG sites
Different (epi)genomic features were extracted for the CpG sites of interest. All the data
were mapped to the hg19 assembly of the human genome. The continuous features were
calculated by extracting the mean value in a window of± 200 bp from the CpG site coordinate
using the pyBigWig package [Richter et al., 2019]. I chose this window value based on the
methylation correlation observed between neighbouring CpG sites in previous studies [Zhang
et al., 2015b]. The continuous features included (Fig. S2.11):
• ChIP-seq data from ENCODE (histone modifications from peripheral blood mononu-
clear cells or PBMC; EZH2, as a marker of Polycomb Repressing Complex 2 binding,
from B cells; RNF2, as a marker of Polycomb Repressing Complex 1 binding, from
the K562 cell line). I obtained Z-scores (using the scale function in R) for the values of
‘fold change over control’ as calculated in ENCODE [Consortium et al., 2012]. When
needed, biological replicates of the same feature were aggregated by taking the mean
of the Z-scores in order to obtain the ‘normalised fold change’ (NFC).
• ChIP-seq data for LaminB1 (GSM1289416, quantified as ‘normalised read counts’ or
NRC) and Repli-seq data for replication timing (GSM923447, quantified as ‘wavelet-
transformed signals’ or WTS). I used the same data from the IMR90 cell line as in
[Zhou et al., 2018].
• Total RNA-seq data (rRNA depleted, from PBMC) from ENCODE. I calculated Z-
scores after aggregating the ‘signal of unique reads’ (sur) for both strands (+ and - ) in
the following manner:
RNAi = log2(1+ suri++ suri−) (3.2)
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where RNAi represents the RNA signal (that then needs to be scaled to obtain the
‘normalised RNA expression’ or NRE) for the ith CpG site.
The categorical features were obtained by looking at the overlap (using the pybedtools
package) [Dale et al., 2011] of the CpG sites with the following:
• Gene bodies, from protein-coding genes as defined in the basic gene annotation of
GENCODE release 29 [Frankish et al., 2018].
• CpG islands (CGIs) were obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser [Bock et al.,
2007]. Shores were defined as regions 0 to 2 kb away from CGIs in both directions and
shelves as regions 2 to 4 kb away from CGIs in both directions as previously described
[Martin-Herranz et al., 2017b; Zhang et al., 2015b].
• Chromatin states were obtained from the K562 cell line in the Roadmap Epigenomics
Project (based on imputed data, 25 states, 12 marks) [Consortium, 2014]. A visualisa-
tion for the association between chromatin marks and chromatin states can be found
in Consortium [2013]. When needed for visualisation purposes, the 25 states were
manually collapsed to a lower number of them.
I compared the different genomic features for each one of the subsets of CpG sites
(hypomethylated aDMPs, hypomethylated Sotos DMPs, etc.) against a control set. This
control set was composed of all the probes from the background set from which I removed
the subset that I was testing. In the case of the comparisons against the 353 Horvath clock
CpG sites, a background set of the 21368 (21K) CpG probes used to train the original
Horvath model [Horvath, 2013a] was used. In the case of the genome-wide comparisons for
ageing and Sotos syndrome, a background set containing all 428266 probes that passed my
pre-processing pipeline was used (see section 2.1.2).
For each continuous feature, the feature score distributions for a given subset of CpG
sites and the control set were compared using the non-parametric two-sided Wilcoxon’s test.
For each categorical feature, I first created a 2x2 contingency table, with the two variables
indicating whether a given CpG site overlaps with the categorical feature under consideration
(Yes/No) and whether the CpG site is in the subset (e.g. hypomethylated aDMPs) being
considered (Yes/No). Using Fisher’s exact test (as implemented in the fisher.test function in
R) I calculated the p-value and the odds ratio (OR), which allows determining whether the
categorical feature under consideration is enriched in the CpGs subset.
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Differences in the epigenetic clock CpGs β -values for Sotos syndrome
To compare the β -values of the Horvath clock CpG sites between the healthy samples and
Sotos samples I fitted the following linear model to each array probe from the Horvath’s
epigenetic clock (353 in total) in the healthy individuals samples (Fig. 3.6a,b):
Beta∼ Age+Age2+Sex+Gran+CD4T +CD8T +B+Mono+NK+PC1+ ...+PC17
(3.3)
where Beta is the β -value for the clock array probe being evaluated; Age is the chronolog-
ical age (in years) of the samples; Sex encodes for the sex of the samples (0/1); Gran, CD4T ,
CD8T , B, Mono and NK are the cell type proportions from the samples as calculated with
my cell-type deconvolution strategy and PCN is the Nth principal component that captures
technical variance and accounts for potential batch effects (see section 2.2.3 for more details).
The Age2 covariate allows accounting for non-linear relationships between chronological age
and the β -values.
Finally, I calculated the difference between the β -values in Sotos samples and the
predictions from the models in equation 3.3 and displayed these differences in an annotated
heatmap (Fig. 3.6c).
Chapter 4
Technological aspects
‘It is perfectly true, as the philosophers
say, that life must be understood
backwards. But they forget the other
proposition, that it must be lived
forwards.’
Søren Kierkegaard [1843]
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4.1 Background
With the advent of next-generation sequencing, scientists are studying the biology of life
at unprecedented resolution [Shendure and Ji, 2008]. Unfortunately, owing to the large
size of many commonly studied genomes (human, mouse and tobacco plant for example
are all > 2.5 Gbp in size) [Consortium et al., 2001, 2002; Sierro et al., 2014], it is often
still prohibitively expensive to conduct whole genome sequencing at high coverage. This
creates a trade-off that negatively impacts the number of replicates that can be included and,
therefore, it challenges the statistical power and the reproducibility of the studies [Fumagalli,
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2013; Wu et al., 2015]. This is true in particular for DNA methylation, where differentially
methylated regions ( DMRs) are typically called by identifying changes as small as 10%
and where 70−80% of the reads of Whole Genome Bisulfite Sequencing (WGBS) methods
contain little to no relevant information on the DNA methylation status [Ziller et al., 2013].
To address these cost inefficiencies, many methods have been developed to reduce the
number of genomic fragments that need to be sequenced for a given biological system
[Kacmarczyk et al., 2018; Kurdyukov and Bullock, 2016; Plongthongkum et al., 2014; Suzuki
and Greally, 2013; Yong et al., 2016]. These methods can be broadly split into those that
positively select for genomic fragments of interest and those that deplete for fragments
that are not of interest. Positive selection-based methods involve the sites of interest being
enriched from the background. This usually occurs through pull-down of these sites via an
antibody (e.g. anti-5mC antibody) [Taiwo et al., 2012], a recombinant binding protein (e.g.
methyl-CpG-binding domains or MBD) [Brinkman et al., 2010], covalent biotin tagging
[Kriukiene˙ et al., 2013], capture probes/baits for the sites of interest [Allum et al., 2015;
Cheung et al., 2017; Ivanov et al., 2013], array-based approaches (e.g. 27K, 450K and EPIC
arrays in human) [Bibikova et al., 2011, 2009; Hodges et al., 2009; Pidsley et al., 2016] or
PCR-based approaches [Bernstein et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2009; Diep et al., 2012; Komori
et al., 2011; Paul et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015]. These methods have many limitations,
including enrichment biases, complex protocols and difficulties in quantification [Suzuki and
Greally, 2013; Yong et al., 2016].
Current evidence shows that depletion-based methods do not have enrichment biases,
tend to be simpler and are more readily quantifiable [Kurdyukov and Bullock, 2016; Suzuki
and Greally, 2013]. The most common depletion-based approaches use restriction enzymes
to exploit the fact that the nucleotide composition in a given genome is non-random and that
the fragment lengths produced from a given digestion will thus reflect this [Bystrykh, 2013;
Cedar et al., 1979; Cohen-Karni et al., 2011; Martinez-Arguelles et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2004].
In the case of 5-methylcytosine (5mC), the most common depletion-based method is Reduced
Representation Bisulfite Sequencing (RRBS) using the methylation-insensitive restriction
enzyme MspI (with the recognition sequence C|CGG) [Boyle et al., 2012; Meissner et al.,
2008], although enzymes such as BglII [Meissner et al., 2005], XmaI [Tanas et al., 2017],
Taqα I [Lee et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2016], MspJI [Huang et al., 2013] , ApeKI [Wang et al.,
2013], HpyCH4IV or HpaII [Kirschner et al., 2016] have also been used. RRBS has proven
extremely useful for cost-effective, global studies of DNA methylation [Gu et al., 2010; Lee
et al., 2014; Meissner et al., 2008; Stubbs et al., 2017], capturing around 10% of CpG sites
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within mammalian genomes but with up to a 30-fold reduction in the number of fragments
sequenced in comparison to WGBS [Smith et al., 2009].
In the context of epigenetic clocks, most studies have used methylation arrays in humans
[Hannum et al., 2013; Horvath, 2013a; Koch and Wagner, 2011] and MspI-based RRBS
in mice, dogs and wolves [Meer et al., 2018; Petkovich et al., 2017; Stubbs et al., 2017;
Thompson et al., 2018, 2017]. The utility of the MspI-based RRBS approach is limited
to a specific subset of CpG sites in the genome, mainly found within CpG islands and
promoters [Meissner et al., 2008]. Nevertheless, it is known that many age-related changes
in the methylome occur in other genomic regions (such as enhancers) [Cole et al., 2017b;
Martin-Herranz et al., 2019; Slieker et al., 2018, 2016], and current technologies could be
biasing our discoveries. Furthermore, epigenetic clocks could be used in the near future to
perform high-throughput screenings of anti-ageing drugs or employed as ageing biomarkers
in clinical trials [Horvath et al., 2018]. However, the current assay costs could preclude the
use of epigenetic clocks in this context.
Given that restriction enzyme-based approaches are versatile and simple, we devel-
oped a new computational method called customised Reduced Representation Bisulfite
Sequencing (cuRRBS), which allows researchers to optimise the RRBS protocol for a spe-
cific experiment. cuRRBS generalises the problem of genomic enrichment with restriction
enzymes by allowing the user to define both the genome and the particular sites of interest,
before outputting the optimal enzyme combinations and size ranges to target these sites. In
addition, cuRRBS provides the user with a variety of metrics to compare the various sug-
gested protocols, including an estimate of the fold-reduction in sequencing costs compared to
WGBS and a robustness value to assess the impact of experimental error in the size selection
step.
Here, we have tested the enrichment ability of cuRRBS in several biological systems
(including the Horvath epigenetic clock), with sites in both CpG and CHG contexts and
multiple species, to showcase the generalisability and utility of the software [Domcke et al.,
2015; Hanna et al., 2016; Horvath, 2013a; Kawakatsu et al., 2016; Lev Maor et al., 2015;
Maurano et al., 2015; Milagre et al., 2017]. In addition, we take advantage of two recently
published independent RRBS datasets to demonstrate the accuracy of the software predictions
in both single and double enzyme experimental settings [Lim et al., 2016; Tanas et al., 2017].
We hope that cuRRBS will be useful as a tool for designing cost-effective, genome-wide
studies in the future, to help in the development of new epigenetic-based predictors and
to validate previous results from whole genome approaches in a simple, cheap and timely
fashion.
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4.2 Restriction enzyme digestion as a tool for genomic en-
richment
Restriction enzymes represent an incredibly effective tool for the enrichment of certain sites
of interest in a genome. This is possible due to the wide variety of motifs that commercially-
available restriction enzymes can recognise (Fig. 4.1) combined with the non-random nature
of the genome composition itself. Fig. 4.1 highlights that this motif diversity is driven both
by the sequence composition (GC content) and the length of the recognition sequence. Thus,
different restriction enzymes will generate different fragment length distributions, de-
pendent upon how frequently their recognition site is present in a given genome (Fig. 4.2a,
Fig. S3.1).
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Fig. 4.1 The landscape of restriction enzyme motifs. a. Phylogenetic analysis of the motifs that are recognised
by the different commercially-available restriction enzymes which are insensitive to CpG methylation. Each
sequence represents a different isoschizomer family considered in this study. A neighbour-joining method was
used to construct the tree. Motifs with different GC content are shown with different colours. b. Principal
component analysis (PCA) performed on the matrix of pairwise distances from the aligned motifs. Each circle
represents a different motif. The coordinates of the different motifs on the first two principal components are
plotted on the x- and y-axes. Motifs with different GC content are shown with different colours (same as in a.)
and the motif length is represented by the diameter of the circle.
In DNA methylation studies the most common application is the use of MspI (cutting at
C|CGG) in RRBS (Reduced Representation Bisulfite Sequencing), which is used to enrich
for CG dinucleotides (CpGs) contained in promoters and CpG islands [Meissner et al., 2008]
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Fig. 4.2 Restriction enzyme digestion as a tool for genomic enrichment. a. Heatmap showing the fragment
length distributions generated by different restriction enzymes in the human genome (hg38). Each column
represents the distribution for an isoschizomer family of restriction enzymes that contains at least one member
which is methylation-insensitive in a CpG context. The distributions are binned in size ranges of 200 bp,
ordered as they would appear in an electrophoretic gel. Additional row annotations on top of the heatmap
contain information regarding the total number of fragments (in red) and the median fragment length (in blue)
produced by each in silico digestion, together with the GC content of the recognition motif in the isoschizomer
family (in green). Legend is displayed on the right hand side. b. Scatterplot showing the percentage of cleavage
sites from different restriction enzymes that overlaps with CpG islands (x-axis) and promoters (y-axis) in the
human genome (hg38). The size of the circles represents the total number of cleavage sites generated by each
enzyme. The enzymes MspI and BssAI are highlighted in red and blue respectively. Legend is displayed on the
right hand side. c. Scatterplot showing the percentage of cleavage sites from different restriction enzymes that
overlaps with intergenic regions (x-axis) and non-coding RNA genes (y-axis) in the human genome (hg38).
The size of the circles represents the total number of cleavage sites generated by each enzyme. The enzyme
MspI is highlighted in red. The enzymes BsmI and MfeI are both highlighted in blue. Legend is displayed on
the right hand side.
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(Fig. 4.2b). However, in many cases, MspI is by no means the most effective restriction
enzyme that could be used. For instance, MspI would be a poor restriction enzyme to choose
for the enrichment of CpGs found in intergenic regions or non-coding RNA genes in the
human genome, which would be far better enriched for using BsmI or MfeI respectively
(Fig. 4.2c). In fact, it turns out that across many genomic features MspI is rarely the most
optimal methylation-insensitive restriction enzyme (Fig. S3.2).
Previous studies have tested the potential of other restriction enzymes and enzyme com-
binations to expand the range of CpG sites that can be targeted in a genome [Bystrykh,
2013; Cedar et al., 1979; Kirschner et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2014; Martinez-Arguelles et al.,
2014; Tanas et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2004]. However, to our knowl-
edge, there is currently no computational method that systematically explores the capac-
ity of all commercially-available restriction enzymes to generate ‘personalised’ reduced-
representations of the genome whilst minimising the experimental cost (Fig. S3.3).
4.3 cuRRBS: customised Reduced Representation Bisulfite
Sequencing
We have developed a novel computational method (cuRRBS) that determines the optimal
combination of restriction enzymes and size range to enrich for any given set of sites
of interest in any genome. In other words, by modifying two of the steps in the original
RRBS protocol (Fig. 4.3a), cuRRBS generalises RRBS.
The software takes as input the genomic coordinates that the user wants to target (Fig. 4.3b,
Fig. S3.4a). Afterwards, cuRRBS assesses in silico the potential of all single enzymes and
double-enzyme combinations to enrich for the sites of interest using the following variables:
• NF, which reflects the theoretical number of genomic fragments that will be sequenced
after the size selection step (i.e. those whose lengths after the in silico digestion
are within the size range). Assuming that the sequencing cost is proportional to NF,
cuRRBS attempts to minimise this value.
• Score, which reflects the theoretical number of sites of interest that will be sequenced
after the size selection step. cuRRBS attempts to maximise this value, which can be
calculated as:
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Score =
n
∑
i=1
wi · γi (4.1)
where n is the total number of sites of interest, wi is the weight of the ith site of interest
and γi is 1 if the ith site would be theoretically sequenced (i.e. present in a size selected
fragment and ≤ read length base pairs away from one of the ends of the fragment) and
0 otherwise.
• Enrichment Value (EV), which combines both NF and Score into a single number. The
objective of cuRRBS is to minimise EV, which can be calculated as:
EV =−log10
(
Score
NF
· n
max_Score
)
(4.2)
where max_Score is the Score obtained if all the sites of interest were sequenced.
The NF and Score variables are positively correlated with one another, such that the more
genomic fragments sequenced, the more sites of interest are likely to be contained within the
reduced representation (Fig. 4.3c, Fig. S3.4b). However, this relationship disappears at higher
NF values, where the Score variable becomes saturated such that any additional fragments
sequenced will result in a reduction in the overall enrichment of the sites of interest. This
Score saturation at high NF is mainly due to additional sites of interest being buried within
long fragments that will not be sequenced due to limitations in the read length (cuRRBS
parameter –r, see Table 4.1). For a given enzyme or enzyme combination, the NF and the
Score variables depend on the size range chosen, since only the genomic fragments within
the size range will be present in the reduced representation of the genome.
cuRRBS requires that the user sets thresholds for the maximum NF (i.e. minimum
CRF, see below) and minimum Score that would be acceptable for a given application
(Fig. 4.3b, Fig. S3.4a). These thresholds allow cuRRBS to search through all possible size
ranges for a given enzyme or enzyme combination and to find the one that minimises the
Enrichment Value (EV ). cuRRBS repeats this procedure for every single enzyme and enzyme
combination and reports those with the best hits (i.e. those with the lowest EV s) (Fig. S3.4a).
The output file contains the best scoring enzymes with their correspondent size ranges
and some other useful variables for each one of the hits, such as:
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• Cost Reduction Factor (CRF), which estimates the theoretical fold-reduction in se-
quencing costs for the cuRRBS protocol when compared to Whole Genome Bisulfite
Sequencing (WGBS). The CRF for a given cuRRBS protocol can be calculated as:
CRF =
NFre f
NF
=
g/r
NF
(4.3)
where NFre f is the estimated number of fragments that would be sequenced in a WGBS
experiment, that can be roughly calculated as the genome size (g) divided by the read
length (r).
• Robustness (R). This assesses how much the cuRRBS prediction varies if a slightly
different size range is used (Fig. 4.3d). The results for robust enzymes will not be
greatly affected as a consequence of experimental error during the size selection step.
This will help the user to make an informed decision on which enzyme combination
to choose for the system of interest (Fig. S3.4c). The robustness of a given enzyme
(combination) is calculated as:
R = e−θ (4.4)
with
θ =
∑x∈{a−δ ,a,a+δ}∑y∈{b−δ ,b,b+δ} |EVx,y−EVa,b|
EVa,b
(4.5)
where EVa,b is the EV for the optimal size range (a: lower limit in size range, b:
breadth) and δ is the experimental error (in bp) that is assumed during the size
selection step. The robustness will take values in the interval (0,1], with higher values
identifying robust cuRRBS protocols.
4.4 Running cuRRBS in different biological systems
cuRRBS provides a way to effectively interrogate DNA methylation in any biological system
(including the CpG sites that constitute different epigenetic clocks) for which the reference
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Fig. 4.3 cuRRBS overview. a. Outline of an RRBS protocol. Highlighted are the two steps that would be
modified according to the output produced by cuRRBS (i.e. the restriction enzymes used for the genomic
digestion and the size selection). Legend is displayed on the bottom left. b. Schematic of cuRRBS. Highlighted
are the two main inputs required for the software and the two thresholds that the user has to define (red and
purple tags). The default output for cuRRBS is a table containing the top hits (restriction enzyme combination
and size range) along with additional information that might be useful to the user (such as Cost Reduction
Factor and robustness). c. Scatterplot showing the trade-off between the number of fragments (NF) and
the Score for the best enzyme combination (BsaWI & BssAI) that targets the CpGs present in the human
placental-specific imprinted regions [Hanna et al., 2016]. NF is divided by 1000 for visualization purposes.
Each point represents a different size range. Shown in dark blue and grey are the size ranges that would and
would not pass filtering respectively. Shown in orange is the optimal size range in the filtered search space. The
dotted lines depict the thresholds that need to be specified by the user (red: maximum NF; purple: minimum
percentage of the maximum Score). In this mock example we specified an NF threshold of 150000 fragments
and a Score threshold of 25% of the maximum Score. Legend is displayed below the plot title. d. Contour
plot that depicts how the robustness (R) variable is calculated for the optimal enzyme combination (BsaWI &
BssAI; size range: 60-540 bp) that targets the CpGs present in the human placental-specific imprinted regions
[Hanna et al., 2016]. Enrichment values (EVs) are calculated for all possible size ranges in order to create an EV
‘landscape’. In this landscape, cuRRBS finds the size range with the lowest EV that still satisfies the thresholds
(asterisk in green). Afterwards, cuRRBS samples EVs around the optimum (asterisks in black). The points that
are sampled depend on the experimental error (in this case, δ = 20 bp). A high robustness value means that the
sampled EVs do not change a lot when compared to the optimum, which implies that cuRRBS prediction will
not be greatly affected by experimental errors during the size selection step.
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genome is available. Besides reducing the cost for organisms currently under intensive study
(e.g. human, mouse), cuRRBS opens the door to the cost-effective study of DNA methylation
in species with large genomes or where DNA methylation in non-CpG contexts is common,
such as plants [Stroud et al., 2013], which currently lack an MspI-based RRBS protocol,
owing to the enzyme’s CHG methylation sensitivity [Sun et al., 2014b].
We decided to test the ability of cuRRBS to enrich for genomic sites that have important
functional roles in different systems. Some of the systems that we tested in silico include
genomic regions whose methylation status is important during cellular reprogramming
[Milagre et al., 2017], Horvath’s epigenetic clock [Horvath, 2013a], transcription factor
binding sites that are affected by DNA methylation [Domcke et al., 2015; Maurano et al.,
2015], imprinted loci [Hanna et al., 2016], CpGs found in the exon-intron boundaries
[Lev Maor et al., 2015] and CHG sites that are differentially methylated between different
arabidopsis accessions [Kawakatsu et al., 2016] (Fig. S3.5). For these in silico systems we
chose to run the software with the threshold set to 25% of the maximum Score.
In all cases, cuRRBS is able to dramatically reduce the cost associated with the
sequencing by several orders of magnitude compared to WGBS, which is assessed using
the Cost Reduction Factor (CRF) (Fig. 4.4). In addition, for cases where a comparison to
MspI-based RRBS could be made, cuRRBS is able to improve the CRF, again, by orders
of magnitude. As an example, for the placental-specific imprints, the sequencing costs
are reduced by approximately 400-fold when compared to WGBS and by 12.5-fold when
compared to the traditional MspI-based RRBS.
Furthermore, we have also observed that many of the top hits reported by cuRRBS are
digestions of two restriction enzymes (Fig. S3.5), highlighting the combinatorial power of
restriction enzymes to produce optimal reduced representations of the genome [Bystrykh,
2013]. Excitingly, we are able to show that using cuRRBS it is possible to assay a far larger
number of target sites, in a far simpler experimental design than would normally be achieved
using amplicon-based bisulfite sequencing.
4.5 Experimental validation of cuRRBS
To assess in an unbiased manner how well predictions from cuRRBS perform in an experi-
mental setting, we employed two independent non-canonical RRBS datasets: one generated
from a single enzyme (XmaI) and the other from a combination of two restriction enzymes
(MspI and Taqα I) [Lim et al., 2016; Tanas et al., 2017]. By evaluating the predictive power
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Fig. 4.4 Running cuRRBS in different biological systems. Barplot showing the values for the Cost Reduction
Factor (CRF) in the different biological systems that were tested (see Fig. S3.5) [Domcke et al., 2015; Hanna
et al., 2016; Horvath, 2013a; Kawakatsu et al., 2016; Lev Maor et al., 2015; Maurano et al., 2015; Milagre et al.,
2017]. The colours in the bars represent the different species interrogated (green: Arabidopsis thaliana, blue:
Mus musculus, red: Homo sapiens). The CRF for the traditional RRBS protocol (MspI in the human genome,
using a bead size selection step of 20-800 bp, CRF = 30.65) is displayed as a grey area, which is not compared
with the A. thaliana system (since MspI is sensitive to CHG methylation).
of cuRRBS in these two datasets, we were able to observe cuRRBS’ performance in both
single and double enzyme contexts and across different genomes.
To test the accuracy of cuRRBS predictions in the context of a single enzyme digestion,
we utilised the non-canonical RRBS dataset generated from human DNA using the restriction
enzyme XmaI [Tanas et al., 2017]. This dataset was previously used to show that XmaI
could enrich for CpG islands (CGIs), while reducing the overall sequencing cost relative to
MspI, making the protocol more cost-effective. To validate cuRRBS using this system, we
therefore chose to enrich for all CpG sites that overlapped with a CGI (CGI-CpGs) in the
human genome using a predetermined theoretical size range equivalent to the ‘reproducible
library fragment lengths’ reported in Tanas et al. [2017] (i.e. 90-185 bp). cuRRBS predicted
with high accuracy the CpG sites that were observed in the experimental XmaI-RRBS dataset
(Fig. 4.5a). In particular, only a small proportion of the total number of CGI-CpGs should
be theoretically sequenced (102253 out of 2164614 i.e. 4.72%), and this was indeed the
case (Fig. 4.5a). Furthermore, upon filtering out sites with low depth of coverage, which
commonly represent noise in RRBS datasets, the sensitivity increased up to approximately
80%. Importantly, the specificity remained constant at almost 100% independent of the
threshold set for depth of coverage (Fig. 4.5b). Thus, cuRRBS produces a prediction that is
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relatively conservative, as highlighted by the low numbers of false positives (Fig. 4.5a), at
the expense of a small decrease in sensitivity.
Interestingly, the original theoretical size range that the study was aiming for (110-200
bp) was slightly different to the one achieved in the actual experiments (90-185 bp) [Tanas
et al., 2017]. We ran cuRRBS using the original size range target and obtained slightly
worse results for the sensitivity but not the specificity of the prediction (Fig. S3.6). This
demonstrates that the correct execution of the size selection step during the experimental
protocol is key for obtaining the sites predicted by cuRRBS and highlights the importance of
the robustness variable as part of the cuRRBS output in order to judge the consequences of
these experimental errors.
To test the accuracy of cuRRBS predictions in the context of a double enzyme digestion,
we utilised the non-canonical RRBS dataset generated from mouse DNA using the restriction
enzymes MspI and Taqα I [Lim et al., 2016]. To compare the accuracy of cuRRBS prediction
in this double enzyme system to that of the XmaI-RRBS system, we again ran cuRRBS for
CGI-CpGs, this time in the mouse genome with a theoretical size range of 80-160 bp [Lim
et al., 2016]. cuRRBS predicted with high accuracy the CpG sites that were observed in this
double enzyme experiment (Fig. 4.5c). In addition, the results for sensitivity and specificity
were very similar to the ones reported for the XmaI-RRBS dataset (Fig. 4.5d). Therefore,
we conclude that cuRRBS produces robust predictions for the sites of interest that will be
sequenced in RRBS protocols both for single and double enzyme combinations independent
of the genome under study.
Lastly, the number of fragments that were theoretically recoverable in each of our experi-
mental systems ranged from NF = 12780 (for XmaI) to NF = 331058 (for MspI and Taqα I).
This represents approximately a 30-fold difference in the number of recoverable fragments
and demonstrates that cuRRBS predictions, even for low NF values, are experimentally
feasible. Importantly, in the nine theoretical examples that we report (Fig. S3.5), the number
of fragments required by each cuRRBS protocol ranges from 107248 to 974050. Thus, the
number of fragments required to achieve the stated CRF comfortably exceeds the minimum
experimentally validated NF value (>8-fold).
4.6 Conclusions and future directions
cuRRBS provides a new framework that allows the user to optimise RRBS for the biological
system of interest by using novel combinations of restriction enzymes. Therefore, cuRRBS
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Fig. 4.5 Experimental validation of cuRRBS. a. Barplots showing the number of true positives (TP, in
green), true negatives (TN, in blue), false positives (FP, in red) and false negatives (FN, in orange) when
comparing cuRRBS theoretical prediction with the actual XmaI-RRBS experimental data [Tanas et al., 2017]
(see section 4.7 for more details). The number of sites in each category is calculated for different thresholds in
the depth of coverage (number of reads covering a CpG site as reported by Bismark). cuRRBS prediction for
the CpG sites in human CpG islands was obtained enforcing a theoretical size range of 90-185 bp and running
the software for XmaI with all the default parameters (with a read length of 200 bp). Legend is displayed on
the right hand side. b. Plot showing values of cuRRBS sensitivity (in light green) and specificity (in cyan) as a
function of the depth of coverage threshold employed to filter the experimental data [Tanas et al., 2017]. The
number of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) are the same as
in a. Legend is displayed below the plot curves. c. Same as in a. but for the MspI&Taqα I-RRBS experimental
data [Lim et al., 2016]. cuRRBS prediction for the CpG sites in mouse CpG islands was obtained enforcing a
theoretical size range of 80-160 bp and running the software for MspI&Taqα I with all the default parameters
(with a read length of 75 bp). d. Same as in b. but for the MspI&Taqα I-RRBS experimental data [Lim et al.,
2016].
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makes the study of DNA methylation more affordable across all species for which genomic
sequences are available. Furthermore, it can open the door to the design of future studies in a
clinical context [Lee et al., 2014], which require cost-effective and robust protocols.
Currently, cuRRBS only considers combinations of up to two restriction enzymes. How-
ever, in the future, it would be possible to adapt the software to explore combinations that
contain higher numbers of enzymes, which could theoretically allow targeting the sites of
interest even more efficiently [Bystrykh, 2013]. Moreover, there are several methods that
are able to impute DNA methylation levels in sites that are not covered experimentally
[Angermueller et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2015b]. These methods could expand the set of
sites of interest that are finally measured by making use of the additional DNA methylation
information that is retrieved in a cuRRBS experiment.
Finally, the potential of restriction enzymes to target different genomic coordinates is not
limited to DNA methylation. As such, it would be conceivable for cuRRBS to be adapted
to enrich for SNPs of interest [Davey and Blaxter, 2011; Davey et al., 2011] or to optimise
chromosome conformation capture techniques [Dekker et al., 2013; Naumova et al., 2012].
By reducing the cost associated with sequencing, we believe that cuRRBS will help to
democratise high-throughput genomic studies.
4.7 Additional methods
Restriction enzymes annotation
All the information regarding the commercially-available restriction enzymes that are used
by cuRRBS was extracted from REBASE [Roberts et al., 2005, 2015]. Restriction enzymes
were grouped in isoschizomer families (i.e. enzymes that recognise the same sequence and
generate identical fragment length distributions) and each enzyme was manually annotated
for different types of methylation-sensitivity (CpG, CHG, CHH). Only isoschizomer families
that contained at least one methylation-insensitive enzyme were considered for the examples
described here.
Genome assemblies and genomic annotation
All the analyses presented here were performed in the following genome assemblies: Homo
sapiens (hg38), Mus musculus (mm10) and Arabidopsis thaliana (TAIR10). Scaffolds not
assembled into the main chromosomes were discarded. Genomic annotation for the human
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genome (hg38) was obtained from GENCODE (v25, basic gene annotation) [Harrow et al.,
2012], with the exception of CpG islands (CGIs), which were extracted from the UCSC
Genome Browser [Bock et al., 2007]. GC content and CpG content were calculated, around
each restriction enzyme cleavage site, taking windows of ± 25 bp and ± 500 bp respectively.
For each enzyme, the mean of all cleavage sites was calculated to obtain the mean GC content
and the mean CpG content. Intragenic regions were defined as those regions within ± 2.5 kb
of a protein-coding gene, whilst the rest of the genome was considered to be intergenic. CpG
shores were defined as regions 0 to 2 kb away from CGIs in both directions and CpG shelves
as regions 2 to 4 kb away from CGIs in both directions [Zhang et al., 2015b]. Promoters were
defined as encompassing a 3 kb region (2.5 kb upstream and 0.5 kb downstream of the TSS)
relative to the TSS of all protein-coding transcripts in GENCODE, similar to the strategy
used in Taher et al. [2013]. Genomic annotation for the CGIs in the mouse genome (mm10)
was also obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser [Bock et al., 2007]. All annotations
were handled using the pybedtools library [Dale et al., 2011; Quinlan and Hall, 2010].
Performing in silico digestions of a given genome
We used the Restriction package from Biopython v1.68 to digest the different genomes with
the appropriate restriction enzymes in silico [Cock et al., 2009]. Only the first member of a
given isoschizomer family (which contained at least one methylation-insensitive enzyme)
was processed to avoid redundant computations. The output of the in silico digestions was
stored (pre-computed files) and subsequently read by cuRRBS when needed to reduce the
computational time (see ‘cuRRBS heuristics and computational efficiency’). When assessing
enzyme combinations, the information from the appropriate individual pre-computed files
(i.e. the genomic coordinates where the enzyme theoretically cuts) were combined by the
software to compute all the necessary variables.
cuRRBS’ enzyme flexibility
To ensure the user has full control over the enzymes that cuRRBS will use to derive the
desired enrichments, one of the inputs given to cuRRBS is an enzyme annotation file. This
file contains the desired isoschizomer families that the user wishes to be tested by cuRRBS. In
my GitHub repository we have already defined enzyme annotation files for enzymes that are
methylation-insensitive in a CG context and in CG, CHG and CHH contexts [Martin-Herranz
et al., 2017a]. However, it is also possible for the user to define a personalised set of enzymes
by providing a self-generated annotation file. This can be useful, for instance, to reduce the
chance of any star activity in the reported cuRRBS protocols.
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cuRRBS parameter (abbrev.) Significance Default Range
Enzymes to check (-e) Defines the enzymes (isoschizomer fami-
lies) that cuRRBS will look at
- -
Annotation for the sites of inter-
est (-a)
Allows identification and weighting of the
sites of interest
- -
Read length (-r) Defines the positions in the theoretical frag-
ments that can be ‘seen’ after sequencing
- 30-300
Adapters size (-s) Ensures correct experimental size selection - -
C_Score constant (-c) Sets the minimum acceptable Score - 0-1
Genome size (-g) Needed to calculate the CRF - -
C_NF/1000 constant (-k) Sets the minimum acceptable CRF 0.2 0-1
Experimental error (-d) Sets the assumed experimental error (δ ) 20 5-500
Size range breadth (-b) Constrains the breadth of the size range 980 -
Output size (-t) Defines the number of cuRRBS protocols
the user can compare
30 -
Site IDs (-i) Enables the identification of the recovered
sites of interest
No -
Table 4.1 Flexible user-defined cuRRBS parameters. This table details the flexible user-defined parameters
that cuRRBS will accept as arguments. The cuRRBS parameter full name and command line abbreviation (in
brackets) are provided alongside a simplified description of the significance of these arguments to the user.
Where applicable, the defaults and ranges of these arguments are also detailed.
In addition, the output file from cuRRBS contains, by default, 30 cuRRBS protocols
that would enrich for the user’s sites of interest. Therefore, the user can determine which
enzyme combination and size range would be the simplest and most appropriate for the given
application. This provides the user with the opportunity to consider experimental factors that
may complicate the protocol, such as buffer compatibility and whether consecutive digestions
would be required.
Flexible user-defined cuRRBS parameters
cuRRBS contains a number of user-defined parameters to ensure the greatest possible
flexibility and ease of use. A table of these parameters is provided to highlight the versatility
that the user has and why such versatility is useful (Table 4.1).
cuRRBS heuristics and computational efficiency
cuRRBS employs several strategies to reduce the computational time needed in each run:
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• Restriction enzymes are grouped in isoschizomer families. Since isoschizomers gen-
erate the same genomic digestions, only one member of each family needs to be
processed.
• In silico digestions are read from pre-computed files. Digesting the genomes would be
a limiting factor in the cuRRBS pipeline. The user can download the pre-computed
files [Martin-Herranz et al., 2017a] and the information that they contain is read every
time that an enzyme needs to be assessed.
• The number of size ranges that are sampled is minimised. Since the experimental size
selection step is generally imperfect, size ranges are sampled with a sliding window
whose ‘resolution’ is equivalent to the experimental error specified by the user.
• Parallelization. cuRRBS can use several cores to decrease the CPU time.
Moreover, we have observed that, in many enzyme combinations, one of the enzymes is
providing most of the enrichment for the sites of interest, while the second one complements
the targeting. Therefore, it would be possible to implement a ‘heuristic’ mode, where only
those enzymes that perform well individually are used as ‘seeds’ to construct combinations
(as opposed to the current implementation, where all the enzyme combinations are checked
exhaustively). This could further reduce the computational time, especially if combinations
of more than two enzymes were being evaluated.
The CPU time required by cuRRBS depends on several parameters, including the number
of enzymes checked, the experimental error, the number of sites of interest or the genome
size (Fig. S3.7). The RAM used will be approximately equal to the size of the pre-computed
files that are read by the software. A standard cuRRBS run (e.g. for a few thousand sites
of interest in the human genome, checking 128 CpG methylation-insensitive isoschizomer
families) takes around 0.5-1 hours and uses around 4 GB RAM, which allows the user to
easily run it on a dual-core laptop or desktop computer.
Obtaining the sites of interest for different biological systems
We have tested in silico the ability of cuRRBS to enrich for the sites of interest in a selection
of different biological systems where DNA methylation has an important functional role. In
some of these systems, described below, previous analysis was performed in order to obtain
the genomic coordinates for the sites:
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• Exon-intron boundaries in human. Exons and introns were obtained from protein-
coding genes using GENCODE annotation data. Those CpG sites that were found
within ± 5 bp of a canonical splice site (5’-GT, 3’-AG) were selected.
• Epigenetic clock in human. These sites were obtained from the Horvath epigenetic
clock [Horvath, 2013a] and were lifted over to hg38 [Kuhn et al., 2012] before running
cuRRBS.
• Canonical and placental imprints in human. These loci were obtained from Hanna et al.
[2016]. The sites were lifted over to hg38 [Kuhn et al., 2012] and the CpG sites were
then extracted for the analysis.
• CTCF binding sites in human. We obtained the CpG sites that overlap with in vivo
CTCF binding sites. Peaks from sites that seem to be affected by methylation (upregu-
lated, reactivated) were kindly provided by Dr. M. T. Maurano [Maurano et al., 2015].
We scanned the peaks for high-scoring motifs according to the CTCF JASPAR model
[Mathelier et al., 2015]. Finally, we extracted those CpGs that were found in positions
5 and 15 of the motif, whose methylation status is supposed to influence the binding of
the transcription factor [Maurano et al., 2015].
• Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) demethylated and maintained sites in mouse.
These were obtained by comparing mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) to iPSCs as
described previously [Milagre et al., 2017], with an additional filter for magnitude of
methylation change (>50% methylation change).
• NRF1 binding sites in mouse. We obtained the CpG sites that overlap with in vivo
NRF1 binding sites in mouse. ChIP-seq data was processed as described in the original
publication [Domcke et al., 2015], where peaks were called using Peakzilla [Bardet
et al., 2013]. We took as our final set of peaks the overlap between the two TKO
replicates. Next, we scanned the peaks for high-scoring motifs according to the NRF1
JASPAR model [Mathelier et al., 2015]. Finally, we extracted those CpGs that were
found in positions 2 and 8 of the motif, whose methylation status is supposed to
influence the binding of the transcription factor [Mathelier et al., 2015].
• CHG sites in Arabidopsis thaliana. Non-CpG DMRs arising from the epigenomic
diversity between Arabidopsis thaliana accessions were obtained from Kawakatsu
et al. [2016]. The coordinates for C sites in non-CpG context were extracted.
In all the cases the sites were equally weighted (wi = 1), with the exception of the human
epigenetic clock system, where the sites were assigned the absolute value of the weights in
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the linear model [Horvath, 2013a]. All the site annotation files can be found in my GitHub
repository [Martin-Herranz et al., 2017a]
Running cuRRBS for the different biological systems
cuRRBS was run in the different systems described above using the default parameters
(k = 0.2, d = 20, b = 980, t = 30), for a read length (r) of 75 bp and a Score threshold (c)
of 0.25. In the mouse and human examples we considered 128 isoschizomer families that
contained enzymes that were not sensitive to CpG methylation. In the case of Arabidopsis
thaliana we used 28 isoschizomer families that contained enzymes that were not sensitive to
5mC in any context (CG, CHG, CHH).
Mapping of RRBS samples
XmaI-RRBS data generated on the Ion Torrent platform [Tanas et al., 2017] and MspI&Taqα I
-RRBS data generated on the Illumina HiSeq platform [Lim et al., 2016] were quality
trimmed using Trim Galore (www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/) and
had base pairs removed from the 3’ end to avoid including filled-in nucleotides with artificial
methylation states (the filled-in XmaI, MspI and Taqα I cut sites include the nucleotide
sequence CCGG, CG and CG respectively). The data was then mapped to the human genome
(for XmaI data, parameters: –non_directional) or the mouse genome (for MspI&Taqα I data,
parameters: –directional) using Bismark (0.18.0) [Krueger and Andrews, 2011]. In each of
the two cases data from different experiments or replicates was merged into the same FASTQ
file prior to quality trimming.
Estimating cuRRBS’ sensitivity and specificity
We assessed the performance of cuRRBS predictions in two independent experimental
datasets [Lim et al., 2016; Tanas et al., 2017] (see section 4.5). We ran cuRRBS fixing the
theoretical size ranges tested to the ones reported in the publications [Lim et al., 2016; Tanas
et al., 2017] and we used as our sites of interest the CpGs that overlapped with CpG islands
(CGI-CpGs) in the human [Tanas et al., 2017] and the mouse genomes [Lim et al., 2016]
respectively. From the cuRRBS output files we recovered the IDs of the sites that should
be theoretically sequenced. Moreover, using the experimental RRBS data [Lim et al., 2016;
Tanas et al., 2017], we could obtain the IDs of the sites that were actually sequenced (filtered
by a given depth of coverage threshold). Afterwards, we calculated the following variables
for each one of the datasets:
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• True positives (TP): number of CGI-CpGs that cuRRBS predicted to be sequenced and
were indeed found in the RRBS data.
• True negatives (TN): number of CGI-CpGs that cuRRBS predicted to be absent and
were not found in the RRBS data.
• False positives (FP): number of CGI-CpGs that cuRRBS predicted to be sequenced but
were not found in the RRBS data.
• False negatives (FN): number of CGI-CpGs that cuRRBS predicted to be absent but
were found in the RRBS data.
Finally, we estimated the sensitivity and specificity, for a given dataset, as follows:
Sensitivity =
T P
T P+FN
·100 (4.6)
Speci f icity =
T N
FP+T N
·100 (4.7)
Software availability
cuRRBS and its documentation are freely distributed under GNU General Public License
v3.0 and can be accessed in my GitHub repository [Martin-Herranz et al., 2017a].

Chapter 5
Final remarks
‘Caminante, son tus huellas
el camino, y nada más;
caminante, no hay camino:
se hace camino al andar.’
Antonio Machado [1912]
The purpose of this thesis was to advance our understanding of the epigenetic ageing
clock in humans. I now review the main conclusions from this work and propose future
directions that could be of interest.
5.1 Statistical aspects
In Chapter 2, I have assessed different statistical methods that allowed me to characterise
the epigenetic landscape during human physiological ageing. To date, DNA methylation
data from blood, generated in the Illumina 450K methylation array platform, is the most
abundant epigenetic data type available to study human ageing. I built a dataset of this
data type for healthy individuals, pre-processed it and benchmarked different methods to
correct for blood cell composition changes. I reproduce previous findings showing that a
great proportion of the epigenome is affected by the ageing process (in my case around
30%, using a conservative threshold to correct for multiple testing). This highlights that
the epigenetic ageing clock is a genome-wide phenomena that extends way beyond the
cytosines included in most epigenetic clock models. Furthermore, the small effect sizes
suggest that most age-related DNA methylation changes occur only in a small proportion of
cells (DNA molecules) in the tissue (around 4% on average for the entire human lifespan).
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Finally, I tested the behaviour of different epigenetic clocks (Horvath, Hannum, epiTOC)
and developed a strategy to correct for potential batch effects in this context.
Current epigenetic clocks use a linear modelling framework. Nevertheless, many changes
in methylation values during ageing are non-linear (for example during organismal growth).
Horvath’s clock corrects for this by transforming chronological age, but it would be inter-
esting to try to model the changes of individual CpG sites before including them as part
of the training. This could also help to identify modules of CpG sites that behave in the
same way during ageing and allow deconvoluting the different processes that shape the
epigenetic landscape and may be operative at different life stages. Additional improvements
in epigenetic clocks will likely include integrating longitudinal information (which could
help to identify different ageing trajectories) [Jensen et al., 2014] and separating the con-
tributions of mutations and epimutations to the methylation signal. Furthermore, it would
be interesting to try to map the shapes of the DNA methylation changes to the changes
in mortality rate at a human population level, therefore creating a link between molecular
changes and epidemiological observations. This could be further validated in species with
extremely different profiles of mortality rate (e.g. naked mole rat).
Current multi-tissue epigenetic clocks have been trained on all tissues available. Nev-
ertheless, it is reasonable to assume that the strategies to maintain stable DNA methylation
landscapes over time would significantly differ between highly proliferative tissues (such as
blood) from those where cell division is a rare event (such as brain). Thus, building different
epigenetic clocks for these two categories of tissues and analysing their genome-wide changes
in DNA methylation over time could improve the accuracy of the models and provide further
insights into the role of cell division on the epigenetic ageing clock.
There are methods that allow imputing DNA methylation patterns based on different
genomic features for a ‘static’ epigenome, both at the bulk [Zhang et al., 2015b] and single-
cell levels [Angermueller et al., 2017; Kapourani and Sanguinetti, 2019]. Given that the
regions that change their DNA methylation during ageing seem to share the genomic context,
it would be interesting to design an imputation algorithm for a ‘dynamic’ epigenome
(e.g. given an epigenome at time t, predict what that epigenome would look like at time
t +∆t). Furthermore, it would be fascinating to attempt training machine learning models
(e.g. deep neural networks) to predict whether a given CpG site or region will change the
methylation status with age (and the direction and magnitude of the change) from the DNA
sequence. This could give us additional insights into how much the ageing-related changes
are hard-coded in the genome and how much the environment and lifestyle contribute to
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modify it. Moreover, some of these predictions could be tested by introducing exogenous
pieces of DNA in ageing mice.
Developmental disorders are useful biological systems to study the effects of altered
functions in specific parts of the epigenetic machinery. As such, the analysis presented in
Chapter 3 could be further expanded into a statistical framework that allows quantifying how
much certain epigenetic functions contribute to the methylation status of specific regions. In
other words, the definition of epimutational signatures (e.g. epimutational signature 1 is
the consequence of reduced H3K4 methylation in enhancers) that would allow to deconvolute
the epigenetic processes behind a specific DNA methylation pattern (e.g. the one caused by
ageing or smoking exposure).
5.2 Biological aspects
The goal of Chapter 3 was to study how different parts of the epigenetic machinery affect
the rate of the epigenetic ageing clock, thus providing the first identified components of
the hypothetical epigenetic maintenance system [Horvath, 2013a]. For that purpose, I studied
the epigenetic age acceleration observed in patients with developmental disorders, many of
which harbour mutations in proteins of the aforementioned epigenetic machinery.
This analysis revealed that mutations in NSD1, an H3K36 methyltransferase, dra-
matically accelerate epigenetic ageing. The effect sizes observed (on average > 7 years)
are bigger than many of the conditions reported to accelerate the epigenetic ageing clock
[Horvath and Raj, 2018]. Importantly, the genomic context where these changes happen
is partially shared with the ageing process. Regions marked by H3K27me3, deposited by
Polycomb Repressing Complex 2 (PRC2), were highly enriched for these changes both in
ageing and Sotos, consistent with previous reports. Interestingly, global DNA hypomethyla-
tion (a characteristic of Sotos patients) causes a redistribution of PRC2 and H3K27me3 from
their normal targets (many of them developmental genes marked with bivalent chromatin)
to other genomic regions, which leads to the aberrant expression of some of these genes
[Reddington et al., 2013]. Importantly, there is a mechanistic link between PRC2 recruitment
and H3K36me3 via the Tudor domains of some polycomb-like proteins [Cai et al., 2013; Li
et al., 2017]. As such, it would be expected that perturbations in the H3K36 methylation
landscape would affect PRC2 activity. Furthermore, methylation of CpG sites in normally
unmethylated CpG islands could also lead to a loss of PRC2 binding [Li et al., 2017]. This
could be happening in bivalent regions / DNA methylation valleys (DMVs) during ageing
and affect the differentiation process of progenitor stem cells in adult tissues. Indeed, this
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seems to be the case for aged haematopoietic stem cells [Beerman et al., 2013; Sun et al.,
2014a], but whether this applies to other tissues still needs to be elucidated. Importantly,
DNA methylation changes affecting progenitor stem cells could be propagated in the tissue,
therefore contributing substantially to the signal captured by epigenetic clocks.
Hence, during ageing, there could be a redistribution of PRC2 from bivalent regions
/ DMVs to other regions that have become hypomethylated, at the same time that de
novo DNMT3A/B get relocated in the opposite direction (as shown in Fig. 3.8), leading to
a deregulation in the expression of developmental genes. This model expands and is overall
compatible with the one proposed by Zheng, Widschwendter and Teschendorff to explain
the increase in cancer risk with age [Zheng et al., 2016]. While this could be induced by
the rewiring of the H3K36 methylation landscape, direct evidence needs to be provided to
ascertain that this is indeed the case during human physiological ageing. As such, it would be
interesting to profile H3K36me3 during ageing in different tissues. Furthermore, differential
expression of genes coding for the H3K36 methylation machinery (both methyltransferases
and demethylases) during ageing would also be expected (e.g. by hypermethylating the
promoter of NSD1, as observed in human neuroblastoma and glioma cells) [Berdasco et al.,
2009]. Moreover, a study showing if cryptic transcription increases during human ageing
(something that seems to happen in model organisms) could contribute to our understanding
of the global functional consequences of these epigenetic changes. Finally, genes with lower
levels of H3K36me3 should be more prone to cryptic transcription during ageing [Pu et al.,
2015] and potentially display higher transcriptional heterogeneity between cells.
There is conflicting evidence on the literature on whether NSD1 can also catalyse the
methylation of H4K20 in vivo [Berdasco et al., 2009; Kudithipudi et al., 2014]. H4K20me1
is a histone mark highly enriched in telomeres [Enguix et al., 2018] and depletion of H4K20
methylation leads to genomic instability [Sørensen et al., 2013]. This creates another
interesting link between telomere biology and the epigenetic ageing clock (as discussed
in Chapter 1, TERT genetic variants are associated with epigenetic age acceleration and its
expression is required in vitro to ensure epigenetic ageing) [Lu et al., 2018]. It would be worth
testing how the epigenetic ageing clock behaves in cancer-resistant mice that constitutively
express TERT (which have an extended lifespan) [Tomás-Loba et al., 2008].
Ageing-related DNA methylation changes generally increase the informational entropy
of the system (i.e. the methylation values tend to 0.5, see section 3.5). It is tempting to
speculate that, from a biological point of view, this can be interpreted as a dilution of the
epigenetic marks that define stable cell types and transcriptional programs and an increase
in cell-to-cell epigenetic heterogeneity (in other words, as an erosion of the Waddingtonian
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epigenetic landscape). Some authors have suggested that epigenetic information is carried by
a population of cells as a whole [Jenkinson et al., 2017; Shipony et al., 2014]. Furthermore,
even populations of a specific cell type (such as primed ESCs) show oscillations in the
methylation values of specific regions, which seem to have a particularly high amplitude in
enhancers [Rulands et al., 2018] (one of the hotspots of hypomethylation changes during
ageing). If such a population were to be analysed with a bulk DNA methylation method, it
would likely display a high methylation entropy in enhancers. Furthermore, the fact that
methylation entropy is higher in the sites of the Horvath clock could indicate that cytosines
that display this type of metastable state make good predictors. Thus, it is possible that
alterations in the DNA methylation oscillatory behaviour, caused by changes in the activities
or the binding of DNMT3s and TETs (which could happen if the H3K36 methylation
landscape is altered), are a feature of the epigenetic ageing clock. Moreover, cytosines that
change their methylation status following circadian rhythms have been identified both in
mice [Oh et al., 2018] and humans [Oh et al., 2019]. Importantly, these cytosines seem to
significantly overlap with ageing DMPs, with the amplitude of the circadian oscillations
correlating with the magnitude of epigenetic ageing effects. Intriguingly, oscillatory cytosines
were highly enriched in neutrophil-specific enhancers [Oh et al., 2019]. Therefore, further
studies should explore the relationship between the disruption of circadian rhythms during
ageing and its association with the methylome and the epigenetic ageing clock.
Mechanistic advances will require testing these ideas in the mouse. First, it would be
interesting to confirm whether the effects of heterozygous loss-of-function mutations in
NSD1 are evolutionarily conserved, using the mouse multi-tissue epigenetic clock, and test
if they affect the lifespan of these mice. Moreover, one of the remaining questions is whether
the DNA methylation changes associated with the epigenetic ageing clock are functional at
all. Epigenomic editing technologies [Liu et al., 2016] could help to answer this question.
Additionally, testing how conserved these mechanisms are beyond mammals (e.g. in the
African turquoise killifish) or whether they behave differently in species with remarkable
longevity (such as the naked mole rat) would be of interest.
5.3 Technological aspects
In Chapter 4, we have created a computational method (cuRRBS) to optimise the enrich-
ment of specific sets of genomic sites through the combinatorial use of restriction en-
zymes. This could be potentially applied to make future epigenetic clocks more cost-effective
(especially if they are composed of several hundreds or thousands of sites). Furthermore,
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given how statistically degenerate epigenetic clocks are, new models could be trained taking
into account the most cost-effective combinations of sites. Reductions in assay cost could
lead to the wide adoption of DNA methylation-based biomarkers for high-throughput drug
screening.
From a research point-of-view, it is fundamental that we expand our analysis beyond the
biased regions from the Illumina methylation array. Therefore, whole genome bisulfite
sequencing during ageing should become more common, allowing us to characterise the
changes in the epigenetic landscape at higher resolution. This will likely become a reality
thanks to the fast drop in sequencing costs and to the development of bisulfite-free methods
that improve mapping rates [Liu et al., 2019].
Furthermore, it remains to be seen whether the DNA methylation changes observed
during ageing occur in all cell types in the tissue or whether changes in the concentration
of specific cell types (e.g. progenitor stem cells) or clones are responsible for them. In this
sense, single-cell technologies (specially those that profile transcriptome and epigenome
simultaneously) and lineage tracing will become instrumental for future mechanistic advances
on the epigenetic ageing clock [Kelsey et al., 2017].
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Fig. S1.1 Effects of noob background correction on the array flurescence intensities. Distributions of the array
fluorescence intensities for the a. methylated signals (Mi) before background correction; b. unmethylated
signals (Ui) before background correction; c. methylated signals (Mi) after background correction and d.
unmethylated signals (Ui) after background correction. Each curve represents a DNA methylation sample from
the GSE41273 batch. In grey: 51 samples that passed quality control (QC). In red: 2 samples that failed QC.
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Fig. S1.2 Quality control (QC) strategy to identify outlier samples, according to their global intensity values,
in the GSE41273 batch. Those samples with low median intensity values (see criteria in section 2.1.2) were
discarded from downstream analyses (2/53, in red). Each sample is represented by one point. The dashed line
represents the intensity threshold. Mi and Ui represent the background-corrected methylated and unmethylated
intensity measurements for the different 450K array probes in a given sample.
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Fig. S1.3 M-value distributions in the samples of the GSE41273 batch, after all the pre-processing steps have
been carried out (background correction, quality control, probe filtering and BMIQ normalisation). M-values
were calculated applying the logistic transformation to the β -values, as described in Du et al. [2010]. Each
curve represents a different sample.
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Strategy name Reference Gold-standard 
preprocessing
Reference 
preprocessing
Probes in 
reference
Algorithm Mean 
RMSE
Mean 
MAE
Mean 
R^2
minfi minfi SQN* SQN* 600 Houseman 
CP/QP
2.3246 2.0137 0.9473
dhs_dif1_houseman DHS-DMCs Noob+BMIQ Default 333 Houseman 
CP/QP
4.8039 3.843 0.7783
dhs_NB_houseman DHS-DMCs Noob+BMIQ Noob+BMIQ 333 Houseman 
CP/QP
4.9398 4.1559 0.8062
dhs_dif2_houseman DHS-DMCs Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
Default 316 Houseman 
CP/QP
6.1731 5.2469 0.7779
dhs_NFB_houseman DHS-DMCs Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
316 Houseman 
CP/QP
6.1194 5.3185 0.7816
dhs_dif1_cibersort DHS-DMCs Noob+BMIQ Default 333 CIBERSORT 2.3914 1.9502 0.8702
dhs_NB_cibersort DHS-DMCs Noob+BMIQ Noob+BMIQ 333 CIBERSORT 2.8578 2.3833 0.8453
dhs_dif2_cibersort DHS-DMCs Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
Default 316 CIBERSORT 2.9751 2.4714 0.8552
dhs_NFB_cibersort DHS-DMCs Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
316 CIBERSORT 3.0684 2.5403 0.8571
dhs_dif1_rpc DHS-DMCs Noob+BMIQ Default 333 RPC 2.0421 1.7032 0.8873
dhs_NB_rpc DHS-DMCs Noob+BMIQ Noob+BMIQ 333 RPC 2.5289 2.1689 0.8705
dhs_dif2_rpc DHS-DMCs Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
Default 316 RPC 2.9653 2.3887 0.8722
dhs_NFB_rpc DHS-DMCs Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
316 RPC 3.0755 2.5266 0.8611
idol_NB_houseman IDOL Noob+BMIQ Noob+BMIQ 300 Houseman 
CP/QP
2.0347 1.6778 0.9632
idol_NFB_houseman IDOL Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
281 Houseman 
CP/QP
1.927 1.5498 0.9672
idol_NB_cibersort IDOL Noob+BMIQ Noob+BMIQ 300 CIBERSORT 2.1997 1.7958 0.9626
idol_NFB_cibersort IDOL Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
281 CIBERSORT 1.9818 1.6216 0.9704
idol_NB_rpc IDOL Noob+BMIQ Noob+BMIQ 300 RPC 2.26 1.8812 0.9679
idol_NFB_rpc IDOL Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
Noob+Filtering+
BMIQ 
281 RPC 2.0122 1.6288 0.9692
Fig. S1.4 Table showing the different cell-type deconvolution strategies that were benchmarked. BMIQ:
beta-mixture quantile normalisation. CP/QP: constrained projection/quadratic programming. MAE: mean
absolute error. Noob: noob background correction. R2: coefficient of determination. RMSE: root mean
squared error. RPC: robust partial correlations. SQN: stratified quantile normalisation. ‘Default’ refers to the
pre-processing strategy employed in the original DHS-DMCs publication, as implemented in the EpiDISH R
package (centDHSbloodDMC.m) [Teschendorff et al., 2017; Teschendorff and Zheng, 2017b]. See section 2.1.3
in the main text for more details on what the different references refer to.
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Fig. S1.5 Benchmarking of the cell-type deconvolution strategies in blood. The x-axis shows the different
strategies that were tested (for a detailed description see Fig. S1.4). The y-axis shows the results for the
coefficient of determination (R2) when comparing the predictions with the real proportions of cells in a gold-
standard dataset (GSE77797) [Koestler et al., 2016]. The grey horizontal solid lines represent the mean for the
R2 across cell types and the grey dashed line the maximum of these values.
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ProbeID Chromosome Coordinate Intercept Slope T statistic p-value Methylation change In Horvath 
model
Gene(s)
cg16867657 chr6 11044877 0.5458189 0.0053562 96.7079 0 Hypermethylated No ELOVL2
cg06639320 chr2 106015739 -0.18099 0.0040751 68.4826 0 Hypermethylated No FHL2
cg21572722 chr6 11044894 0.4485118 0.0029979 67.7891 0 Hypermethylated No ELOVL2
cg22454769 chr2 106015767 -0.37256 0.0054721 65.4459 0 Hypermethylated No FHL2
cg07547549 chr20 44658225 -0.109895 0.0039332 60.4444 0 Hypermethylated No SLC12A5
cg24724428 chr6 11044888 0.1715795 0.003787 60.3559 0 Hypermethylated No ELOVL2
cg17110586 chr19 36454623 -0.076933 0.0027991 59.6101 0 Hypermethylated No
cg19283806 chr18 66389420 1.1244081 -0.0052494 -55.5368 0 Hypomethylated No CCDC102B
cg10501210 chr1 207997020 -0.767615 -0.0071941 -54.848 0 Hypomethylated No
cg24079702 chr2 106015771 -0.239806 0.0037027 54.5055 0 Hypermethylated No FHL2
cg22796704 chr10 49673534 0.5923358 -0.0038938 -54.2818 0 Hypomethylated No ARHGAP22
cg04875128 chr15 31775895 -0.29584 0.0048949 53.8691 0 Hypermethylated No OTUD7A
cg23606718 chr2 131513927 -0.192302 0.0024361 53.8427 0 Hypermethylated No FAM123C
cg00059225 chr5 151304357 0.2564821 0.0023987 52.8361 0 Hypermethylated No GLRA1
cg23500537 chr5 140419819 0.2019473 0.0029768 52.4657 0 Hypermethylated No
cg07553761 chr3 160167977 -0.085898 0.0030009 52.1708 0 Hypermethylated No TRIM59
cg14674720 chr2 219827930 -0.15175 0.0022723 52.1475 0 Hypermethylated No
cg16419235 chr8 57360613 -0.110675 0.0021004 52.087 0 Hypermethylated No PENK
cg07082267 chr16 85429035 -0.234831 -0.0024153 -51.9394 0 Hypomethylated No
cg11970349 chr4 8582287 0.4395301 0.0024517 51.7603 0 Hypermethylated No GPR78
cg14556683 chr19 15342982 -0.354214 0.0030292 51.4444 0 Hypermethylated No EPHX3
cg06493994 chr6 25652602 -0.281467 0.0018639 51.2747 0 Hypermethylated Yes SCGN
cg19560758 chr1 8086721 0.123634 0.0017654 51.0739 0 Hypermethylated No ERRFI1
cg22736354 chr6 18122719 -0.328228 0.0023877 50.7215 0 Hypermethylated Yes NHLRC1
cg17885226 chr6 105388731 -0.011797 0.0030608 50.2096 0 Hypermethylated No
cg08262002 chr4 16575323 0.448234 -0.0036267 -50.1807 0 Hypomethylated No LDB2
cg18933331 chr1 110186418 0.1394501 -0.0026901 -49.3592 0 Hypomethylated No
cg00329615 chr3 118706648 0.3767479 -0.0049889 -49.1687 0 Hypomethylated No IGSF11
cg08097417 chr7 130419133 -0.212277 0.0018305 48.9874 0 Hypermethylated No KLF14
cg00748589 chr12 11653486 0.1822405 0.0024207 48.2695 0 Hypermethylated No
cg11084334 chr3 9594264 -0.022951 0.0027848 47.6682 0 Hypermethylated No LHFPL4
cg11071401 chr17 48637194 0.3081191 0.0023875 47.6374 0 Hypermethylated No CACNA1G
cg06784991 chr1 53308768 0.0728526 0.0021442 47.4979 0 Hypermethylated No ZYG11A
cg00439658 chr17 72848669 -0.187047 0.0019148 47.3396 0 Hypermethylated No GRIN2C
cg16054275 chr1 169556022 -0.308762 -0.0031404 -47.2773 0 Hypomethylated No F5
cg14692377 chr17 28562685 -0.319816 0.0019735 47.2725 0 Hypermethylated No SLC6A4
cg13649056 chr9 136474626 0.0939199 0.0018608 47.0121 0 Hypermethylated No
cg11693709 chr15 40542019 0.4398948 -0.0041179 -46.6849 0 Hypomethylated No PAK6
cg07080372 chr11 796607 -0.044385 -0.0020517 -46.5748 0 Hypomethylated No SLC25A22
cg19671120 chr2 98962974 0.2917162 0.0019275 46.5463 0 Hypermethylated No CNGA3
cg16219603 chr8 57360586 -0.243393 0.001599 46.4953 0 Hypermethylated No PENK
cg11705975 chr10 120354248 0.1345631 0.0025062 46.1335 0 Hypermethylated No PRLHR
cg15480367 chr14 93389485 0.1737257 0.0020641 46.1196 0 Hypermethylated No CHGA
cg24466241 chr1 53308908 -0.192473 0.0028258 45.9054 5.9288E-323 Hypermethylated No ZYG11A
cg02650266 chr4 147558239 -0.028284 0.0018604 45.5452 2.5444E-319 Hypermethylated No
136
cg03738025 chr6 105388694 0.1325219 0.0037303 45.5435 2.6480E-319 Hypermethylated No
cg08160331 chr11 75140865 0.1225186 0.0024513 45.5115 5.5982E-319 Hypermethylated No KLHL35
cg14361627 chr7 130419116 -0.029613 0.0024426 45.4145 5.4238E-318 Hypermethylated No KLF14
cg08128734 chr1 206685423 0.5891423 -0.0054386 -45.0487 2.8384E-314 Hypomethylated No RASSF5
cg26290632 chr8 91094847 0.2029635 0.0020152 45.0401 3.4695E-314 Hypermethylated No CALB1
cg01974375 chr1 151298954 0.0385361 -0.0019059 -45.0297 4.4226E-314 Hypomethylated No PI4KB
cg23479922 chr5 16179633 -0.5691 0.0045894 44.9595 2.2879E-313 Hypermethylated No MARCH11
cg09809672 chr1 236557682 0.175291 -0.0040059 -44.8504 2.9374E-312 Hypomethylated Yes EDARADD
cg00481951 chr3 187387650 0.1841224 0.0023342 44.6878 1.3200E-310 Hypermethylated No SST
cg03545227 chr2 220173100 0.0832971 0.0013552 44.5825 1.5491E-309 Hypermethylated No PTPRN
cg18618815 chr17 48275324 -0.292108 -0.0031805 -44.5025 1.0061E-308 Hypomethylated No COL1A1
cg11649376 chr12 81473234 0.1177648 -0.0025894 -44.4751 1.9099E-308 Hypomethylated No ACSS3
cg11436113 chr20 19191145 -0.245529 -0.0028774 -44.446 3.7798E-308 Hypomethylated No
cg20591472 chr1 110008990 0.2290873 0.0029438 44.3726 2.1018E-307 Hypermethylated No SYPL2
cg12757011 chr2 162281111 -0.036861 0.0022385 44.3402 4.4864E-307 Hypermethylated No TBR1
cg06570224 chr3 157812475 -0.255113 0.0021525 44.3003 1.1387E-306 Hypermethylated No
cg12878812 chr12 119419696 -0.152434 0.0017975 44.1946 1.3495E-305 Hypermethylated No SRRM4
cg07931844 chr15 72102213 -0.347225 -0.0020941 -44.1556 3.363E-305 Hypomethylated No NR2E3
cg15341124 chr14 102027734 0.1822515 0.0021014 43.8202 8.5279E-302 Hypermethylated No DIO3;  MIR1247
cg12534424 chr7 127992316 -0.038607 0.0019362 43.5602 3.7086E-299 Hypermethylated No PRRT4
cg25410668 chr1 28241577 0.5378571 0.0033963 43.5204 9.4093E-299 Hypermethylated No RPA2
cg19392831 chr10 120355756 0.1002692 0.0017162 43.3469 5.4065E-297 Hypermethylated No PRLHR
cg16008966 chr1 114761794 0.2872323 -0.0024427 -43.054 5.0499E-294 Hypomethylated No
cg05308819 chr1 155959156 -0.383566 -0.0018965 -43.0379 7.3568E-294 Hypomethylated No
cg08468401 chr3 14303131 -0.481126 -0.0045074 -43.0226 1.0497E-293 Hypomethylated No
cg19855470 chr22 40060836 -0.111118 0.0015512 42.913 1.3565E-292 Hypermethylated No CACNA1I
cg11220950 chr16 2042693 0.0102849 0.0019377 42.8543 5.3374E-292 Hypermethylated No SYNGR3
cg16717122 chr15 51973920 0.3252301 0.00151 42.8415 7.1833E-292 Hypermethylated No SCG3
cg22156456 chr17 39844239 -0.229764 -0.0018499 -42.8279 9.8668E-292 Hypomethylated No EIF1
cg06335143 chr1 53308654 -0.088651 0.0022272 42.8111 1.4619E-291 Hypermethylated No ZYG11A
cg23746497 chr6 105388668 0.072451 0.0034686 42.7311 9.4375E-291 Hypermethylated No
cg08234504 chr5 139013317 -0.235634 -0.0015863 -42.72 1.2233E-290 Hypomethylated No
cg24436906 chr2 242498081 0.4803492 0.0019615 42.6333 9.2401E-290 Hypermethylated No BOK
cg13848598 chr10 115804578 -0.111233 0.0024786 42.4955 2.2983E-288 Hypermethylated No ADRB1
cg10804656 chr10 22623460 -0.950746 0.0028943 42.4594 5.3272E-288 Hypermethylated No
cg13135455 chr2 241860318 0.0059196 -0.0022231 -42.4071 1.8043E-287 Hypomethylated No
cg23078123 chr1 68577796 0.759047 -0.0026555 -42.3732 3.9744E-287 Hypomethylated No GPR177
cg13327545 chr10 22623548 -0.358846 0.0022651 42.3019 2.0954E-286 Hypermethylated No
cg03431918 chr17 77716367 0.1575907 -0.0017119 -42.2827 3.2734E-286 Hypomethylated No
cg01820374 chr12 6882083 -0.47997 -0.0022168 -42.2819 3.3323E-286 Hypomethylated Yes LAG3
cg20747538 chr3 137838021 -0.227794 -0.0019417 -42.2727 4.1287E-286 Hypomethylated No
cg27320127 chr2 47798396 0.3532211 0.0019054 42.2074 1.8912E-285 Hypermethylated No KCNK12
cg20273670 chr17 21356245 -0.202763 0.0032538 42.1546 6.4709E-285 Hypermethylated No
cg19702785 chr20 43727089 -0.307403 0.0016088 42.1542 6.5405E-285 Hypermethylated No KCNS1
cg14583999 chr3 10019040 0.051048 -0.0038329 -42.1149 1.6328E-284 Hypomethylated No TMEM111
cg01844642 chr3 51989764 -0.160677 0.0021369 42.1066 1.9788E-284 Hypermethylated No GPR62
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cg00602811 chr2 145278564 -0.192604 -0.0038479 -42.1046 2.0743E-284 Hypomethylated No ZEB2
cg01770755 chr15 41914122 -0.106172 0.0017079 42.0334 1.089E-283 Hypermethylated No
cg00484358 chr1 110610995 0.2396367 0.0016647 42.0065 2.0361E-283 Hypermethylated No ALX3
cg18064714 chr7 20824556 -0.082174 0.00167 41.9065 2.0891E-282 Hypermethylated No SP8
cg16512661 chr5 2743620 0.2799574 0.0020114 41.717 1.7193E-280 Hypermethylated No
cg11741201 chr11 35638398 -0.069447 -0.0023228 -41.523 1.5688E-278 Hypomethylated No FJX1
cg22016779 chr2 230452311 -0.370728 -0.0023361 -41.4895 3.4156E-278 Hypomethylated No DNER
cg18473521 chr12 54448265 0.1111276 0.0041993 41.3931 3.2188E-277 Hypermethylated No HOXC4
cg01528542 chr12 81468232 -0.352352 -0.0036075 -41.3691 5.6171E-277 Hypomethylated No
Fig. S1.6 Table showing the characteristics of the top 100 differentially methylated positions during ageing
(aDMPs) in the blood of the healthy individuals, ordered by p-value and the absolute value of the T statistic.
The chromosome and coordinate refer to the hg19 human genome assembly. The reported genes are the closest
genes associated with the array probe, as specified by the 450K array annotation. In this case, cell composition
correction (CCC) was applied during modelling (see section 2.1.4).
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Fig. S1.7 Plot showing how the median absolute error (MAE) of the prediction in the healthy individual samples,
that should tend to zero, is reduced when the PCs capturing the technical variation are included as part of
the modelling strategy (see equations 2.16 and 2.17). The dashed line represents the optimal number of PCs
(11) that was finally used. The optimal mean MAE is calculated as the average MAE between the green and
purple lines. In this case, no background correction was applied to the methylation data before calculating the
epigenetic ages according to Horvath’s epigenetic clock [Horvath, 2013a].
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Fig. S1.8 Correcting for batch effects in the context of the epigenetic clock. a. Distribution of the epigenetic age
acceleration (EAA) for the different batches of healthy individual samples, using the control model without cell
composition correction (CCC) and before applying batch effect correction. The dashed black line represents
EAA= 0, where the distributions should be centred around. b. As in a., but after applying batch effect correction
(i.e. equivalent to equation 2.17).
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Fig. S1.9 Scatterplot showing the values of the first two principal components (PCs) for the samples with
developmental disorders (cases, see Chapter 3) after performing PCA on the control probes of the 450K arrays.
Each point corresponds to a different sample and the colours represent the different batches. The different
batches cluster together in the PCA space, showing that the control probes indeed capture technical variation.
Please note that all the PCA calculations were done using samples from both healthy individuals (full lifespan,
N = 2218) and cases from developmental disorders (N = 666).
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Fig. S1.10 Plot showing the percentages of technical variance explained by the different PCs from the control
probes. The dashed line represents the optimal number of PCs (17) that was finally used.
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Batch name N♀ N♂ N Median age
(years)
Other comments
Europe 0 119 119 7.73
Feb_2016 20 20 40 6
GSE116300 4 5 9 3
GSE41273 0 9 9 7.75
GSE74432 11 16 27 10
GSE97362 4 9 13 15 Samples from the ‘validation cohort’
were not included in the analysis, since
they all seemed outliers on close exami-
nation
Jun_2015 1 1 2 3.5015
Mar_2014 11 6 17 8
May_2015 17 49 66 14
Nov_2015 35 30 65 6.7
Total 103 264 367 8 -
Table S2.1 Overview of the blood DNA methylation dataset from individuals with developmental disorders.
The batches ‘Europe’, ‘Feb_2016’, ‘Jun_2015’, ‘Mar_2014’, ‘May_2015’ and ‘Nov_2015’ were generated
in-house by our collaborators in Canada (see Chapter 3). The rest of the batches were downloaded from GEO
[Edgar et al., 2002]. N♀: number of samples from females. N♂: number of samples from males. N: total
number of samples. These numbers correspond to the samples left after applying quality control and filtering
(see section 3.2).
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Batch name
Developmental 
disorder
Gene Mutation (DNA)
Mutation 
(protein)
Mutation 
effect
Pathogenic Sex Age (years) DNAmAge
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 23.25 29.94120469
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 25.75 23.66579727
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 23.75 22.89490773
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 26.58 31.33521081
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 11.83 13.55540994
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 12.33 12.62567804
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 11.67 11.91444556
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 12.67 15.1433583
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 15.92 20.69231419
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 16.92 18.37736076
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 15.92 14.74270021
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 19 28.69942806
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 16.75 20.84761017
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 20.16 17.69509361
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 12.92 18.28693655
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 13.25 12.24924728
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 13 15.27709141
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 13.25 15.93247357
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 13.16 17.97126245
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 13.67 18.5985271
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.67 9.834525429
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.92 8.819610809
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.73 10.53639331
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8 8.782413174
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.83 8.331080792
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8 8.412508081
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 10.83 12.94110542
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 11.5 16.52427744
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 10.83 9.546814402
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 11.5 10.75219435
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 10.83 11.7226536
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 6 8.750320884
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.75 8.069349936
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 6 8.205893972
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.83 8.765912407
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 6.33 6.903468104
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.25 5.648518225
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.67 5.896253109
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.42 6.160793858
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.75 8.719005258
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.42 6.49657694
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 3.92 4.884904225
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.08 4.766905985
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4 5.462162993
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Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.08 4.557194499
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4 4.383741212
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.25 5.321367013
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 3.25 2.797437125
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 3.42 3.906912403
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 3.33 4.703272329
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 3.5 3.223456196
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 3.42 4.024449964
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 3.58 4.662665584
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.16 7.931806871
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.16 6.144088681
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.16 5.423886319
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.25 6.873520458
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.16 6.828746343
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5.25 6.287392617
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 6.5 7.549817595
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 6.83 5.310188113
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 6.67 8.807848811
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.16 7.314048584
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 6.83 7.143809294
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.25 4.888587648
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 10.08 11.01168613
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 10.08 9.091817984
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 10.08 12.00962928
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 10.5 11.89814401
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 10.08 10.85200361
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 10.58 15.97655481
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 14.67 19.40830372
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 15.25 17.28948864
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 14.83 18.99313794
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 15.25 17.40182035
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 15.08 20.74719227
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 15.83 17.66494621
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 1.83 2.332369997
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 2.33 2.079645877
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 2.08 3.093728905
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 2.5 3.327332717
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 2.08 3.081702301
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 2.5 3.640188937
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 27.67 5.315328746
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 32.92 35.79080593
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 31.83 35.12415194
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 35.16 34.8152863
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 32.33 33.47894995
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 11.58 14.81256772
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.5 3.982793413
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Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.75 6.632731853
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.5 5.453577973
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5 6.0536493
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.67 4.665684936
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 5 5.538833496
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.33 6.826640979
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.42 5.074848057
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.33 4.069969605
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.5 2.914915908
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.33 4.177855824
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 4.5 5.359046992
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.33 4.981096393
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.5 7.521560211
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.33 5.632014057
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.58 5.381195679
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.42 7.07596058
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 7.58 6.118788705
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8.83 8.225301829
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 9.08 9.139517533
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8.83 7.154970232
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 9.67 9.966260719
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8.92 8.69481855
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 9.67 12.84219838
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8.08 10.35219735
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8.25 8.849774575
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8.16 9.464032218
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8.33 10.51799454
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8.16 9.41622481
Europe ASD NA NA NA NA NA Male 8.75 13.39598874
May_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Female 7 5.473183736
May_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Male 13 15.48878288
May_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Male 55 59.49787491
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Male 1 2.790549766
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Female 4 3.956276247
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Female 15 17.87817565
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Male 1 2.320603044
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Male 4 4.348249902
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Male 1 0.959598999
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Female 1 1.994091886
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Female 10 8.697172131
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Female 14 15.7410421
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Female 6 5.13374965
Nov_2015 Angelman UBE3A NA NA NA YES Male 25 32.45470863
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.6254G>A p.Arg2085His Missense YES Male 6.3 6.19432086
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.736C>T p.Arg246Cys Missense YES Male 18 13.11825849
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.6593A>G p.His2198Arg Missense YES Male 1.4 2.604328944
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May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.758T>C p.Leu253Ser Missense YES Male 18.5 6.108170831
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.4817G>A p.Ser1606Asn Missense YES Male 21 24.74309568
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.5786A>G p.Lys1929Arg Missense YES Male 0.7 -0.14552632
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.730A>C p.Ile244Leu Missense YES Male 14 11.30064691
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.7156C>T p.Arg2386* Nonsense YES Male 4.6 6.236506951
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.536A>G p.Asn179Ser Missense YES Male 4.6 33.54375298
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX
Exon 207 
deletion
NA Exonic deletion YES Male 4.4 4.821921423
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX
c.7366_7367ins
A
p.Met2456Asnfs*
42
Frameshift YES Male 27 39.19917395
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.109C>T p.Arg37* Nonsense YES Male 14.5 5.274937882
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.736C>T p.Arg246Cys Missense YES Male 2.5 1.113449871
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.109C>T p.Arg37* Nonsense YES Male 17.5 22.71435784
May_2015 ATR-X ATRX c.109C>T p.Arg37* Nonsense YES Male 14 11.21597332
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C c.1510G>A p.Val504Met Missense YES Male 30 42.69659356
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C c.1439C>T p.Pro480Leu Missense YES_predicted Male 6 8.103173952
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C
c.4439_4440del
AG
p.Arg1481Glyfs* Frameshift YES Male 26 28.25654272
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C Intron 11:+5G>A NA
Splice site 
mutation
YES Male 42 54.3236723
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C c.1510G>A p.Val504Met Missense YES Male 8 10.07007313
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C c.1439C>T p.Pro480Leu Missense YES Male 2 3.619189097
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C c.229G>A p.Ala77Thr Missense YES Male 37 48.42002598
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C
c.4439_4440del
AG
p.Arg1481Glyfs* Frameshift YES Male 28 31.61445991
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C c.229G>A p.Ala77Thr Missense YES Male 13 16.50827759
Nov_2015 Claes_Jensen KDM5C c.1510G>A p.Val504Met Missense YES Male 26 38.69008936
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3 c.1520insA p.Arg507fs Frameshift YES Female 6 4.093225848
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3 c.2065C>T p.Gln689* Nonsense YES Male 11.5 10.63296406
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3 c.2186G>A p.Arg729Gln Missense YES_predicted Male 4 4.62981308
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3
c.631_772del14
2 and 
c.774+5G>A
NA
Frameshift and 
intronic 
mutation
YES_predicted Male 7 5.068637974
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3 c.340C>T p.Arg114Trp Missense YES_predicted Male 1.3 8.170755226
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3 c.727C>T p.Arg243* Nonsense YES Male 13 14.17141748
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3 Intron 14:+1G>A NA
Splice site 
mutation
YES Male 22.8 25.56720654
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3 NA NA
Exonic and 
intronic 
deletion
YES Male 12 10.17620766
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3
c.386_387insCT
TT
p.Phe130Phefs*1
41
Frameshift YES Male 2 1.808104516
May_2015 Coffin_Lowry RPS6KA3 c.1155delT p.Phe385fs*40 Frameshift YES Male 8 7.406603271
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7303C>T p.Arg2435* Nonsense YES Female 8 11.29885487
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7330C>T p.Arg2444* Nonsense YES Female 15 16.23135534
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7282dupC
p.Arg2428Profs*1
5
Frameshift YES Female 6 5.620915174
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7330C>T p.Arg2444* Nonsense YES Female 10 42.55562244
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.8117C>G p.Ser2706* Nonsense YES Male 4 2.815335426
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7330C>T p.Arg2444* Nonsense YES Female 5 4.112348915
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7330C>T p.Arg2444* Nonsense YES Female 42 43.43022309
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7330C>T p.Arg2444* Nonsense YES Male 12 12.37257473
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Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7316dupC p.Ala2440Serfs*3 Frameshift YES Male 10 4.424381743
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7165G>T p.Glu2389* Nonsense YES Female 8 1.524333568
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP
c.7218_7219del
TC
p.Gln2407Argfs*3
5
Frameshift YES Male 12 19.26251425
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7330C>T p.Arg2444* Nonsense YES Male 5 4.902256866
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7330C>T p.Arg2444* Nonsense YES Female 35 38.47378886
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7330C>T p.Arg2444* Nonsense YES Female 15 14.81418145
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7549delC p.Gln2517Lysfs*5 Frameshift YES Male 4 3.645524918
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7330C>T p.Arg2444* Nonsense YES Female 6 7.201471688
Mar_2014 Floating_Harbour SRCAP c.7219C>T p.Gln2407* Nonsense YES Female 6 6.552720685
GSE41273 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 5 -0.26537653
GSE41273 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 10.41667 4.620596743
GSE41273 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 7.75 9.380603836
GSE41273 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 4.333333 7.378290152
GSE41273 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 0.083333 7.256745087
GSE41273 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 4.166667 6.582911793
GSE41273 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 21 32.38418863
GSE41273 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 34.58333 46.41126929
GSE41273 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 48 58.89975733
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 27 32.354974
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 12 11.03917455
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 42 40.85689027
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 28 31.89965321
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 15 15.3286979
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 17 13.98190146
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 21 21.42017869
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 30 35.16564816
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 28 27.14880628
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 21 24.03936596
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 33 37.84060062
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 29 35.17133434
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 25 25.67600147
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 17 14.45573451
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 33 36.37082822
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 29 34.45261333
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 20 24.86340454
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 41 46.76222649
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May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 31 34.61968346
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 27 29.78714348
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 17 19.72629863
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 15 11.78896917
May_2015 FXS FMR1 NA NA
CGG repeat 
expansion
YES Male 14 12.80759084
GSE116300 Kabuki KMT2D NA p.Pro443fs Frameshift YES Female 1 0.790826048
GSE116300 Kabuki KMT2D NA p.Tyr2199fs Frameshift YES Female 3 4.448848163
GSE116300 Kabuki KMT2D NA p.Ser5307fs Frameshift YES Male 5 11.49079359
GSE116300 Kabuki KMT2D NA p.Asn4403fs Frameshift YES Male 4.33 6.325934863
GSE116300 Kabuki KMT2D NA p.Gln4102* Nonsense YES Male 2 5.566745677
GSE116300 Kabuki KMT2D NA p.Gln3934* Nonsense YES Male 3.75 4.443224079
GSE116300 Kabuki KMT2D c.14515+1G>T NA
Splice site 
mutation
YES Male 2.5 16.55101592
GSE116300 Kabuki KMT2D NA p.Gln4090* Nonsense YES Female 1.42 3.379081974
GSE116300 Kabuki KMT2D NA p.Thr1708fs Frameshift YES Female 11.5 10.71344707
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.15061C>T p.Arg5021* Nonsense YES Female 14 8.946680052
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.16318delG
p.Glu5440Argfs*1
6
Frameshift YES Male 1 0.664960442
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.15030dup
p.Glu5011Argfs*1
3
Frameshift YES Male 18 24.00757516
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.8172_8173del p.Pro2724Glnfs*5 Frameshift YES Female 16 4.540501556
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.6595delT p.Tyr2199Ilefs*65 Frameshift YES Male 15 6.279894046
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D
c.14055_14056
delCA
p.His4685Glnfs*4 Frameshift YES Male 11 9.2260079
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.6295C>T p.Arg2099* Nonsense YES Male 14 6.594838599
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.4135delA
p.Met1379Valfs*5
2
Frameshift YES Male 20 10.04269734
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.12592C>T p.Arg4198* Nonsense YES Male 18 9.095825776
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.4135delA
p.Met1379Valfs*5
2
Frameshift YES Male 6 8.462691919
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.11710C>T p.Gln3904* Nonsense YES Male 16 12.68670209
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D c.15143G>A p.Arg5048His Missense YES_predicted Female 7 0.627461504
GSE97362 Kabuki KMT2D
c.16522-
5_16522-4delTT
NA
Splice site 
mutation
YES_predicted Female 15 12.75508563
Jun_2015 Kabuki KMT2D
c.1801_1822du
p22
NA Frameshift YES Male 7 6.044371299
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.13059delG p.Pro4353fs Frameshift YES Female 6.7 5.526369466
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.839+1delG NA
Splice site 
mutation
YES Male 1.9 2.51325414
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.15844C>T p.Arg5282* Nonsense YES Female 3.9 3.752004426
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.16294C>T p.Arg5432Trp Missense YES_predicted Male 21.6 30.3375233
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.8488C>T p.Arg2830* Nonsense YES Female 0 -0.1055224
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.4168dupG p.Ala1390fs Frameshift YES Female 3.8 4.177253095
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.15289C>T p.Arg5097* Nonsense YES Male 4.3 6.455955113
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.4419-2A>G NA
Splice site 
mutation
YES Male 2.6 3.387623395
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.16048A>T p.Lys5350* Nonsense YES Female 19.1 19.2926115
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.10201C>T p.Gln3401* Nonsense YES Male 7.1 8.838432826
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.16360C>T p.Arg5454* Nonsense YES Male 3.4 5.199197126
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.8692C>T p.Gln2898* Nonsense YES Male 3.1 3.423420462
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Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.14878C>T p.Arg4960* Nonsense YES Female 4.1 4.752807097
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.6265A>T p.Lys2089* Nonsense YES Female 23.1 25.95907184
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.10740+1G>A NA
Splice site 
mutation
YES Female 6.9 6.253113479
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.13652T>A p.Leu4551* Nonsense YES Male 2.2 3.757460909
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.11596C>T p.Gln3866* Nonsense YES Female 1 1.193509229
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.548delC p.Pro183fs Frameshift YES Female 16.6 8.413539447
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.7411C>T p.Arg2471* Nonsense YES Female 3.3 3.541604601
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.1966dupC pLeu656fs Frameshift YES Female 24.1 28.78927404
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.6200delA p.Asn2067fs Frameshift YES Female 9.5 6.485224166
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.7933C>T p.Arg2645* Nonsense YES Female 9.3 8.701999271
Nov_2015 Kabuki KMT2D c.13450C>T p.Arg4484* Nonsense YES Female 5.8 5.430619578
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.1403C>T p.Thr468Met Missense YES Male 9 10.53231848
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.1391G>C p.Gly464Ala Missense YES Female 28 25.06455423
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.1493G>T p.Arg498Leu Missense YES Male 0.4 1.069462128
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.836A>G p.Tyr279Cys Missense YES Male 0.2 0.145725107
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.1493G>T p.Arg498Leu Missense YES Male 7 7.125930003
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.1528C>G p.Gln510Glu Missense YES Female 2 4.906928458
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.228G>C p.Glu76Asp Missense YES Male 17 17.52765019
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.215C>G p.Ala72Gly Missense YES Female 13 9.011977393
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.1391G>C p.Gly464Ala Missense YES Female 0.7 1.172244358
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.922A>G p.Asn308Asp Missense YES Male 15 14.68576639
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.836A>G p.Tyr279Cys Missense YES Male 0.3 0.576697185
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.214G>T p.Ala72Ser Missense YES Male 0.9 1.080594238
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.178G>A p.Gly60Ser Missense YES Male 2 3.079510066
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.172A>G p.Asn58Asp Missense YES Male 37 42.63784241
Feb_2016 Noonan PTPN11 c.174C>A p.Asn58Lys Missense YES Female 27 32.19911243
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.781C>T p.Pro261Ser Missense YES Male 9 11.76954478
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.770C>T p.Ser257Leu Missense YES Female 4 6.836828788
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.788T>G p.Val263Gly Missense YES Male 8 10.54386119
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.782C>T p.Pro261Leu Missense YES Male 3 5.956377653
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.786T>A p.Asn262Lys Missense YES Female 3 3.603073783
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.768G>T p.Arg256Ser Missense YES Male 20 21.09275241
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.524A>G p.His175Arg Missense YES Female 0.7 0.815080545
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.1837C>G p.Leu613Val Missense YES Female 10 7.425274033
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.775T>A p.Ser259Thr Missense YES Female 8 8.883918263
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.1472C>T p.Thr491Ile Missense YES Female 26 29.82312626
Feb_2016 Noonan RAF1 c.781C>A p.Pro261Thr Missense YES Female 11 12.25565712
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.2536G>A p.Glu846Lys Missense YES Female 3 2.62618922
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.1654A>G p.Arg552Gly Missense YES Male 16 12.47288243
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.1310T>C p.Ile437Thr Missense YES Female 7 7.309199493
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.806T>C p.Met269Thr Missense YES Female 35 25.04627009
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.1642A>C p.Ser548Arg Missense YES Female 3 4.372134286
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.925G>T p.Asp309Tyr Missense YES Female 49 45.20434465
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.1655G>C p.Arg552Thr Missense YES Male 1 2.41372048
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.508A>G p.Lys170Glu Missense YES Male 0.3 0.944100935
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.1294T>C p.Trp432Arg Missense YES Female 14 17.03491762
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Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.1322G>A p.Cys441Tyr Missense YES Female 0.6 0.555111083
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.806T>G p.Met269Arg Missense YES Female 0.4 0.844087032
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.797C>A p.Thr266Lys Missense YES Male 1 2.133506512
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.1297G>A p.Glu433Lys Missense YES Male 1 1.481217449
Feb_2016 Noonan SOS1 c.1300G>A p.Gly434Arg Missense YES Male 5 8.558246566
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Arg106Trp Missense YES Female 1 1.835127123
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Arg168* Nonsense YES Female 25 29.34649481
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Pro302Arg Missense YES Female 34 35.17904908
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA NA Exonic deletion YES Female 2 2.581071992
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Thr158Met Missense YES Female 1 2.210005617
May_2015 Rett MECP2
Deletion in exon 
4
NA Exonic deletion YES Female 3 5.225511336
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Thr158Met Missense YES Female 1 2.510753024
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Pro225Arg Missense YES Female 4 6.160921221
May_2015 Rett MECP2
c.1157_1197del
41
p.Glu374fs Frameshift YES Female 6 6.2636907
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Arg255* Nonsense YES Female 1.5 1.084382282
May_2015 Rett MECP2
Deletion in 
exons 3 and 4
NA Exonic deletion YES Female 6 6.883663479
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Arg106Trp Missense YES Female 29 38.83647398
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Thr158Met Missense YES Female 3 4.77442952
May_2015 Rett MECP2 NA p.Arg255* Nonsense YES Female 11 11.74653291
May_2015 Rett MECP2
Partial deletion 
of exon 4
NA Exonic deletion YES Female 4 3.072948979
Jun_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1
c.385_405dup2
1
NA
In-frame 
insertion
YES Female 0.003 -0.35722332
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.149delC p.Ala50fs Frameshift YES Male 0.02 0.16785508
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.149delC p.Ala50fs Frameshift YES Female 0.1 13.96937513
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.376G>T p.Glu126* Nonsense YES Male 38 41.56611411
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.406_407ins21 NA
In-frame 
insertion
YES Male 30 29.61790422
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.156delC p.Pro52fs Frameshift YES Female 33.5 27.76671901
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.418_419ins21 NA
In-frame 
insertion
YES Male 17.7 15.97052177
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.211C>T p.Gln71* Nonsense YES Female 20.7 18.347741
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.325C>T p.Gln109* Nonsense YES_predicted Male 0.7 0.45749609
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1
c.396_416dup2
1
NA
In-frame 
insertion
YES Male 0.1 0.386967314
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.193G>T p.Glu65* Nonsense YES Female 0.01 0.049927484
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.472T>C p.Phe158Leu Missense YES Female 23.3 0.174364646
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 NA NA
Full gene 
deletion
YES Female 0.35 0.404844597
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 NA NA
Full gene 
deletion
YES Female 0.003 7.069271322
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.160G>T p.Gly54* Nonsense YES Female 0.7 0.830512167
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1
c.397_417dup2
1
NA
In-frame 
insertion
YES_predicted Female 20.5 25.83177177
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.120_145del26 NA Frameshift YES Male 0.6 0.491449014
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.149delC p.Ala50fs Frameshift YES Female 23.5 18.94806941
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.394_414del21 NA
In-frame 
deletion
YES Female 12.3 10.10722932
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.352C>G p.Arg118Gly Missense YES_predicted Female 21.5 23.41800184
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Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.376G>T p.Glu126* Nonsense YES Female 0.8 0.92117994
Nov_2015 Saethre_Chotzen TWIST1 c.490C>T p.Gln164* Nonsense YES Female 28.7 28.56296158
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1
chr5:175,366,0
08-
177,470,488
NA Long deletion YES Female 9 8.442111023
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1
chr5:175,764,2
62-
177,059,256
NA Long deletion YES Female 7 16.4840396
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1
Exons 15-19 
deletion
NA Exonic deletion YES Male 10 26.70242296
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.1716delC p.Cys573Valfs*26 Frameshift YES Female 10 14.59121875
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.6454C>T p.Arg2152* Nonsense YES Female 3.5 9.371834336
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.5445C>G p.Tyr1815* Nonsense YES Female 13.2 22.67264348
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.4843delT
p.Tyr1615Thrfs*2
7
Frameshift YES Male 3 7.039068162
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 NA NA Microdeletion YES Male 2.2 15.1797238
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.6349C>T p.Arg2117* Nonsense YES Female 12 26.9093016
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.1492C>T p.Arg498* Nonsense YES Male 2.2 8.399587071
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.6454C>T p.Arg2152* Nonsense YES Male 18 32.23853498
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.1583delA p.Lys528Argfs*8 Frameshift YES Male 19.7 27.25531484
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1
c.2014_2018del
ACAGA
p.Thr672Glufs*9 Frameshift YES Male 8 26.46585423
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1
c.2014_2018del
ACAGA
p.Thr672Glufs*9 Frameshift YES Male 41 67.36442178
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1
c.2014_2018del
ACAGA
p.Thr672Glufs*9 Frameshift YES Female 2 11.34495985
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.1810C>T p.Arg604* Nonsense YES Female 1.6 6.2471485
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.1801A>T p.Lys601* Nonsense YES Male 10.6 30.82670587
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1
c.4977_4978ins
G
p.Arg1660Alafs*1
3
Frameshift YES Male 20 41.38296452
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.6437G>C p.Cys2146Ser Missense YES_predicted Male 2 9.83036953
GSE74432 Sotos NSD1 c.6412T>C p.Cys2138Arg Missense YES_predicted Male 7 29.0788673
GSE74432 Weaver EZH2
c.457_459delTA
T
p.Tyr153del
In-frame 
deletion
YES Male 30 40.6786865
GSE74432 Weaver EZH2 c.2080C>T p.His694Tyr Missense YES Female 10.9167 17.28626931
GSE74432 Weaver EZH2 c.2050C>T p.Arg684Cys Missense YES Male 2.5833 2.611103643
GSE74432 Weaver EZH2 c.398A>G p.Tyr133Cys Missense YES Female 17 7.870608634
GSE74432 Weaver EZH2 c.553G>C p.Asp185His Missense YES Male 15.4167 18.04003584
GSE74432 Weaver EZH2 c.394C>T p.Pro132Ser Missense YES Female 19.75 21.09459251
GSE74432 Weaver EZH2 c.1876G>A p.Val626Met Missense YES Male 43 42.37721085
Fig. S2.1 Table showing information for the samples from individuals with developmental disorders (total
N = 367). Mutation information was annotated for the human genome assembly hg19. ASD: autism spectrum
disorder; ATR-X: alpha thalassemia/mental retardation X-linked syndrome; FXS: fragile X syndrome.
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Fig. S2.2 Effect of changing the median age of the controls when performing the screening for epigenetic age
acceleration (EAA) in the different developmental disorders. The dashed green line displays the significance
level of α = 0.01 after Bonferroni correction. The dashed orange line displays the median age for the samples
in the developmental disorder considered. In blue: EAA model without cell composition correction (CCC). In
red: EAA model with CCC. ASD: autism spectrum disorder; ATR-X: alpha thalassemia/mental retardation
X-linked syndrome; FXS: fragile X syndrome.
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Fig. S2.3 Screening for epigenetic age acceleration (EAA) in developmental disorders. Left panel: scatterplot
showing the relation between epigenetic age (DNAmAge) according to Horvath’s model and chronological age
of the samples for a given developmental disorder (orange) and control (grey). Each sample is represented
by one point. The black dashed line represents the diagonal to aid visualisation. Middle and right panels:
scatterplots showing the relation between the epigenetic age acceleration (EAA) (without and with CCC
respectively) and chronological age of the samples for a given developmental disorder (orange) and control
(grey). Each sample is represented by one point. The yellow line represents the linear model EAA ∼ Age, with
the standard error shown in the light yellow shade.
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Fig. S2.4 Enrichment for the categorical (epi)genomic features considered when comparing the different
genome-wide subsets of differentially methylated positions (DMPs) in ageing and Sotos against a control (see
section 3.7). The y-axis represents the odds ratio (OR), the error bars show the 95% confidence interval for
the OR estimate and the colour of the points codes for − log10(p-value) obtained after testing for enrichment
using Fisher’s exact test. An OR > 1 shows that the given feature is enriched in the subset of DMPs considered,
whilst an OR < 1 shows that it is found less than expected. The ‘Hyper-Hypo DMPs’ subset results from
the intersection between the hypermethylated DMPs in ageing and the hypomethylated DMPs in Sotos. The
‘Hypo-Hypo DMPs’ subset results from the intersection between the hypomethylated DMPs in ageing and
Sotos. In grey: features that did not reach significance using a significance level of α = 0.01 after Bonferroni
correction.
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Fig. S2.5 Boxplots showing the distributions of scores for the continuous (epi)genomic features considered
when comparing the different genome-wide subsets of differentially methylated positions (DMPs) in ageing
and Sotos against a control (see section 3.7). The p-values (two-sided Wilcoxon’s test, before multiple testing
correction) are shown above the boxplots. The number of DMPs belonging to each subset (in green) and the
median value of the feature score (in dark red) are shown below the boxplots. NFC: ‘normalised fold change’;
NRE: ‘normalised RNA expression’; WTS: ‘wavelet-transformed signals’; NRC: ‘normalised read counts’.
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Fig. S2.6 Heatmap displaying the scores for the different continuous (epi)genomic features (rows) in each one
of the 353 Horvath’s epigenetic clock CpGs (columns). The names of the features include the ENCODE ID (see
Fig. S2.11). Hierarchical clustering was performed in both rows and columns. RNA refers to the ‘normalised
RNA expression’ (NRE). aDMPs: differentially methylated positions during ageing. PBMC: peripheral blood
mononuclear cells.
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Fig. S2.7 As in Fig. S2.4., but focused on the 353 Horvath’s epigenetic clock CpG sites.
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Fig. S2.8 As in Fig. S2.5., but focused on the 353 Horvath’s epigenetic clock CpG sites.
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Fig. S2.9 Methylation Shannon entropy acceleration. a. Scatterplot showing the relationship between the
genome-wide Shannon entropy acceleration (gSEA) and chronological age of the samples for Sotos (orange)
and healthy controls (grey). Each sample is represented by one point. The yellow line represents the linear
model gSEA ∼ Age, with the standard error shown in the light yellow shade. b. As in a., but using the Shannon
entropy acceleration calculated only for the 353 CpG sites in the Horvath’s epigenetic clock (cSEA).
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Fig. S2.10 Scatterplot showing the effects of the different batches on the methylation Shannon entropy calcu-
lations for the 353 Horvath’s epigenetic clock sites. Each sample is represented by one point and coloured
according to the batch that they belong to.
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File ID Feature type Data type Tissue Age (years) Sex Source
ENCFF516PTT EZH2 fold change over control B cell 27 Female ENCODE
ENCFF071CIY RNF2 fold change over control K562 NA NA ENCODE
ENCFF857HEZ RNF2 fold change over control K562 NA NA ENCODE
ENCFF320VKN RNF2 fold change over control K562 NA NA ENCODE
ENCFF847TGB RNF2 fold change over control K562 NA NA ENCODE
ENCFF737OJY H3K27ac fold change over control PBMC 32 Male ENCODE
ENCFF303YKC H3K4me3 fold change over control PBMC 32 Male ENCODE
ENCFF643USH H3K36me3 fold change over control PBMC 32 Male ENCODE
ENCFF249WVX H3K36me3 fold change over control PBMC 28 Male ENCODE
ENCFF759GIZ H3K27ac fold change over control PBMC 28 Female ENCODE
ENCFF412KUE H3K27me3 fold change over control PBMC 32 Male ENCODE
ENCFF455IGC H3K9ac fold change over control PBMC 28 Male ENCODE
ENCFF457WMB H3K4me1 fold change over control PBMC 32 Male ENCODE
ENCFF211ORP H3K9ac fold change over control PBMC 27 Male ENCODE
ENCFF171WZC H3K9me3 fold change over control PBMC 27 Male ENCODE
ENCFF573QMJ H3K4me3 fold change over control PBMC 27 Male ENCODE
ENCFF150RIG H3K27me3 fold change over control PBMC 28 Female ENCODE
ENCFF033IPJ H3K9me3 fold change over control PBMC 28 Female ENCODE
ENCFF796FFT H3K4me3 fold change over control PBMC 28 Female ENCODE
ENCFF100NYH H3K4me1 fold change over control PBMC 27 Male ENCODE
ENCFF713QZB H3K9me3 fold change over control PBMC 32 Male ENCODE
ENCFF265VZG H3K27me3 fold change over control PBMC 28 Male ENCODE
ENCFF319EBK H3K9me3 fold change over control PBMC 28 Male ENCODE
ENCFF754LBN RNA-seq minus strand signal of unique reads PBMC 52 Female ENCODE
ENCFF398HDS RNA-seq plus strand signal of unique reads PBMC 52 Female ENCODE
GSM923447 Replication timing
Wavelet-transformed 
signals IMR90 NA Female GEO
GSM1289416 LaminB1 Normalised read counts IMR90 NA NA GEO
Fig. S2.11 Information (including the source) about the continuous (epi)genomic features (ChIP-seq and
RNA-seq data) that were included in my analysis to annotate the different sets of CpG sites. All the data were
mapped to the hg19 assembly of the human genome. PBMC: peripheral blood mononuclear cells.
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Fig. S3.1 Scatterplot which summarises the fragment length distributions for the same isoschizomer families
portrayed in Fig 4.2a. The red dots represent the actual values of median fragment length and total number
of fragments for each family. The black lines assign each name label to the correspondent red point for
visualization purposes.
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Fig. S3.2 Matrix of scatterplots showing the percentages of cleavage sites from different restriction enzymes
that overlap with several genomic features (listed on the diagonal) in the human genome (hg38). The red dot in
each scatterplot represents the values for MspI. The numbers above the diagonal are the Pearson correlation
coefficients between all the possible pairs of genomic features.
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First author(s) Title Date
Single 
enzymes 
checked
Double 
enzymes 
checked
Size ranges 
interrogated
Genomic regions 
targeted Organism(s)
Read 
lengths 
tested
For 
sequencing
Code 
available
Cedar H
Direct detection of methylated 
cytosine in DNA by use of the 
restriction enzyme MspI
1979 YES NO NA NA
Neurospora 
crassa , herpes 
virus, fly, 
bovine
NA N N
Yu L
A NotI–EcoRV promoter library for 
studies of genetic and epigenetic 
alterations in mouse models of 
human malignancies 
2004 YES YES NA
CpG islands, 
protein-coding 
genes
Human (hg16), 
mouse (mm4) NA Y N
Wang J and Xia Y
Double restriction-enzyme digestion 
improves the coverage and accuracy 
of genome-wide CpG methylation 
profiling by reduced representation 
bisulfite sequencing 
2013 YES YES 2
Increase CpG 
coverage genome-
wide
Human (hg18), 
mouse(mm9)
50 bp PE, 
90 bp PE Y N
Bystrykh L A combinatorial approach to the restriction of a mouse genome 2013 YES YES NA NA Mouse (mm10) NA N N
Martinez-Arguelles 
DB
In silico analysis identifies novel 
restriction enzyme combinations that 
expand reduced representation 
bisulfite sequencing CpG coverage
2014 YES YES 1
Increase CpG 
coverage genome-
wide
Human (hg38), 
mouse 
(mm10),    rat 
(NCBI build 4.2)
50 bp PE Y N
Lee YK and Jin S
Improved reduced representation 
bisulfite sequencing for epigenomic 
profiling of clinical samples 
2014 YES YES 1
Increase CpG 
coverage genome-
wide
Human (hg19) 36 bp PE Y N
Kirschner SA
Focussing reduced representation 
CpG sequencing through judicious 
restriction enzyme choice 
2016 YES YES 2
Increase CpG 
coverage genome-
wide
Mouse (mm10) NA Y N
Tanas AS
Rapid and affordable genome-wide 
bisulfite DNA sequencing by XmaI-
reduced representation bisulfite 
sequencing
2017 YES NO 1 CpG islands Human (hg19) NA Y N
Martin-Herranz DE 
and Stubbs TM cuRRBS 2017 YES YES
Defined by 
the user
Defined by the 
user
Defined by the 
user
Defined by 
the user Y Y
Fig. S3.3 Table showing the comparison of different studies that have attempted to use restriction enzymes to
target different regions in the genome.
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Annotation for
sites of
interest
Pre-computed
in silico
digestions
Annotation for
restriction
enzymes
Restriction
enzymes to
check
INPUT
Obtain the fragment size distribution
and the location of the sites of interest
in the digested fragments
Calculate the Score, NF/1000 and
EV variables for different size ranges
Find the optimal size range which
minimizes the EV
Filtering:
Score > C_Score ⋅ max_Score
NF/1000 ≤ C_NF/1000 ⋅ ref_NF/1000
For each enzyme or
enzyme combination
cuRRBS
Rank the enzymes or enzyme
combinations by EV and
calculate their CRF and robustness
CSV file containing information about the optimal enzymes and size
ranges to use in the new cuRRBS protocol OUTPUT
●
●
●
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
0
10
20
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
R > Q3 = 0.9834
Q1 <= R <= Q3
R < Q1 = 0.9580
a
b c
Individual 
enzymes
2-enzyme
combinations
All
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s 
co
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at
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ie
nt
Trade-off between NF/1000 and Score
D
en
si
ty
Robustness (R)
Fig. S3.4 Additional insights into cuRRBS. a. Detailed flowchart showing the input, main steps in cuRRBS and
the output of the software. b. Violin plots showing the distribution of Pearson’s correlation coefficients between
the number of fragments (NF) and the Score for all the different enzymes tested with cuRRBS (single-enzyme,
double-enzyme, all). In this example we used the Horvath epigenetic clock system [Horvath, 2013a], checking
all the size ranges between 20 and 1000 bp, with an experimental error of 10 bp and a read length of 75
bp. Each yellow point represents the median for the Pearson’s correlation coefficients under consideration. c.
Density plot showing the distribution of the robustness (R) values when assuming an experimental error (δ ) of
20 bp. cuRRBS was run for all the biological systems under study (Fig. S3.5) [Domcke et al., 2015; Hanna
et al., 2016; Horvath, 2013a; Kawakatsu et al., 2016; Lev Maor et al., 2015; Maurano et al., 2015; Milagre et al.,
2017] with the same parameters as described in ‘Running cuRRBS for different in silico systems’ in section 4.7
(all the hits that satisfied the thresholds were reported in this case). The dashed blue line represents the median
(0.9734). The different colours provide a way to judge the robustness values: bad (in red, R < Q1 = 0.9580),
medium (in orange, Q1 ≤ R≤ Q3 = 0.9834) and good (in green, R > Q3); where Q1 and Q3 represent the first
and the third quartiles respectively.
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Species System
PMID 
where 
applicable
Additional information about the system
Total 
number of 
sites 
targeted
Optimal restriction enzyme 
combination
Optimal 
theoretical size 
range (in bp)
% max 
Score NF /1000
Enrichment 
Value  (EV )
Cost 
Reduction 
Factor 
(CRF )
Robustness 
(R )
Homo sapiens
Exon-intron 
boundaries
DNA methylation has been shown to affect 
alternative splicing. Therefore, we focused on 
targeting CpGs close to canonical splicing 
sites.
26211 (BsiSI OR MspI) AND (SbfI OR SdaI OR Sse8387I) 80_500 25.4 772.23 2.06446811 53.32 0.94704403
Homo sapiens
Horvath 
epigenetic clock 24138928
The Horvath epigenetic clock is the best 
predictor of biological age available in 
humans. We have attempted to target the 353 
CpG sites that are used in the model in order 
to reduce the cost associated with the assay. 
353 (BsiSI OR MspI) AND (BspQI OR LguI OR SapI) 60_160 27.57 442.456 3.65771916 93.06 0.91305072
Homo sapiens Imprinted loci 26769960
Genomic imprinting is an epigenetic 
phenomenon that results in gene expression 
occuring in a parent-of-origin fashion. We 
have attempted to target Cs in CpG context 
that are found within the canonical human 
imprints.
2810 (BmeT110I OR BsoBI) AND (BsaWI) 60_540 25.12 336.88 2.67867053 122.23 0.98085689
Homo sapiens
Placental 
imprinted loci 26769960
Genomic imprinting is an epigenetic 
phenomenon that results in gene expression 
occuring in a parent-of-origin fashion. 
However, until recently many extraembryonic 
imprints were still unknown. We have 
targetted Cs in CpG context that are found 
within these novel human placental imprints.
7591 (BsaWI) AND (BssAI) 60_540 26.41 107.248 1.72827483 383.94 0.93382453
Homo sapiens CTCF sites 26257180
CTCF is an important architectural protein that 
helps to organise chromatin domains. Since its 
binding has been shown to be dependent on 
DNA methylation in some of its recognition 
sequences, we have targeted the CpG sites 
within these regions of the genome. 
2000 (BmeT110I OR BsoBI) AND (BssAI) 40_360 25.5 314.079 2.78946872 131.1 0.88798165
Mus musculus
iPSCs 
demethylated 28147265
iPSC reprogramming in mouse is characterised 
by global changes in DNA methylation. Sites 
that tend to undergo demethylation faster 
than the genome average tend to be within 
ESC-Super Enhancers. We targetted the Cs in 
CpG context in these regions, as they are 
interesting for the reprogramming field.
1449 (BmeT110I OR BsoBI) AND (BsiSI OR MspI) 80_980 25.19 974.05 3.42628839 37.31 0.96792238
Mus musculus iPSCs maintained 28147265
iPSC reprogramming in mouse is characterised 
by global changes in DNA methylation. Sites 
that tend to be resistant to the genome-wide 
demethylation tend to be within Intercisernal 
A-particle containing regions. We targetted 
the Cs in CpG context in these regions, as they 
are interesting for the reprogramming field.
3896 (BmeT110I OR BsoBI) AND (BsiSI OR MspI) 80_560 25.85 690.088 2.835875 52.66 0.94227711
Mus musculus NRF1 sites 26675734
NRF1 is a transcription factor whose binding 
to the DNA is dependent on the methylation 
status of its recognition sequences. We have 
tried to enrich for those CpG sites that overlap 
with in vivo  NRF1 binding sites.
17018 (BmeT110I OR BsoBI) AND (PaeI OR SphI) 20_760 25.04 445.36 2.01909776 81.6 0.99634045
Arabidopsis 
thaliana CHG sites 27419873
Non-CpG methylation is an important 
epigenetic modification in plants. In this study 
a huge number of regions containing non-CpG 
methylation were found to vary between 
different Arabidopsis accessions in the 1001 
Epigenomes Project. We targetted Cs in non-
CpG context within these non-CpG DMRs.
21801 (AanI OR PsiI) AND (Csp6I OR CviQI) 100_520 25.05 165.313 1.48095531 9.65 0.94999336
Fig. S3.5 Table showing the information regarding the different biological systems [Domcke et al., 2015; Hanna
et al., 2016; Horvath, 2013a; Kawakatsu et al., 2016; Lev Maor et al., 2015; Maurano et al., 2015; Milagre
et al., 2017] for which cuRRBS was run in silico. Some variables from the top hits in cuRRBS output are also
reported.
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Fig. S3.6 Effect of experimental errors during size selection in cuRRBS predictions. a. Barplots showing the
difference in the number of true positives (TP, in green), true negatives (TN, in blue), false positives (FP, in
red) and false negatives (FN, in yellow) derived from cuRRBS theoretical predictions for the XmaI-RRBS data
[Tanas et al., 2017] using two different size ranges: 110-200 bp (aimed size range) and 90-185 bp (real size
range). The difference observed between the two size ranges (aimed - real) is expressed as the percentage of
the total number of sites considered (i.e. all CGI- CpGs). The number of sites in each category is calculated for
different thresholds in the depth of coverage (number of reads covering a CpG site as reported by Bismark).
cuRRBS was run for XmaI with all the default parameters (with a read length of 200 bp). Legend is displayed
on the right hand side. b. Plot showing values of cuRRBS sensitivity and specificity as a function of the depth of
coverage threshold employed to filter the experimental data [Tanas et al., 2017]. The two size ranges considered
in a. (aimed: 110-200 bp; real: 90-185 bp) are used for the calculations. Legend is displayed below the plot
curves.
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Fig. S3.7 cuRRBS computational efficiency. a. Plot showing the dependency between the number of enzymes
checked and the computational (real) time required by the software (mean between 3 independent runs).
cuRRBS was run for the Horvath epigenetic clock system [Horvath, 2013a] with a read length of 75 bp, a Score
threshold of 25% and an experimental error of 10 bp. A laptop with an Intel® CoreT M i7-6600U CPU was
used, which allowed cuRRBS to employ 4 parallel threads. The red error bars display the mean ± SD for the 3
independent runs. b. Plot showing the dependency between the experimental error (which determines how
many size ranges are sampled) and the computational (real) time required by the software (mean between 3
independent runs). cuRRBS was run for the Horvath epigenetic clock system [Horvath, 2013a] with a read
length of 75 bp, a Score threshold of 25% and a list with 40 enzymes. A laptop with an Intel® CoreT M i7-6600U
CPU was used, which allowed cuRRBS to employ 4 parallel threads. The red error bars display the mean ± SD
for the 3 independent runs. c. Plot showing the dependency between the number of sites of interest and the
computational (real) time required by the software (mean between 3 independent runs). cuRRBS was run with
a read length of 75 bp, a Score threshold of 25%, an experimental error of 10 bp and a list with 40 enzymes. A
laptop with an Intel® CoreT M i7-6600U CPU was used, which allowed cuRRBS to employ 4 parallel threads.
The red error bars display the mean ± SD for the 3 independent runs. d. Plot showing the dependency between
genome size (measured as the size in GB of all the pre-computed files) and the computational (real) time
required by the software (mean between 3 independent runs). cuRRBS was run with a read length of 75 bp, a
Score threshold of 25%, an experimental error of 10 bp and a list with 40 enzymes. A laptop with an Intel®
CoreT M i7-6600U CPU was used, which allowed cuRRBS to employ 4 parallel threads. The red error bars
display the mean ± SD for the 3 independent runs.
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